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The theory of birational Arakelov geometry has advanced tremendously over the
last decade, such as the continuity of the volume function, the generalized Hodge
index theorem, Fujita’s approximation theorem for arithmetic divisors, Zariski de-
compositions for arithmetic divisors on arithmetic surfaces and so on. Besides them,
non-ArchimedeanArakelov geometry is alsowell-developedusingBerkovich analytic
spaces. In this article, we would like to generalize the fundamental results for arith-
metic divisors to the case of adelic arithmetic divisors.
0.1. BirationalArakelovgeometry. LetX bea (d+1)-dimensional, generically smooth,
normal and projective arithmetic variety, that is, X is a projective and flat scheme
over Z such thatX is integral and normal,X is smooth overQ and the Krull dimen-
sion of X is d + 1. A pair D = (D,g1) is called an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of
C 0-type onX if the following conditions are satisfied:
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(i) The firstD is anR-Cartier divisor onX , that is,D = a1D1+   +arDr for some
Cartier divisorsD1, . . . ,Dr onX and a1, . . . ,ar 2R.
(ii) The second g1 is a real valued continuous function on (X nSupp(D))(C) such
that, for each x 2X (C), g1+Pri=1ai log j fi j2 extends to a continuous function
around x , where f1, . . . , fr are local equations ofD1, . . . ,Dr at x , respectively. In
addition, g1 is invariant under the complex conjugation map.
Let Rat(X ) be the rational function field ofX . We defineH 0(X ,D) to be
H 0(X ,D) :=  2Rat(X ) j D + () 0	[f0g.
Note that H 0(X ,D) is a finitely generated Z-module. For  2 H 0(X ,D), we can see
that jjexp( g1=2) extends to a continuous function # onX (C), so that
supf#(x ) j x 2X (C)g









It is known that the volume function Óvol has the following fundamental properties
(for details, see [30]):
(1) (Finiteness)Óvol(D)<1 ([26], [27]).








(3) (Positive homogeneity)Óvol(aD) = a d+1Óvol(D) for a 2R0 ([26], [27]).
(4) (Continuity) The volume functionÓvol is continuous in the following sense: Let
D1, . . . ,D r ,A 1, . . . ,A s be arithmeticR-Cartier divisors ofC 0-type onX . For a
compact subset B in Rr and a positive number , there are positive numbers













for all a1, . . . ,ar ,1, . . . ,s 2 R and  2 C 0(X ) with (a1, . . . ,ar ) 2 B , j1j+   +js j  and kksup 0 ([26], [27]).
Here we would like to introduce several kinds of the positivity of an arithmetic R-
Cartier divisorD of C 0-type onX :
 Big: Óvol(D)> 0.
 Relatively nef: the first Chern current c1(D) is positive and D is relatively nef
with respect toX ! Spec(Z), that is, deg(DjC ) 0 for all vertical 1-dimensional
closed integral subschemes C ofX .
 Nef: D is relativelynef andddeg(DjC ) 0 for all horizontal 1-dimensional closed
integral subschemes C ofX .
 Pseudo-effective: D +A is big for any big arithmetic R-Cartier divisorA of
C 0-type onX .
In addition,D is said to be integrable ifD =D 0 D 00 for some relatively nef arithmetic
R-Cartier divisors D 0 and D 00 of C 0-type. For integrable arithmetic R-Cartier divi-
sors D1, . . . ,Dd+1 of C 0-type, the arithmetic intersection number ddeg  D1   Dd+1 is
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well-defined (cf. [30, Subsection 6.4], [31, Subsection 2.1]). The following fundamen-
tal results were obtained by several authors such as Faltings, Gillet-Soulé, S. Zhang,
Moriwaki, H. Chen, X. Yuan and so on:
(5) (Generalized Hodge index theorem) IfD is relatively nef, thenddeg(Dd+1)Óvol(D).
Moreover, ifD is nef, thenddeg(Dd+1) =Óvol(D) ([10], [11], [37], [26], [30]).
(6) (Fujita’s approximation theorem for arithmetic divisors) If D is big, then, for
any positive number , there are a birational morphism  :Y !X of generi-
cally smooth, normal and projective arithmetic varieties and a nef arithmetic
R-Cartier divisorP of C 0-type onY such that
P (D) and Óvol(D) Óvol(P )Óvol(D)
([7], [35], [28]).
(7) (Zariski decompositions for arithmetic divisors on arithmetic surfaces)We as-
sume that d = 1 andX is regular. Let  (D) be the set of all nef arithmetic R-
Cartier divisorsL of C 0-type onX withL D. If  (D) 6= ;, then there is the
greatest element P of  (D), that is, P 2  (D) and L  P for all L 2  (D)
([30], [32]).
(8) (Special case ofDirichlet’s unit theoremon arithmetic varieties) IfD is numer-
ically trivial on the generic fiber of X ! Spec(Z) and D is pseudo-effective,
then there is ' 2Rat(X )
R such thatD +Ó(') 0 ([31]).
The purpose of this article is to generalize the above results to adelic arithmetic divi-
sors.
0.2. Green functionsonanalytic spacesoveracompetediscretevaluationfield. Let
k be a field and v a non-trivial complete discrete absolute value of k . Let X be a
projective and geometrically integral variety over k . Let X an be the analytification
of X in the sense of Berkovich [2]. Note that X an is a connected compact Hausdorff
space. Let Rat(X ) be the rational function field of X . LetD be anR-Cartier divisor on
X , that is,D = a1D1+  +arDr for someCartier divisorsD1, . . . ,Dr onX anda1, . . . ,ar 2
R. Let X =
SN
i=1Ui be an affine open covering of X such that each Dj is given by
f j i 2Rat(X ) onUi for j = 1, . . . , r . We say that a continuous function




is aD-Green function of C 0-type on X an if g +
Pr
j=1a j log j f j i j2 extends to a continuous
function onU ani for each i = 1, . . . ,N .
Let X be a model of X over Spec(k ), that is, X is a projective and flat integral
scheme over Spec(k ) such that the generic fiber ofX ! Spec(k ) is X , where
k  := f f 2 k j v ( f ) 1g.
We assume that there are Cartier divisors D1, . . . ,Dr on X such that D j \ X = Dj for
j = 1, . . . , r . We set D := a1D1 +   +arDr . The pair (X ,D) is called amodel of (X ,D ).
For x 2 X annSrj=1Supp(Dj )an, let f1, . . . , fr be local equations ofD1, . . . ,Dr at = rX (x ),
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respectively, where rX : X an !X is the reduction map andX is the central fiber ofX ! Spec(k ). We define g (X ,D)(x ) to be
g (X ,D)(x ) := 
rX
j=1
a j log j f j (x )j2.
It is easy to see that g (X ,D) is a D -Green function of C 0-type on X an. We call it the
D-Green function induced by the model (X ,D).
We say that a D -Green function g is of (C 0 \ PSH)-type if D is nef and there is a
sequence f(Xn ,Dn )g1n=1 of models of (X ,D )with the following properties:
(i) For each n  1,Dn is relatively nef with respect toXn ! Spec(k ).
(ii) If we setn = g (Xn ,Dn )  g , then limn!1 knksup = 0.
0.3. Adelic arithmetic divisors. Let K be a number field and OK the ring of integers
in K . We denote the set of all maximal ideals of OK byMK . For p 2MK , the absolute
value vp of K at p is given by
vp( f ) = #(OK =p)
 ordp( f ).
LetKp be thecompletionofK with respect to vp. LetX bead -dimensional, projective,
normal and geometrically integral variety over K and let Xp := X Spec(K ) Spec(Kp),
which is also a projective, normal and geometrically integral variety over Kp. Let X (C)
be the set of all C-valued points of X , that is,
X (C) := fx : Spec(C)! X j x is a morphism of schemesg .
Let F1 : X (C)! X (C) be the complex conjugationmap, that is, for x 2 X (C), F1(x ) is
given by the composition ofmorphisms Spec(C) c ! Spec(C) and Spec(C) x! X , where
Spec(C) c! Spec(C) is the morphism induced by the complex conjugation. The space
of F1-invariant real valued continuous functions on X (C)with respect to the analytic
topology is denoted by C 0F1(X (C)), that is,
C 0F1(X (C)) :=

' 2C 0(X (C)) j'  F1 ='	 .









is called an adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X if the following condi-
tions are satisfied:
(1) For each p 2 MK , gp is a D -Green function of C 0-type on X anp . In addition,
there are a non-empty open setU of Spec(OK ), a normal modelXU of X over
U and an R-Cartier divisor DU on XU such that DU \ X = D and gp is a D -
Green function induced by the model (XU ,DU ) for all p 2U \MK .
(2) The function g1 is an F1-invariantD -Green function of C 0-type on X (C).
For simplicity, a collection of Green functions g = fgpgp2MK [fg1g is often expressed





LetdDivaC 0(X )R denote the space of all adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type
on X .
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LetD = (D ,g ) be an adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X . We define
H 0(X ,D ) to be
H 0(X ,D ) :=

 2Rat(X ) jD + () 0	[f0g.
For 2H 0(X ,D ) and} 2MK [f1g, jjexp( g}=2) extends to a continuous function,
so that its supremum is denotedby kkg} . The set Hˆ 0(X ,D )of small sections ofD and
the volumeÓvol(D ) ofD are defined by8><>:
Hˆ 0(X ,D ) :=

 2H (X ,D ) j kkg}  1 for all } 2MK [f1g
	
,
Óvol(D ) := limsup
n!1
log#Hˆ 0(X ,nD )
nd+1=(d +1)!
,
respectively. Similarly as given for arithmetic divisors, we can also introduce several
kinds of the positivity ofD as follows:
 Big: Óvol(D )> 0.
 Relatively nef: g} is of (C 0 \PSH)-type for all } 2MK [f1g.
 Nef: D is relatively nef and ddeg(D jx )  0 for all closed points x of X (for the
definition ofddeg(D jx ), see Subsection 4.2). Pseudo-effective: D +A is big for any big adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisor A
of C 0-type on X .
Further, D is said to be integrable if D =D
0 D 00 for some relatively nef adelic arith-
meticR-Cartier divisorsD 0 andD 00 of C 0-type on X . For integrable adelic arithmetic
R-Cartier divisorsD 1, . . . ,D d+1 of C 0-type on X , the arithmetic intersection numberddeg  D 1   D d+1
can be defined (cf. Subsection 4.5).
0.4. Main results. Let X be a d -dimensional, projective, normal and geometrically
integral variety over a number field K . The following theorems are the main results
of this article. Theorem 0.4.1, Theorem 0.4.2, Theorem 0.4.3, Theorem 0.4.4 and The-
orem 0.4.6 are generalizations of (4), (5), (6), (7) and (8), respectively. Properties (1),
(2) and (3) also hold for adelic arithmetic divisors (cf. Theorem 5.1.1). Several similar
results on arithmetic toric varieties are known. For details, see [3] and [4]. The adelic
version of Fujita’s approximation theoremhas been already established byBoucksom
andChen [5]. In this article, we give another proof of it and generalize it toR-divisors.
Further, Theorem 0.4.5 is a generalization of the result proved in [32]. Note that the
numbering of themain results in the introductiondiffers fromoneof the correspond-
ing results in the subsequent chapters, which can be found at the end of each theo-
rem.
Theorem0.4.1 (Continuity of the volume function for adelic arithmetic divisors). The
volume functionÓvol :dDivaC 0(X )R!R is continuous in the following sense: LetD 1, . . . ,D r ,
A1, . . . ,Ar 0 be adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type on X . Let fp1, . . . ,ps g be a
finite subset of MK . For a compact subset B in Rr and a positive number , there are



















holds for all a1, . . . ,ar ,1, . . . ,r 0 2R,'p1 2C 0(X anp1 ), . . . ,'ps 2C 0(X anps )and'1 2C 0F1(X (C))
with (a1, . . . ,ar ) 2 B,Pr 0j=1 j j j  andPsl=1 k'pl ksup+k'1ksup 0 (cf. Theorem5.2.1).
Theorem0.4.2 (GeneralizedHodge index theorem for adelic arithmetic divisors). Let
D be a relatively nef adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X . Then
ddeg(D d+1)Óvol(D ).
Moreover, if D is nef, thenddeg(D d+1) =Óvol(D ) (cf. Theorem 5.3.2).
Theorem0.4.3 (Fujita’s approximation theorem for adelic arithmetic divisors). Let D
be a big adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X . Then, for any positive
number , there are a birational morphism  : Y ! X of normal, projective and geo-
metrically integral varieties over K and a nef adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor P of
C 0-type on Y such that P (D ) andÓvol(D ) Óvol(P )Óvol(D ) (cf. Theorem 5.1.6).
Theorem 0.4.4 (Zariski decompositions for adelic arithmetic divisors on curves). We
assume d = 1. Let D be an adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X . Let
 (D ) be the set of all nef adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors L of C 0-type on X with
L D. If  (D ) 6= ;, then there is the greatest element P of  (D ), that is, P 2  (D ) and
L  P for all L 2  (D ). Moreover, the natural map Hˆ 0(X ,aP )! Hˆ 0(X ,aD ) is bijective
for a 2R>0. In particular,Óvol(P ) =Óvol(D ) (cf. Corollary 6.2.7).
Theorem0.4.5 (Numerical characterizationofnef adelic arithmeticdivisorsoncurves).
We assume d = 1. Let D be an integrable adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor on X .
Then D is nef if and only if D is pseudo-effective and ddeg(D 2) = Óvol(D ) (cf. Theo-
rem 7.4.1).
Theorem0.4.6 (Special case ofDirichlet’s unit theorem for adelic arithmetic divisors).
Let D be an adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X . If D is numerically
trivial andD is pseudo-effective, then there is' 2Rat(X )
R such that D +Ó(') 0 (cf.
Theorem 8.1.2).
Finally I would like to thank the referees for several valuable comments.
0.5. Conventions and terminology.
0.5.1. For a topological spaceM , let C 0(M ) denote the set of all real valued continu-
ous functions onM . Note that C 0(M ) forms an R-algebra.
0.5.2. Let k be a field and v a non-Archimedean absolute value of k . We define k 
and k  to be
k  := fx 2 k j v (x ) 1g and k  := fx 2 k j v (x )< 1g.
Note that k  is a valuation ring and k  is its maximal ideal. If v is either “complete”
or “discrete and char(k ) = 0”, then k  is excellent.
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0.5.3. LetM be a finitely generatedZ-module and let kk be a norm ofMR :=M 
ZR.
We define hˆ0(M ,k  k) and ˆ(M ,k  k) to be8><>:
hˆ0(M ,k  k) := log#fx 2M j kxk  1g,
ˆ(M ,k  k) := log

vol(B (M ,k  k))
vol(MR=(M =Mt o r ))

+ log#(Mt o r ),
where B (M ,k  k) is the unit ball with respect to k  k (i.e. B (M ,k  k) := fx 2MR j kxk 
1g), Mt o r is the torsion subgroup of M and vol(MR=(M =Mt o r )) is the volume of the
fundamental domain ofMR=(M =Mt o r ).
0.5.4. Let S be a noetherian integral scheme. An integral scheme X over S is called a
variety over S if X is flat, separated and of finite type over S . If S is given by Spec(OK )
(i.e. K is a number field and OK is the ring of integers in K ), then a variety over S is
often called an arithmetic variety.
0.5.5. Let S be a noetherian integral scheme and k the rational function field of S .
Let X be a projective variety over k . A projective varietyX over S is called amodel of
X over S if the generic fiber ofX ! S is X . Moreover, ifX is normal (resp. regular),
thenX is called a normal model of X over S (resp. regular model of X over S ). Note
that ifX is normal (resp. regular), then X is also normal (resp. regular). We assume
that S is an excellent Dedekind scheme, dimX = 1 and X is smooth over k . By [21],
for any modelX of X over S , there is a regular modelX 0 of X over S together with a
birational morphismX 0!X .
0.5.6. Let f :X ! S be a proper morphism of noetherian schemes. Let C be a curve
onX , that is, a 1-dimensional reduced and irreducible closed subscheme onX . The
curve C is said to be vertical with respect to f : X ! S if f (C ) is a closed point of
S . For L 2 Pic(X )
R, we say that L is relatively nef with respect to f : X ! S if
deg(L jC )  0 for all vertical curves C on X . Let D be an R-Cartier divisor on X ,
that is,D = a1D1+   +arDr for some Cartier divisorsD1, . . . ,Dr onX and a1, . . . ,ar 2
R. The R-Cartier divisor D is said to be relatively nef with respect to f : X ! S if
OX (D1)
a1 
   
OX (Dr )
ar 2 Pic(X )
R is relatively nef with respect to f :X ! S .
0.5.7. Let (A,m ) be a 1-dimensional noetherian local domain. For x 2 A n f0g, we
define ordA(x ) to be ordA(x ) := lengthA(A=xA). It is easy to see that
ordA(x y ) = ordA(x )+ordA(y )
for x , y 2 Anf0g, so that it extends to F  as a homomorphism, where F is the quotient
field of A. Further, if we set F R := F 
ZR, then ordA also extends to F R as anR-linear
form. Let X be a noetherian integral scheme and  a point of X such that dimOX , = 1.
Then ordOX , is often denoted by ord or ord  , where   is the closure of fg.
0.5.8. Let X be a regular scheme and let Div(X ) be the group of Cartier divisors on X .
We set Div(X )R :=Div(X )
ZR, whose element is called an R-Cartier divisor. As X is














We define maxfD1, . . . ,Dr g andminfD1, . . . ,Dr g to be8>><>>:
maxfD1, . . . ,Dr g :=
X
 
maxfa1,  , . . . ,ar,  g  ,
minfD1, . . . ,Dr g :=
X
 
minfa1,  , . . . ,ar,  g  .
0.5.9. Let M be a finitely generated free Z-module and let V be a subset of M . Let
hV iZ be the Z-submoudle generated by V . The convex lattice hull of V is defined to
be
fx 2 hV iZ j 9m 2Z>0 9x1, . . . , xm 2V mx = x1+   + xmg .
1. PRELIMINARIES
The goal of this section is to prepare several kinds of materials for the later sec-
tions. Subsection 1.1 is devoted to the proofs of several lemmas. In Subsection 1.2,
we consider the support of anR-Cartier divisor. In Subsection 1.3, we quickly review
the analytification of an algebraic scheme in the sense of Berkovich [2]. Finally, in
Subsection 1.4, we discuss general facts of Green functions on complex varieties.
1.1. Lemmas. In this subsection, we prove nine lemmas, which are non-trivial and
indispensable for other subsections.
Lemma 1.1.1. Let V be a vector space over Q and W a subspace of V over Q. Let
x1, . . . , xr 2 V and a1, . . . ,ar 2 R such that a1, . . . ,ar are linearly independent over Q.
If a1x1+   +ar xr 2W 
QR, then x1, . . . , xr 2W .
Proof. We set H :=






= HomQ(V =W ,Q). For  2 H , the
natural extension to HomR(V 
QR,R) is denoted byR. As a1x1+   +ar xr 2W 
QR,
we have
0=R(a1x1+   +ar xr ) = a1(x1)+   +ar(xr )
for all  2H . Thus (x1) =    =(xr ) = 0 for all  2H because a1, . . . ,ar are linearly
independent overQ and(x1), . . . ,(xr ) 2Q. Therefore, x1, . . . , xr 2W . 
Lemma 1.1.2. Let V be a vector space over R and P a convex cone in V . We assume
that P \W is open in W for any finite dimensional subspace W of V . Let x1, . . . , xr 2
V , a1, . . . ,ar 2 R>0 and x := a1x1 +    + ar xr . If x 2 P , then there are x 01, . . . , x 0r 2
(Q>0x1+   +Q>0xr )\P and a 01, . . . ,a 0r 2R>0 such that x = a 01x 01+   +a 0r x 0r .
Proof. Let us begin with the following claim:
Claim 1.1.2.1. Let x1, . . . , xr 2 V , a1, . . . ,ar 2 R>0 and x be the same as above. We as-
sume that x 2 P . Fix an integer s with 1 s  r . Then there are c1, . . . , cs 1, cs+1, . . . , cr 2




ci xi 2 P.
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Proof. As P is cone, we have xs +
P
i 6=s (ai=as )xi 2 P , so that, by using the openness of




ci xi 2 P and ci < ai=ss (8i 6= s ),
as required. 
We set I = fi j xi 62 P g. We prove the lemma by induction on #(I ). In the case where
#(I ) = 0, the assertion is obvious, so that we may assume that I 6= ;. We choose s 2 I .
Renumbering x1, . . . , xr , we may assume that
fi j xi 2 P g= f0 i < s g and I = fs  i  r g.
By the previous claim, there are c1, . . . , cs 1, cs+1, . . . , cr 2 Q>0 such that such that ai  



















(a j   c jas )x j .
Therefore, by hypothesis of induction, there are
x 01, . . . , x
0







+Q>0xs+1+   +Q>0xr
and a 01, . . . ,a 0r 2 R>0 such that x = a 01x 01 +   + a 0r x 0r and x 0i 2 P for all i = 1, . . . , r , and
hence the lemma follows because







+Q>0xs+1+   +Q>0xr
Q>0x1+   +Q>0xr .

Lemma 1.1.3. Let M be a finitely generated Z-module and let k  k and k  k0 be norms
of MR :=M 
ZR. Let M 0 be a submodule of M such that M =M 0 is a torsion group, so
that MR =M 0R(:=M 0
ZR). If k  k  k  k0, then
ˆ(M 0,k  k0) ˆ(M ,k  k).(1.1.3.1)
Moreover, for  2R0, the following formulae hold:
hˆ0(M ,exp( )k  k) hˆ0(M ,k  k)+rkM + log(3)rkM ,(1.1.3.2)
ˆ(M ,exp( )k  k) = ˆ(M ,k  k)+rkM ,(1.1.3.3)
hˆ0(M ,k  k) hˆ0(M 0,k  k)+ log#(M =M 0)+ log(6)rkM ,(1.1.3.4)
ˆ(M ,k  k) = ˆ(M 0,k  k)+ log#(M =M 0).(1.1.3.5)
(For the definition of hˆ0 and ˆ , see Conventions and terminology 0.5.3.)
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Proof. (1.1.3.1) is obvious. (1.1.3.2) follows from [28, Lemma 1.2.2]. (1.1.3.3) is also
obvious because B (M ,exp( )k  k) = exp()B (M ,k  k).
Let us consider (1.1.3.4). Let  :M !M =M 0 be the canonical homomorphism. Let
us choose x1, . . . , xN 2M with the following properties:
(i) kxik  1 for all i = 1, . . . ,N .
(ii) (xi ) 6=(x j ) for i 6= j .
(iii) For any x 2M with kxk  1, there is xi with (x ) =(xi ).
Then we can see that
fx 2M j kxk  1g  xi + x 0 j x 0 2M 0 and kx 0k  2	 ,
and hence,
hˆ0(M ,k  k) hˆ0(M 0, (1=2)k  k)+ log#(M =M 0).
Therefore, (1.1.3.4) follows from (1.1.3.2).
For (1.1.3.5), let us consider the following commutative diagram:
0    ! M 0    ! M    ! M =M 0    ! 0??y ??y ??y
0    ! M 0=M 0t o r    ! M =Mt o r    ! (M =Mt o r )=(M 0=M 0t o r )    ! 0,
which shows that wemay assume thatM is torsion free. Let!1, . . . ,!r be a free basis
ofM such that a1!1, . . . ,ar!r form a free basis ofM
0 for some a1, . . . ,ar 2Z>0. Then
vol(MR=M
0) = a1   ar vol(MR=M ).
Thus (1.1.3.5) follows because #(M =M 0) = a1   ar . 
Lemma 1.1.4. Let A and M be Z-modules and let f :M n ! A be a multi-linear map,
that is,
f (x1, . . . , xi   x 0i , . . . , xn ) = f (x1, . . . , xi , . . . , xn )  f (x1, . . . , x 0i , . . . , xn )
for all i = 1, . . . ,n and x1, . . . , xi , x 0i , . . . , xn 2M . Then, for x1, . . . , xn , x 01, . . . , x 0n 2M ,
f (x 01, . . . , x
0
n ) = f (x1, . . . , xn )+
nX
i=1
f (x 01, . . . , x
0
i 1,i , xi+1, . . . , xn ),
where i = x 0i   xi .
Proof. We prove it by induction on n . In the case where n = 1, the above means that
f (x 01) = f (x1)+ f (x 01 x1), which is obvious. In general, using the inductionhypothesis,
we have
f (x 01, . . . , x
0
n ) = f (x
0
1, . . . , x
0
n 1, xn )+ f (x
0




f (x 01, . . . , x
0




f (x 01, . . . , x
0
i 1,i , xi+1, . . . , xn 1, xn ).
Thus we have the assertion. 
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Lemma 1.1.5. Let V be a vector space overR andW a subspace of V overR. Let
h i :W V l 1!R
be a multi-linear map overR. We assume that h i is symmetric, that is,
hx1, x2, . . . , xl i= hx2, x1, . . . , xl i
for all x1, x2 2W and x3, . . . , xl 2V and
hx1, . . . , xi , . . . , x j , . . . , xl i= hx1, . . . , x j , . . . , xi , . . . , xl i
for all x1 2W , x2, . . . , xl 2 V and 2  i < j  l . For simplicity, hx1, . . . , xl i is denoted byhx1    xl i or 



























(x j + b j )
+
holds for a1, . . . ,al ,b1, . . . ,bl 2W and x1, . . . , xl 2V .
























































































Lemma1.1.6. Let S be a connected Dedekind scheme and k the rational function field
of S. Let X be a projective variety over k . Then we have the following:
12 ATSUSHI MORIWAKI
(1) There exists a model of X over S (cf. Conventions and terminology 0.5.5).
(2) Let J be an invertible fractional ideal sheaf on X . Then there are a modelX of
X over S and an invertible fractional ideal sheafJ onX such thatJ \X = J .
(3) Let D be an R-Cartier divisor on X . Then there are a modelX of X over S and
an R-Cartier divisorD onX such thatD \X =D.
Proof. (1) As X is projective over k , there is a closed embedding  : X ,!PNk . LetX be
the closure of (X ) in PNS . ThenX is integral, projective and flat over S because S is a
connected Dedekind scheme.
(2) Let X 0 be a model of X over S . Then we can find a non-empty open setU of
S and an invertible fractional ideal sheaf J 0U on X 0U such that J 0U \ X = J . There-
fore, asX 0 is noetherian, by using the extension theoremof coherent sheaves (cf. [13,
Théorèm 6.9.7]), we have a fractional ideal sheaf J 0 onX 0 such that J 0 \X 0U =J 0U .
Let :X = Proj  L1m=0J 0m !X 0 be the blowing-up by the fractional ideal sheafJ 0.
Then, asJ :=J 0OX is invertible, the assertion of (2) follows.
(3) is a consequence of (2). 
Lemma1.1.7. Let k be a field and v an absolute value of k . Let kv be the completion of
k with respect to v . By abuse of notation, the unique extension of v to kv is also denoted
by v . Then we have the following:
(1) We assume that v is discrete. Let X be a projective and geometrically integral
variety over k and letX be a model of X over Spec(k ). We set
Xv := X Spec(k ) Spec(kv ) and Xv :=X Spec(k ) Spec(k v ).
Let  :Xv !X be the projection, and let (Xv ) andX be the central fibers of
Xv ! Spec(k v ) and X ! Spec(k ),
respectively (cf. Conventions and terminology 0.5.2). If we choose v 2 (Xv )
and  2X with (v ) = , then we have the following:
(1.1) Xv is a model of Xv over Spec(k v ).
(1.2) OX , is regular if and only if OXv ,v is regular.
(1.3) We assume that k  is excellent. Then OX , is normal if and only if OXv ,v is
normal.
(2) Let A be a k-algebra and Av := A
k kv . Let x = j  jx and x 0 = j  jx 0 be seminorms
of Av . If ja 
1jx = ja 
1jx 0 for all a 2 A, then x = x 0.
Proof. (1) We need to see thatXv is integral. AsXv ! Spec(k v ) is flat and the generic
fiber ofXv ! Spec(k v ) is integral, (1.1) follows from [24, Lemma 4.2].
Before starting the proofs of (1.2) and (1.3), let us seemv =mOXv ,v . Let () be
the residue field at . Here we consider the exact sequence
()
k  k v    ! ()
k  k v    ! ()
k  (k v=k v )    ! 0
induced by 0! k v ! k v ! k v=k v ! 0. Note that= 0 because(a
$b ) = a
$b =
$a 
 b = 0 for a 2 () and b 2 k v . Therefore,
()
k  k v ' ()
k  (k v=k v )' ()
k  (k =k )' ().
On the other hand, applying 
OX ,OXv ,v to the exact sequence 0 ! m ! OX , !
()! 0, we obtain
0!mOXv ,v !OXv ,v ! ()
OX , OXv ,v ! 0.
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As induces the isomorphism (Xv )  !X, 1() = fv g, so thatOXv ,v =OX ,
k k v .
Therefore,
()
OX , OXv ,v = ()
OX , (OX ,
k  k v )' ()
k  k v ' (),
which shows thatmOXv ,v is themaximal ideal of OXv ,v , and hencemOXv ,v =mv .
Since OX ,  OXv ,v  ÒOX , andmOXv ,v = mv , by [22, Chapter 1, Theorem 3.16],
we have ÒOXv ,v ' ÒOX ,. Thus (1.2) follows from [1, Proposition 11.24]. Further, (1.3)
follows from [12, VI, 7.8.3, (v)].
(2) For 2 Av , we set= a1
1+  +ar
r , where a1, . . . ,ar 2 A and1, . . . ,r 2 kv .
Thenwe can find sequences f1,ng1n=1, . . . ,fr,ng1n=1 in k such that i = limn!1i ,n for
i = 1, . . . , r . Here we set
n = a1
1,n +   +ar 
r,n = (1,na1+   +r,nar )
1.
Then,
jjn jx   jjx j  jn  jx =
a1
 (1,n  1)+   +ar 
 (r,n  r )x
 a1
 (1,n  1)x +   + ar 




 (1,n  1))x +   + (ar 
1)  (1
 (r,n  r ))x
= ja1
1jx v (1,n  1)+   + ja1
1jx v (r,n  r ),
and hence limn!1 jn jx = jjx . In the same way, limn!1 jn jx 0 = jjx 0 . On the other
hand, by our assumption,
jn jx = j(1,na1+   +r,nar )
1jx = j(1,na1+   +r,nar )
1jx 0 = jn jx 0
for all n  1. Therefore, jjx = jjx 0 , and hence x = x 0. 
Lemma 1.1.8. Let M be a d -dimensional compact Kähler manifold. Let D1, . . . ,Dl be
R-Cartier divisors onM . For each i = 1, . . . , l , let g i be aDi -Green function of C1-type.
Let U be an open set of M such that U is not empty on each connected component of




fjs jt+m1g1++ml g l (x )g C m11   C mll sup
x2U
fjs jt+m1g1++ml g l (x )g.
for allm1, . . . ,ml 2R0, s 2H 0(M ,m1D1+  +mlDl ) and any locally constant function
t on M . Here we use the same notation as in [31, Lemma 1.3.1].
Proof. This is a slight generalization of [31, Lemma 1.3.1]. Let M = M1 [    [Mr be
the decomposition into connected components and letUj :=U \M j ( j = 1, . . . , r ). By
[31, Lemma 1.3.1], there are constants C j1, . . . ,C j l  1 such that C j i depends only on
g i andUj , and that
sup
x2M j
fjs jm1g1++ml g l (x )g C m1j1   C mlj l sup
x2Uj
fjs jm1g1++ml g l (x )g.
for allm1, . . . ,ml 2R0 and s 2H 0(M ,m1D1+   +mlDl ), and hence
sup
x2M j
fjs jt+m1g1++ml g l (x )g C m1j1   C mlj l sup
x2Uj
fjs jt+m1g1++ml g l (x )g.
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for any locally constant function t on M . We set Ci = maxfC1i , . . . ,Cr i g. We choose
x0 2M such that supx2M fjs jt+m1g1++ml g l (x )g= js jt+m1g1++ml g l (x0). If x0 2M j , then
sup
x2M
fjs jt+m1g1++ml g l (x )g= sup
x2M j
fjs jt+m1g1++ml g l (x )g
C m1j1   C mlj l sup
x2Uj
fjs jt+m1g1++ml g l (x )g
C m11   C mll sup
x2U
fjs jt+m1g1++ml g l (x )g,
as required. 
Lemma 1.1.9. Let X be a normal scheme of finite type over a perfect field k . If k 0 is an
extension field of k , then X 0 := X Spec(k ) Spec(k 0) is also a normal scheme of finite type
over k 0
Proof. Let A be a finitely generated k -algebra and A0 := A 
k k 0. Then we have the
following:
(1) dimA = dimA0.
(2) If f1, . . . , fr are regular sequence of A, then f1
 1, . . . , fr 
 1 are also regular se-
quence of A0.
(3) If A is regular, then A0 is regular.
Indeed, (1) is obvious. (2) is also obvious because k 0 is flat over k . For (3), as k is
perfect, A is smooth over k , so that A0 is also smooth over k 0, and hence A0 is regular.
The normality of X 0 follows from (1), (2) and (3) together with Serre’s criterion of
normality. 
1.2. R-Cartier divisors on a noetherian integral scheme. Let A be a noetherian in-
tegral domain and F the quotient field of A. LetK be either Z orQ or R. We set
F K := (F
,)
ZK and (Ap )K := (Ap ,)
ZK
for p 2 Spec(A). As K is flat over Z, we have (Ap )K  F K . For f 2 F K , we define VK( f )
to be
VK( f ) :=
¦
p 2 Spec(A) j f 62 (Ap )K
©
.
Let us begin with the following proposition:
Proposition 1.2.1. (1) VR( f ) =VQ( f ) for f 2 F Q .
(2) If f 2 F , then VQ( f ) = T1n=1VZ( f n ). Moreover, if A is normal, then VQ( f ) =
VZ( f ).
(3) For f 2 F K , the set VK( f ) is closed in Spec(A).
Proof. (1) By Lemma1.1.1 in Subsection 1.1, (Ap )Q = F Q \(Ap )R, and hence (1) follows.
(2) As F Q =(Ap )Q = (F =Ap )
ZQ, f = 1 in F Q =(Ap )Q if and only if f n = 1 in F =Ap
for some n 2 Z>0. Thus the first assertion follows. The second assertion is obvious
because VZ( f ) =VZ( f n ) if A is normal.
(3) First we prove that VZ( f ) is closed for f 2 F . We set
I = fa 2 A j a f 2 Ag and J = I f .
Clearly I and J are ideals of A. Note that Ip = fa 2 Ap j a f 2 Ap g by [1, Corollary 3.15]).
Thus,
f 2 Ap () Ip = Ap and Jp = Ap ,
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so that VZ( f ) = Supp(Spec(A=I ))[Supp(Spec(A=J )), which is closed.
Next let us see that V ( f )Q is closed for f 2 F Q . Clearly we may assume that f 2 F 
because, for n 2Z>0, f 2 (Ap )Q if and only if f n 2 (Ap )Q. Thus, by (2), VQ( f ) is closed.
Finally we consider the case K = R. We can find f1, . . . , fr 2 F  and a1, . . . ,ar 2
R such that f = f a11    f arr and a1, . . . ,ar are linearly independent over Q. Then, by
Lemma 1.1.1,
f 2 (Ap )R () f1, . . . , fr 2 (Ap )Q,
and hence VR( f ) =
Sr
i=1VQ( fi ), which is closed by the previous observation. 
Definition1.2.2. Let X be a noetherian integral scheme and let Rat(X )be the rational
function field of X . Let Div(X ) be the group of Cartier divisors on X , that is,
Div(X ) :=H 0
 




Div(X )K :=Div(X )
ZK and Rat(X )K :=Rat(X )
ZK.
An element of Div(X )K (resp. Rat(X )K) is called a K-Cartier divisor on X (resp. K-
rational function on X ). A K-rational function f 2 Rat(X )K naturally gives rise to
a K-Cartier divisor, which is called the K-principal divisor of f and is denoted by
( f )K. Occasionally, ( f )K is denoted by ( f ) for simplicity. For D 2 Div(X )K (i.e., D =
a1D1 +   + arDr for some D1, . . . ,Dr 2 Div(X ) and a1, . . . ,ar 2 K), there is an affine
open covering X =
SN
i=1Spec(Ai ) of X such thatD is given by some fi 2Rat(X )K onUi
and fi= f j 2 (O X ,p )K(:= O X ,p 
ZK) for all p 2Ui \Uj , so that VK( fi ) = VK( f j ) onUi \Uj ,
whereUi = Spec(Ai ) for i = 1, . . . ,N . Therefore, we have a unique closed set Z on X
such that Z jUi = VK( fi ) for all i = 1, . . . ,N . It is called the K-support of D and is de-
noted by SuppK(D ). By Proposition 1.2.1, SuppR(D ) = SuppQ(D ) forD 2Div(X )Q and
SuppQ(D ) =
T1
n=1SuppZ(nD ) forD 2Div(X ).
From now on, we assume that X is normal. Then SuppQ(D ) = SuppZ(D ) for D 2




  : prime divisor
ord  ( f  )  ,
where f  is a local equation of D at   . The support of D as a Weil-divisor is denoted
by SuppW (D ), that is,
SuppW (D ) :=
[
ord  ( f  )6=0
  .
Proposition 1.2.3. We assume that X is normal. Let D be a K-Cartier divisor on X .
Then SuppW (D ) SuppK(D ). Further, if X is regular, then SuppW (D ) = SuppK(D ).
Proof. We use the same notation as in Definition 1.2.2. Let p 2Ui n SuppK(D ). Then
fi 2 (O X ,p )K. In particular, ord  ( fi ) = 0 for all prime divisors   with p 2   , and hence
p 62 SuppW (D ), as desired.
We assume that X is regular. Let p 2 Ui \ SuppK(D ). As OX ,p is a UFD, there are
distinct prime elements h1, . . . ,hr 2 OX ,p modulo O X ,p , u 2 (O X ,p )K and a1, . . . ,ar 2 R
such that fi = uh
a1
1   harr . If a1 =    = ar = 0, then fi 2 (O X ,p )K, which contracts to
p 2Ui \ SuppK(D ), so that we may assume that a1, . . . ,ar 2 R6=0. Since h1, . . . ,hr are
distinct modulo O X ,p ,  1 = Spec(OX ,p=h1), . . . , r = Spec(OX ,p=hr ) give rise to distinct
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prime divisors. In addition, ord  j ( fi ) = a j for j = 1, . . . , r . Therefore, p 2 SuppW (D ).

Finally let us consider Hartogs’ lemma for R-rational functions.
Lemma 1.2.4 (Hartogs’ lemma for R-rational functions). Let A be a normal and noe-
therian domain and F the quotient field of A. For x 2 F R , if ord  (x )  0 for all prime
divisors   of A, then there are x1, . . . , xr 2 Anf0g and a1, . . . ,ar 2R>0 with x = x a11    x arr .
Proof. Let  be the set of all prime divisors of A. Clearly we can find y1, . . . , yr 2 F 
and c1, . . . , cr 2R>0 such that x = y c11    y crr and c1, . . . , cr are linearly independent over
Q. We set 0 = f  2 j ord  (x )> 0g. Let us see the following:
Claim 1.2.4.1. 0 is a finite set and ord  (yi ) = 0 for all   2 n0 and i = 1, . . . , r .
Proof. If   6 SuppZ((x )R), then ord  (x ) = 0, so that 0 is a finite set. Moreover, if   2
 n0, then
0= ord  (x ) = c1ord  (y1)+   + cr ord  (yr ),
and hence ord  (y1) =    = ord  (yr ) = 0 by the linear independency of c1, . . . , cr over
Q. 
If we setP = fz 2 F R j ord  (z )> 0 for all   20g, thenP is a convex cone andP \W is
open for any finite dimensional subspaceW of F R , so that, by virtue of Lemma 1.1.2
in Subsection 1.1, there are ei j 2 Q>0 (i , j = 1, . . . , r ) and a1, . . . ,ar 2 R>0 such that, if
we set xi = y
ei1
1    y ei rr for i = 1, . . . , r , then x = x a11    x arr and xi 2 P for i = 1, . . . , r .
Replacing ei j by e ei j and ai by ai=e for some e 2Z>0, we may assume that ei j 2Z for
all i , j . In particular, xi 2 F  for i = 1, . . . , r . Note that, for   2 n0,
ord  (xi ) = ei1ord  (y1)+   + ei r ord  (yr ) = 0,
and hence ord  (xi )  0 for all   2  and i = 1, . . . , r . Therefore, by algebraic Hartogs’
lemma (cf. [23, Theorem 11.5]), xi 2 A n f0g for i = 1, . . . , r , as required. 
1.3. Analytificationofalgebraic schemesoveracompletevaluationfield. Through-
out this subsection, k is a field and v is a complete absolute value of k . Here we
quickly review theanalytificationof algebraic schemesoverk in the senseofBerkovich
[2].
Let A be a k -algebra. We say that a map j  j : A!R0 is amultiplicative semi-norm
over k if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) ja + b j  ja j+ jb j for all a ,b 2 A.
(2) jab j= ja jjb j for all a ,b 2 A.
(3) ja j= v (a ) for all a 2 k .
Let x = jjx be amultiplicative semi-normover k . We set px := fa 2 A j ja jx = 0g, which
is a prime ideal of A. We call px the associated prime of x . The residue field at px is
denoted by k (x ). Clearly x descends to an absolute value vx of k (x ) such that vx (a ) =
v (a ) for all a 2 k . The field k (x ) and the absolute value vx are called the residue field of
x and theassociated absolute value of x , respectively. Conversely, let v 0 beanabsolute
value of the residue field k (p ) at p 2 Spec(A) such that v 0(a ) = v (a ) for all a 2 k . If we
set ja j := v 0(a mod p ) for a 2 A, then j  j yields a multiplicative semi-norm over k
whose residue field and associated absolute value are k (p ) and v 0, respectively. In
particular, this observation shows that if v is non-Archimedean, then j  j is also non-
Archimedean, that is, ja + b j maxfja j, jb jg for all a ,b 2 A.
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Let Specank (A) denote the set of all multiplicative semi-norms over k . For x = j  jx 2
Specank (A), ja jx is often denoted by ja (x )j. We equip the weakest topology to Specank (A)
such that the map Specank (A)!R0 given by x 7! ja (x )j is continuous for every a 2 A,
that is, the collection¦fx 2 Specank (A) j ja (x )j 2U g©a ,U (where a 2 A andU is an open set in R0)
forms a subbasis of the topology. The map Specank (A) ! Spec(A) given by x 7! px is
denoted by p . It is easy to see that p : Specank (A)! Spec(A) is continuous.
Let f : A! B be a homomorphism of k -algebras. We define a map
f an : Specank (B )! Specank (A)
to be ja j f an(y ) = j f (a )jy for y = j  jy 2 Specank (B ) and a 2 A. We can easily check that
f an : Specank (B ) ! Specank (A) is continuous. Let s be a non-nilpotent element of A.
Let  : A ! As be the canonical homomorphism. Then we can see that an yields a
homeomorphism




x 2 Specank (A) j js (x )j 6= 0
	
.
Let X be an algebraic scheme over k , that is, a scheme separated and of finite type
over k . If X = Spec(A) is an affine scheme over k , then X an := Specank (A). In general,
if X =
SN
i=1Ui is an affine open covering of X , then X
an is defined by gluing together
U ani as a topological space (cf. (1.3.1)). For each i , we can define p :U
an
i !Ui , which
can be extended to a continuous map p : X an ! X . Let f : X ! Y be a morphism
of algebraic schemes over k . We can see that f induces a natural continuous map
f an : X an! Y an.
Fromnowon, we assume that v is non-Archimedean and X is proper over k . LetX
be a proper and flat scheme over Spec(k ) such that the generic fiber ofX ! Spec(k )
is X . LetX be the central fiber ofX ! Spec(k ), that is,X =X Spec(k ) Spec(k =k )
(for the definitions of k  and k , see Conventions and terminology 0.5.2). Let
rX : X an!X
be the reductionmap inducedbyX ! Spec(k ), which canbedefined in the following
way: For x 2 X an, let k (x ) be the residue field of x . Then, by using the valuation crite-
rion of properness, there is a morphism t : Spec(k (x ))!X such that the following
diagram is commutative:








Then rX (x ) is given by t (Spec(k (x ))). The morphism t : Spec(k (x )) ! X yields a
homomorphism OX ,rX (x )! k (x ). In particular,
(1.3.2) j f jx  1 for all f 2OX ,rX (x ).
It is well-known that rX : X an !X is anti-continuous, that is, for any open setU ofX, r  1X (U ) is closed (cf. [2, Section 2.4]). Let Y be another proper algebraic scheme
over k and  : Y ! X a morphism over k . Let Y ! Spec(k ) be a proper and flat
scheme over Spec(k ) such that the generic fiber of Y ! Spec(k ) is Y and there is
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a morphism ˜ : Y !X over Spec(k ) as an extension of . It is easy to see that the











1.4. Green functions on complex varieties. In this subsection, we consider general
facts of Green functions on complex varieties. Let X be a complex variety (i.e. a vari-
ety over C). A continuous function ' on X is called a continuous plurisubharmonic
function if there is a desingularization  : Y ! X such that '   is a continuous
plurisubharmonic function on Y .
Proposition 1.4.1. For a continuous function ' on X , the following are equivalent:
(1) ' is a continuous plurisubharmonic function on X .
(2) For any desingularization  : Z ! X , '  is a continuous plurisubharmonic
function on Z .
Proof. It is sufficient to show that (1) =) (2). By our assumption, there is a desingu-
larization : Y ! X such that' is a continuous plurisubharmonic function on Y .
We can find a non-singular complex varietyW together with proper birational mor-







Then, as '  0 ='  0 and '  is plurisubharmonic, by [19, Corollary 2.9.5],
we can see that '  0 is plurisubharmonic onW . Let Z0 be a non-empty Zariski
open set of Z such that0 is an isomorphism over Z0. Then' is plurisubharmonic
on Z0, so that, by [19, Theorem 2.9.22], '  is plurisubharmonic on Z because ' 
is continuous on Z . 
LetK be eitherQ or R. LetD be aK-Cartier divisor on X , that is,
D = a1D1+   +arDr
for some Cartier divisors D1, . . . ,Dr on X and a1, . . . ,ar 2 K. For details of K-Cartier
divisors, see Subsection 1.2. Let X =
SN
i=1Spec(Ai ) be an affine open covering of X
and let fi 2 Rat(X )K be a local equation of D on Spec(Ai ) for each i = 1, . . . ,N . Let g
be a continuous function on X nSuppK(D ). We say that g is aD-Green function of C 0-
type (resp. D-Green function of (C 0\PSH)-type) if g + log j fi j2 extends to a continuous
function (resp. a continuous plurisubharmonic function) on Spec(Ai ) for each i =
1, . . . ,N . Note that if g and g 0 are D -Green function of C 0-type on X , then g   g 0
extends to a continuous function on X .
Proposition 1.4.2. We assume thatK=R and X is normal. Let g be a D-Green func-
tion of C 0-type on X and  2 Rat(X )R. If D + ()  0, then jjexp( g =2) extends to a
continuous function on X .
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Proof. This is a local question, so that we may assume that X = Spec(A) and D = ( f )
for some f 2 AR. Then ord  ( f )  0 for all prime divisors   on X , and hence, by
Lemma 1.2.4, there are x1, . . . , xr 2 A n f0g and a1, . . . ,ar 2 R>0 with f  = x a11    x arr .
Thus j f j is a continuos function on X . On the other hand,
jjexp( g =2) = j f jexp( (g + log j f j2)=2).
Therefore, the assertion follows. 
Let c : Spec(C)! Spec(C) be themorphism given by the complex conjugationmap
z 7! z¯ . Let X c denote the fiber product X cSpec(C) Spec(C) in terms of c and let F :
X c ! X be the projection morphism. For x 2 X c (C), the composition
Spec(C) c ! Spec(C) x ! X c F ! X
yields a C-valued point of X , so that we define F1 : X c (C)! X (C) to be
F1(x ) = F  x  c .
Proposition 1.4.3. Let g be a D-Green function of C 0-type on X . If we set D c = F (D )
and g c = F 1(g ), then g c is a D c -Green function of C 0-type on X c . Moreover, if g is of
(C 0 \PSH)-type, then g c is also of (C 0 \PSH)-type.
Proof. First of all, note that
F ( )(x ) = x (F ( )) = c (c (x (F ( )))) = (F1(x ))( ) = (F1(x ))
for x 2 X c (C) and  2 Rat(X ). Let f be a local equation of D . Then g + log j f j2 is a
continuous function, so that F 1(g + log j f j2) = g c + F 1(log j f j2) is also a continuous
function. Moreover, by the previous observation, for x 2 X c (C),
F 1(log j f j2)(x ) = log j f (F1(x ))j2 = log jF ( f )(x )j2.
Therefore, g c is anD c -Green function ofC 0-type because F ( f ) is a local equation of
D c .
For the last assertion, it is sufficient to show that if u is a continuous plurisubhar-
monic function on X , then F 1(u ) is also a continuous plurisubharmonic function on
X c . First of all, we may assume that X is non-singular by Proposition 1.4.1. As the
assertion is a local question, we may further assume that
X = Spec(C[x1, . . . , xN ]=( f1, . . . , fl ))






1    x eNN .
Then
X c = Spec(C[x1, . . . , xN ]=( f¯1, . . . , f¯l )).
Moreover, F : X c ! X is the morphism arising from the homomorphism f 7! f¯ and
F1 : X c (C)! X (C) is given by (a1, . . . ,aN ) 7! (a1, . . . ,aN ). We need to show that F 1(u )
is plurisubharmonic around any point x of X c (C). Clearly wemay assume that x = 0.
Changing the order of x1, . . . , xN , we may further assume that x1, . . . , xn (n N ) form
a local parameter of X at 0, and hence x1, . . . , xn also form a local parameter of X
c at
0. Here let us consider the projections  : X (C)! Cn and c : X c (C)! Cn given by
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(a1, . . . ,aN ) 7! (a1, . . . ,an ). Then andc is étale at 0. Moreover, the following diagram
is commutative:
X c (C) F1   ! X (C)
c
??y ??y
Cn F1   ! Cn ,
where F1 :Cn !Cn is given by (a1, . . . ,an ) 7! (a1, . . . ,an ). We choose a neighborhood
U of 0 such that is an isomorphismonU . Thenc is also an isomorphismon F  11 (U )
at 0. Therefore, we can reduced theproblem to aneighborhoodofCn at theorigin and
hence the assertion follows from the same argument as in [30, Lemma 5.1.1]. 
Definition 1.4.4. LetX be a normal and projective arithmetic variety. Note thatX is
not necessarily generically smooth. A pair D = (D,g ) of an R-Cartier divisor D onX
and an F1-invariant D-Green function g of C 0-type onX (C) is called an arithmetic
R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X . Moreover, if D is relatively nef and g is of (C 0 \
PSH)-type, thenD is said to be relatively nef.
2. ADELIC R-CARTIER DIVISORS OVER A DISCRETE VALUATION FIELD
In this section, we introduce an adelicR-Cartier divisor on a projective variety over
adiscrete valuationfield and study their basicproperties. Roughly speaking, anadelic
R-Cartier divisor is a pair of anR-Cartier divisor and a Green function on the analyti-
fication of the given variety, which is an analogue of Arakelov divisors (i.e. arithmetic
divisors) on an arithmetic variety.
Throughout this section, let k be a field and v a discrete absolute value. We set
k  := fa 2 k j v (a ) 1g and k  := fa 2 k j v (a )< 1g.
Let$ be a uniformizing parameter of v , that is, k  =$k . Note that v might be triv-
ial, so that we do not exclude the casewhere$= 0. Let us beginwithGreen functions
on analytic spaces over a complete discrete valuation field.
2.1. Green functions on analytic spaces over a discrete valuation field. We assume
that v is complete. Let X be a projective and geometrically integral variety over k .
Let Rat(X ) be the rational function field of X . LetU = Spec(A) be an affine open set
of X . Let p 2 U and x = j  jx 2 U an such that px  p , where px is the associated
prime of x (cf. Subsection 1.3). Then we have the natural extension j  jx : Ap ! R0
of j  jx on A given by ja=s jx = ja jx=js jx for a 2 A and s 2 A np , which yields the group
homomorphism j  jx : Ap !R>0. Thus we obtain a canonical extension (Ap )R!R>0,
which is alsodenotedby jjx byabuseofnotation. Let f 2Rat(X )R and x 2U annVR( f )an
(see Subsection 1.2 for the definitions of Rat(X )R and VR( f )). As px 62 VR( f ), we get
f 2 (Apx )R, and hence j f (x )j 2 R>0. Therefore, we have the map U an n VR( f )an ! R
given by x 7! log j f (x )j2. We denote it by log j f j2. Clearly log j f j2 is continuous on
U an nVR( f )an.




i=1Ui be anaffineopen coveringofX such thatD is givenby fi 2Rat(X )R
onUi . A continuous function g : X
an n SuppR(D )an ! R is called a D-Green function
of C 0-type on X an if g + log j fi j2 extends to a continuous function on U ani for each
i = 1, . . . ,N .
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For example, for f 2Rat(X )R,  log j f j2 is an ( f )R-Green function ofC 0-type on X an,
where ( f )R is the R-principal divisor of f (cf. Subsection 1.2). We set
C 0 (X
an) := lim !
U : Zariski open set of X
C 0(U an).
The space of all Green functions forms a subspace of C 0 (X
an) overR. More precisely,
we have the following proposition:
Proposition 2.1.2. Let D and D 0 beR-Cartier divisors on X . Let g be a D-Green func-
tion of C 0-type on X an and g 0 a D 0-Green function of C 0-type on X an. Then we have
the following:
(1) For a ,b 2R, ag + bg 0 is an (aD + bD 0)-Green function of C 0-type.
(2) If D =D 0, thenmaxfg ,g 0g andminfg ,g 0g are D -Green functions of C 0-type.
Proof. (1) LetX =
SN
i=1Ui beanaffineopencoveringofX such thatD andD
0 are given
by fi and f
0
i onUi , respectively. By our assumption, there are continuous functions'
and '0 onU ani such that g =  log j fi j2+' and g 0 =  log j f 0i j2+'0. Thus
ag + bg 0 =  log j f ai f 0i b j2+a'+ b'0.
Note that f ai f
0
i
b is a local equation of aD + bD 0 onUi . Thus (1) follows.
(2) Note that
maxfg ,g 0g=  log j fi j2+maxf','0g and minfg ,g 0g=  log j fi j2+minf','0g
onU ani n SuppR(D )an. Moreover, maxf','0g and minf','0g are continuous onU ani ,
as required. 
Next let us consider a norm arising from a Green function.
Proposition 2.1.3. We assume that X is normal. We set
H 0(X ,D ) :=

 2Rat(X ) j ()+D  0	[f0g.
Let g be a D-Green function of C 0-type on X an. Then we have the following:
(1) For 2H 0(X ,D ), jjexp( g =2) extends to a continuous function # on X an. We
denote k#ksup by kkg .
(2) The following formulae hold:
(2.1) kakg = v (a )kkg for all a 2 k and 2H 0(X ,D ).
(2.2) k1+2kg maxk1kg ,k2kg 	 for all1,2 2H 0(X ,D ).
Proof. (1) Clearly wemay assume that 6= 0. Let X =SNi=1Spec(Ai ) be an affine open
covering of X such thatD is given by hi 2Rat(X )R on Spec(Ai ). SinceD +() is effec-
tive as aWeil divisor, ord  (hi ) 0 for any primedivisor   on Spec(Ai ). Thus, by virtue
of Hartogs’ lemma for R-rational functions (cf. Lemma 1.2.4), there are u1, . . . ,ur 2
Ai n f0g and a1, . . . ,ar 2R>0 with hi = ua11   uarr . In particular, jhi j = ju1ja1    jur jar
is continuous on Specank (Ai ). On the other hand, there is a continuous function'i on
Specank (Ai ) such that g =  log jhi j2+'i on Specank (Ai ). Therefore,
jjexp( g =2) = jhi jexp( 'i=2)
is continuous on Specank (Ai ).
(2.1) is obvious. (2.2) is also obvious because j1 +2j  maxfj1j, j2jg on some
dense open set. 
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A pair (X ,D) is called amodel of (X ,D ) ifX is a model of X over Spec(k ) (cf. Con-
ventions and terminology 0.5.5) and D is an R-Cartier divisor onX with D \X =D .
The R-Cartier divisor D is often called amodel of D onX . For x 2 X an nSuppR(D )an,
let f be a local equation of D at  = rX (x ), where rX is the reduction map X an !X
(cf. Subsection 1.3). As px 2 Spec(OX ,) and f 2 (O X ,px )R, we have j f (x )j 6= 0, so that
we can define g (X ,D)(x ) to be
g (X ,D)(x ) :=  log j f (x )j2.
Let f 0 be another local equation ofD at. Then there is u 2 (O X ,)R such that f 0 = f u ,
and hence j f (x )j= j f 0(x )j because ju (x )j= 1 (cf. (1.3.2)). Therefore, g (X ,D)(x ) does not
depend on the choice of f . Let us see the following proposition:
Proposition 2.1.4. (1) The functiong (X ,D) is aD -Green functionofC 0-typeonX an.
(2) Let Y be another projective and geometrically integral variety over k and let
 : Y ! X be a morphism over k . Let Y be a model of Y such that there is
a morphism ˜ : Y ! X over Spec(k ) as an extension of . Then g (Y ,˜(D)) =
g (X ,D) an on (an) 1(X an nSuppR(D )an).
(3) Let ˜ : X 0 ! X be the normalization of X . Let X 0 the generic fiber of X 0 !
Spec(k )and : X 0! X the inducedmorphism (note that X 0 is normal). We as-
sume that theassociatedR-Weil divisor of(D ) is effective. Then theassociated
R-Weil divisor of ˜(D) is effective if and only if g (X ,D)  0 on X an nSuppR(D )an.
Proof. (1) LetX =SNi=1Spec(Ai ) be an affine open covering ofX such that we have
a local equation fi 2 Rat(X )R of D on Ui := Spec(Ai ), where Ai is a k -algebra for
each i = 1, . . . ,N . We set Ci = r  1X (Ui \X). Then Ci is closed (cf. [2, Section 2.4]) andSN
i=1Ci = X
an.
First let us see that g (X ,D) : X annSuppR(D )an!R is continuous. Byour construction,
g (X ,D)(x ) =   log j fi (x )j2 for x 2 Ci n SuppR(D )an. Thus g (X ,D) is continuous on Ci n
SuppR(D )





(Z ) = g  1(X ,D)(Z )\ (Ci nSuppR(D )an),
g  1(X ,D)(Z )\ (Ci nSuppR(D )an) is closed in Ci nSuppR(D )an, and hence
g  1(X ,D)(Z )\ (Ci nSuppR(D )an)




g  1(X ,D)(Z )\ (Ci nSuppR(D )an)

= g  1(X ,D)(Z )\
N[
i=1
(Ci nSuppR(D )an) = g  1(X ,D)(Z ).
Thus g  1(X ,D)(Z ) is closed in X an n SuppR(D )an, so that g (X ,D) is continuous on X an n
SuppR(D )
an.
Since fi is a local equation of D onUi =Ui \ X , in order to see that g (X ,D) is a D -
Green function of C 0-type, it is sufficient to see that = g (X ,D) + log j fi j2 extends to a
continuous function onU ani , which is obvious because = 0 onU
an
i .
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(2) First note that SuppR(
(D ))  1(SuppR(D )), so that
(an) 1(X an nSuppR(D )an) Y an nSuppR((D ))an.
We set C 0i = r  1Y (˜ 1(Ui ) \Y). Let y 2 C 0i n (an) 1(SuppR(D )an), 0 = rY (y ) and  =
rX (an(y )). Note that  = ˜(0) 2Ui \X by (1.3.2). Then, as ˜( fi ) is a local equation
of ˜(D) at 0,
g (Y , ˜(D))(y ) =  log j˜( fi )j2y =  log j fi j2an(y ) = g (X ,D)(an(y )),
as required.
(3) By virtue of (2), g (X 0, ˜(D)) = g (X ,D) an on (X 0)an n (an) 1(SuppR(D )an). Moreover,
an : (X 0)an ! X an is surjective by [2, Proposition 3.4.6], and hence g (X 0, ˜(D))  0 on
(X 0)an nSuppR((D ))an. Thus we may assume thatX is normal.
First we assume thatD is effective as aWeil divisor. Then, ord  ( fi ) 0 for any prime
divisor   onUi . Thus, by Hartogs’ lemma forR-rational functions (cf. Lemma 1.2.4),
there areh1, . . . ,hr 2Ai nf0g and a1, . . . ,ar 2R>0with fi = ha11   harr . Note that jh j jx  1
for j = 1, . . . , r and x 2Ci nSuppR(D )an, and hence j fi jx  1, as required.
Next we assume that g (X ,D)  0 on X an nSuppR(D )an. Let us see thatD is effective as
a Weil divisor. If v is trivial, then D =D is effective, so that we may assume that v is
non-trivial. It is sufficient to show that the coefficient ofDW with respect to a vertical
primedivisor   is non-negative. Let us consider themultiplicative seminorm x  = jjx 
given by
j f jx  := v ($)ord  ( f )=ord  ($)
for f 2 Rat(X ), where$ is a uniformizing parameter of k . As x  2 X an nSuppR(D )an,
if x  2Ci , then
0 g (X ,D)(x  ) =  log j fi j2x  = 2logv ($)
ord  ( fi )
ord  ($)
,
and hence ord  ( fi ) 0, as desired. 
Here we discuss a more sophisticated maximum problem of Green functions on a
smooth projective curve than (2) in Proposition 2.1.2.
Proposition2.1.5. Weassume that X is a smooth projective curve over k . LetD1, . . . ,Dr
be R-Cartier divisors on X and let D := maxfD1, . . . ,Dr g (Conventions and terminol-
ogy 0.5.8). For each i = 1, . . . , r , let g i be a Di -Green function of C 0-type on X an. We
set
g :=maxfg1, . . . ,g r g
on X an n (SuppR(D1)an[  [SuppR(Dr )an). Then g extends to a continuous function on
X an n SuppR(D )an, and g yields a D -Green function of C 0-type on X an, which is also
denoted by
maxfg1, . . . ,g r g
by abuse of notation.
Proof. Let x1, . . . , xN be closed points of X such that, for each i = 1, . . . , r ,
Di = ai1x1+   +aiN xN
for some ai j 2R. If we set a j =maxfa1 j , . . . ,ar j g for j = 1, . . . ,N , then
D = a1x1+   +aN xN .
Let x˜ j be a unique point of X
an such that fx˜ j g= fx j gan.
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Claim 2.1.5.1. If D = 0, then g is continuous on X an.
Proof. Clearly g is continuous on X an n fx˜1, . . . , x˜N g, so that we need to show that g is
continuous at each x˜ j . Let us choose an affine open setU of X such that
fx1, . . . , xN g\U = fx j g.
As ai j  0, we can see that g i is upper-semicontinuous onU an. Moreover, g i is con-
tinuous onU an if ai j = 0. We set
I := fi = 1, . . . , r j ai j = 0g and I 0 := fi = 1, . . . , r j ai j < 0g.




x 2U an j g i0(x )> g i0(x˜ j ) 1 and g i 0(x )< g i0(x˜ j ) 1 for all i 0 2 I 0
	
.
Then V is an open set and x˜ j 2V . Further
maxfg i (x ) j i 2 I g  g i0(x )> g i0(x˜ j ) 1>maxfg i 0(x ) j i 0 2 I 0g
on V n fx˜ j g, and hence g (x ) = maxfg i (x ) j i 2 I g on V n fx˜ j g. Therefore, the claim
follows because g i is continuous onU
an for i 2 I . 
Let g 0 be aD -Green function of C 0-type on X an. It is sufficient to see that g  g 0 ex-
tends to a continuous functiononX an. Clearly g g 0 is continuousonX annfx˜1, . . . , x˜N g
and
g   g 0 =maxfg1  g 0, . . . ,g r   g 0g
on X an n fx˜1, . . . , x˜N g. Note that g i   g 0 is a (Di  D )-Green function of C 0-type on X an
and maxfD1  D , . . . ,Dr  D g = 0, so that the assertion follows from the above claim.

Finally let us consider a Green function of (C 0 \PSH)-type, which is a counterpart
of a semipositive metric.
Definition 2.1.6. Let g be a D -Green function of C 0-type on X an. We say that g is of
(C 0 \PSH)-type if D is nef and there is a sequence f(Xn ,Dn )g1n=1 of models of (X ,D )
with the following properties:
(1) For each n  1, Dn is relatively nef with respect toXn ! Spec(k ) (cf Conven-
tions and terminology 0.5.6).
(2) If we setn = g (Xn ,Dn )  g , then limn!1 knksup = 0.
As an application of results in Appendix (cf. Corollary A.3.2), we have the following
characterization of relatively nef divisors.
Proposition 2.1.7. LetX be a normalmodel of X and letD be anR-Cartier divisor on
X . Then g (X ,D) is of (C 0 \PSH)-type if and only ifD is relatively nef.
In addition, we have the following propositions.
Proposition 2.1.8. We assume that v is non-trivial. Let D be a nef R-Cartier divi-
sor on X . Let g be a D-Green function of (C 0 \ PSH)-type. Then there are sequences
f(Xn ,Dn )g1n=1 and f(Xn ,D 0n )g1n=1 of models of (X ,D )with the following properties:
(1) For all n  1,Dn andD 0n are relatively nef with respect toXn ! Spec(k ).
(2) g (Xn ,Dn )  g  g (Xn ,D 0n ) for all n  1.
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(3) If we setn = g (Xn ,Dn )  g and0n = g (Xn ,D 0n )  g , then
lim
n!1knksup = limn!1k0nksup = 0.
Proof. By its definition, there is a sequence f(Xn ,D 00n )g1n=1 of models of (X ,D )with the
following properties:
(i) For all n  1,D 00n is relatively nef with respect toXn ! Spec(k ).
(ii) If we set00n = g (Xn ,D 00n )  g , then limn!1 k00nksup = 0.
Here we set
Dn :=D 00n  
k00nksup




 2logv ($) (Xn ),
where (Xn ) is the central fiber ofXn ! Spec(k ). Then
g (Xn ,Dn ) = g (Xn ,D 00n ) k00nksup and g (Xn ,D 0n ) = g (Xn ,D 00n ) + k00nksup,
and hence
g (Xn ,Dn )  g =00n  k00nksup  0 and g (Xn ,D 0n )  g =00n + k00nksup  0,
as required. 
2.2. Definitionof adelicR-Cartier divisors. Weassume that k  is excellent. Let X be
a d -dimensional, normal, projective and geometrically integral variety over k . Let kv
be the completion of k with respect to v . By abuse of notation, the unique extension
of v to kv is also denoted by v . We set
Xv := X Spec(k ) Spec(kv ),
which is also a projective and geometrically integral variety over kv . Note that Xv is
normal. Indeed, letX be a normal model of X over Spec(k ). If we set
Xv :=X Spec(k ) Spec(k v ),
thenXv is normal at every point of the central fiber (Xv ) by Lemma 1.1.7. The set of
normal points ofXv is open because k v is excellent. ThusXv is normal, and hence
Xv is normal.
A pair D = (D ,g ) is called an adelic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X if D is an R-
Cartier divisor on X and g is a D -Green function of C 0-type on X anv . If D is nef and
g is of (PSH\C 0)-type, then D is said to be relatively nef. Moreover, we say that D is
integrable if there are relatively nef adelicR-Cartier divisorsD 0 andD 00 of C 0-type on
X such that D = D
0  D 00. We say that a continuous function  on X anv is integrable
if (0,) is integrable as an adelic R-Cartier divisor. Let D 0 = (D 0,g 0) be another adelic
R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X . For a ,a 0 2R, we define aD +a 0D 0 to be
aD +a 0D 0 := (aD +a 0D 0,ag +a 0g 0).
The space of all adelic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type is denoted by DivaC 0(X )R, which
forms a vector space over R by the above formula. For D 1 = (D1,g1),D 2 = (D2,g2) 2
DivaC 0(X )R, we defineD 1 D 2 to be
D 1 D 2 def() D1 D2 and g1  g2.
Let X be a normal model of X over Spec(k ) and let D be an R-Cartier divisor on
X . Let Xv := X Spec(k ) Spec(k v ) and  : Xv ! X the projection. As we checked
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before,Xv is normal. We denote (D) by Dv . The pair (X ,D) gives rise to an adelic
R-Cartier divisor ofC 0-type on X , that is, the pair (D\X ,g (Xv ,Dv )) ofD\X and g (Xv ,Dv ).
We denote it by Da and it is called the associated adelic R-Cartier divisor with D. By
abuse of notation, we often use the notations D D 2 and D 1 D instead of Da D 2
andD 1 Da, respectively
Proposition 2.2.1. Let X be a normal model of X over Spec(k ) and let Div(X )R be
the group ofR-Cartier divisors onX . Let  : Div(X )R!DivaC 0(X )R be themap given byD 7!Da. Then we have the following:
(1) The map  : Div(X )R ! DivaC 0(X )R is an injective homomorphism of R-vector
spaces.
(2) D1 D2 ()Da1 Da2 .
Proof. Clearly  is a homomorphism of R-vector spaces. The injectivity of  follows
from (2). Let us consider (2). It is sufficient to see that
D  0 () Da  (0,0)
for D 2 Div(X )R. The implication =) is obvious. Conversely we assume that Da 
(0,0), that is,D\X  0 and g (Xv ,Dv )  0. By Proposition 2.1.4,Dv =(D) 0, so thatwe
can easily see thatD  0byusing the valuations along the central fiberX = (Xv ). 
2.3. Local degree. We assume that k  is excellent and k is perfect. We use the same
notation as in Subsection 2.2. Let x be a closedpoint ofX with x 62 SuppR(D ). Let k (x )
be the residuefield at x . As k (x ) is separable over k , wehave k (x )
kkv = k1  kl for
some finite separable extensions k1, . . . .kl over kv . Note that each ki has the unique
extension vi of v . The local degree of D along x over v is defined by
ddegv (D jx ) := lX
i=1
[ki : kv ]
2
g (vi ).
Here we assume that k is a number field and v ( f ) = #(Ok=p) ordp( f ), where Ok is
the ring of integers in k and p is a maximal ideal of Ok . LetX be a normal model of
X over Spec((Ok )p). Let D = a1D1 +   +alDr be an R-Cartier divisor onX such thatD\X =D , a1, . . . ,ar 2R andD1, . . . ,Dr are effective Cartier divisors onX . We assume
that g = g (X ,D) and x 62 SuppZ(D1)[    [SuppZ(Dr ). LetOk (x ) be the ring of integers in
k (x ). Then it is easy to see that




Ok (x )(D j )=Ok (x )p .
2.4. Local intersection number. We assume that k  is excellent and v is non-trivial.
We use the same notation as in Subsection 2.2. Let  be a continuous function on
X anv . Let X be a normal model of X and let L1, . . . ,Ld be R-Cartier divisors on X .




= v . By Lemma 1.1.7, there is a unique v˜ j 2 X anv such that the restriction of v˜ j
to Rat(X ) is v j . For each i and j , we can choose a unique real number i j such that
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  j 6 SuppW (Li +i jX) (for SuppW , see Definition 1.2.2). Then the number given by
rX
j=1
(v˜ j )ord  j ($)












L1   Ld 
rX
j=1
(v˜ j )ord  j ($)
 2logv ($)   j
!
is denoted byddegv (L1   Ld ;), where degk =k  is the degree over k =k . Obviously,ddegv (L1   Ld ;) is multi-linear with respect toL1, . . . ,Ld . In addition,ddegv (L1   Ld ;a+a 00) = addegv (L1   Ld ;)+a 0ddegv (L1   Ld ;0)
for a ,a 0 2 R and ,0 2 C 0(X anv ). Let E be a vertical R-Cartier divisor on X and letE = a1 1+   +ar  r be the irreducible decomposition of E as aWeil divisor. LetE be
the continuous function arising from E , that is,E = g (X ,E ). Thenddegv (L1   Ld ;E ) = rX
j=1









= degk =k  (L1   Ld  E ) .
If degk =k (L1   Ld    j )  0 for all j (for example, L1, . . . ,Ld are relatively nef) and
 0, then
(2.4.1) ddegv (L1   Ld ;)ddegv (L1   Ld ;0).
IfX 0 is another normal model of X and  :X 0!X is a birational morphism, then,
by the projection formula,ddegv ((L1)   (Ld );) =ddegv (L1   Ld ;).
Let us begin with the following lemma:
Lemma 2.4.2. LetL1, . . . ,Ld+2,L 01, . . . ,L 0d+2 be relatively nef R-Cartier divisors onX .
We assume that there are a1, . . . ,ad ,ad+1 2R0 with the following properties:
(1) For all i = 1, . . . ,d ,Li \X =L 0i \X and  aiX L 0i  Li  aiX.
(2) Ld+1 \X =Ld+2 \X andL 0d+1 \X =L 0d+2 \X . Moreover,
 2ad+1g (X ,X)  0   2ad+1g (X ,X),
where := g (X ,Ld+1 Ld+2) and 0 := g (X ,L 0d+1 L 0d+2).




2ai deg(L1   L i 1  L i+1   Ld+1),
where L i :=Li \X for i = 1, . . . ,d +1.
Proof. As L 01, . . . ,L 0d are relatively nef and  2ad+1g (X ,X)   0    2ad+1g (X ,X), by
using (2.4.1), we haveddegv (L 01   L 0d ; 0) ddegv (L 01   L 0d ; ) 2ad+1deg(L1   Ld ),
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and hence,ddegv (L1   Ld ; ) ddegv (L 01   L 0d ; 0)

ddegv (L1   Ld ; ) ddegv (L 01   L 0d ; )+2ad+1deg(L1   Ld ).
On the other hand, by Lemma 1.1.4,




ddegv (L 01   L 0i 1  Ei Li+1   Ld ; ),
where Ei =L 0i  Li . Leti be the continuous function arising from Ei . Then, asddegv (L 01   L 0i 1  Ei Li+1   Ld ; )
=ddegv (L 01   L 0i 1  (Ld+1 Ld+2) Li+1   Ld ;i )
and  aig (X ,X) i  aig (X ,X), by using (2.4.1), we can see thatddegv (L 01   L 0i 1  Ei Li+1   Ld ; )

ddegv (L 01   L 0i 1 Ld+1 Li+1   Ld ;i )
+
ddegv (L 01   L 0i 1 Ld+2 Li+1   Ld ;i )
 2ai deg(L1   L i 1  L i+1   Ld  Ld+1),
as desired. 
The next proposition guarantees the intersection pairing of integrable adelic R-
Cartier divisors along an integrable continuous function.
Proposition-Definition2.4.3. Let L1 = (L1,g1), . . . ,Ld = (Ld ,gd ) be relatively nef adelic
R-Cartier divisors on X , and let  be an integrable continuous function on X anv . Then
there are sequences
(X1,n ,L1,n )	1n=1 , . . . ,(Xd ,n ,Ld ,n )	1n=1 ,
(Xd+1,n ,Ld+1,n )	1n=1 ,(Xd+2,n ,Ld+2,n )	1n=1
with the following properties:
(1) Xi ,n is a normalmodel of X over Spec(k ) andLi ,n is a relatively nef R-Cartier
divisor onXi ,n for i = 1, . . . ,d +2 and n  1.
(2) Li ,n \X = L i for i = 1, . . . ,d and n  1.
(3) There is anR-Cartier divisor Ld+1 on X such that Ld+1 =Ld+1,n\X =Ld+2,n\X
for all n  1.
(4) If we seti ,n := g i   g(Xi ,n ,Li ,n ), then limn!1 ki ,nksup = 0 for i = 1, . . . ,d .
(5) If we set n := g (Xd+1,n ,Ld+1,n )  g (Xd+2,n ,Ld+2,n ), then
lim
n!1k n  ksup = 0.
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For sequences
(X1,n ,L1,n )	1n=1 , . . . ,(Xd ,n ,Ld ,n )	1n=1 ,
(Xd+1,n ,Ld+1,n )	1n=1 ,(Xd+2,n ,Ld+2,n )	1n=1
satisfying the above properties, let Yn be a normal model of X over Spec(k ) together
with birational morphisms
i ,n :Yn !Xi ,n
for i = 1, . . . ,d . Then the following limits8<:limn!1
ddegv  1,n (L1,n )   d ,n (Ld ,n ); ,




ddegv  1,n (L1,n )   d ,n (Ld ,n );
= lim
n!1
ddegv  1,n (L1,n )   d ,n (Ld ,n ); n  .
Moreover, the above limits do not depend on the choice of the sequences
(X1,n ,L1,n )	1n=1 , . . . ,(Xd ,n ,Ld ,n )	1n=1 ,
(Xd+1,n ,Ld+1,n )	1n=1 ,(Xd+2,n ,Ld+2,n )	1n=1 ,
so that this limit is denoted byddegv  L1   Ld ;.
Proof. The existence of sequences are obvious by the relative nefness of L1, . . . ,Ld and
the integrability of.
We set (
An =ddegv  1,n (L1,n )   d ,n (Ld ,n ); ,
Bn =ddegv  1,n (L1,n )   d ,n (Ld ,n ); n  .
For a positive number , there isN such that
k n  ksup  2(  logv ($)) and ki ,nksup  (  logv ($))
for all n N and i = 1, . . . ,d . Then, for n ,m N ,g(Xi ,n ,Li ,n )  g(Xi ,m ,Li ,m ) g i   g(Xi ,n ,Li ,n )
+
g i   g(Xi ,m ,Li ,m ) 2(  logv ($))
for i = 1, . . . ,d . Let us choose a normal model Zn ,m of X together with birational
morphisms n :Zn ,m !Yn and m :Zn ,m !Ym . Then the above inequality implies
 g (Zn ,m , (Zn ,m ))  g(Zn ,m ,n (i ,n (Li ,n )) m (i ,m (Li ,m )))  g (Zn ,m , (Zn ,m )),
so that, by Proposition 2.2.1,
 (Zn ,m ) n (i ,n (Li ,n )) m (i ,m (Li ,m )) (Zn ,m )
for i = 1, . . . ,d . On the other hand,
k n   mksup  k n  ksup+ k m  ksup  4(  logv ($)).
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Therefore, by using Lemma 2.4.2, we have
jBn  Bm j  2
d+1X
i=1
deg(L1   L i 1  L i+1   Ld+1)
for n ,m  N , which shows that the sequence fBng1n=1 is a Cauchy sequence, so that
its limit exists. Further, as 0 j  n j  2(  logv ($)), by (2.4.1), we have
jAn  Bn j  deg(L1   Ld ),
so that limn!1An exists and limn!1An = limn!1Bn .
Let

(X 01,n ,L 01,n )
	1
n=1
, . . . ,

(X 0d+2,n ,L 0d+2,n )
	1
n=1
beother sequences satisfying theabove
properties (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5). For the above sequences, Ld+1 in property (3),i ,n




i ,n and 
0
n , respectively.
ReplacingYn by a suitablemodel of X , wemay assume that there are birational mor-
phisms 0i ,n :Yn !X 0i ,n (i = 1, . . . ,d ). For a positive number , there isN such thatk n  ksup  2(  logv ($)), ki ,nksup  (  logv ($)),
k 0n  ksup  2(  logv ($)), k0i ,nksup  (  logv ($))
for all n N and i = 1, . . . ,d . Then,g (Yn ,i ,n (Li ,n ))  g (Yn ,0i ,n (L 0i ,n ))

g i   g (Yn ,i ,n (Li ,n ))+ g i   g (Yn ,0i ,n (L 0i ,n )) 2(  logv ($))
for n N and i = 1, . . . ,d . Therefore, in the similar way as before,
 (Yn ) i ,n (Li ,n ) 0i ,n (L 0i ,n ) (Yn ).
Moreover,  n   0nsup  k n  ksup+ k 0n  ksup  4(  logv ($))
for n N , and hence the uniqueness of the limit follows from Lemma 2.4.2. 
Let and0 be integrable continuous functions on X anv . Let L1, . . . ,L i , L
0
i , . . . ,Ld be
relatively nef adelicR-Cartier divisors ofC 0-type on X . If  0, then, by Proposition-
Definition 2.4.3,
(2.4.4) ddegv (L1   Ld ;) 0.
Moreover, it is easy to see that
(2.4.5)8>>>><>>>>:
ddegv (L1    (aL i +a 0L 0i )   Ld ;)
= addegv (L1   L i   Ld ;)+a 0ddegv (L1   L 0i   Ld ;) (a ,a 0 2R0),ddegv (L1   Ld ;a+a 00)
= addegv (L1   Ld ;)+a 0ddegv (L1   Ld ;0) (a ,a 0 2R)
and that
(2.4.6) ddegv (L1   L i   L j   Ld ;) =ddegv (L1   L j   L i   Ld ;).
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Let L1, . . . ,Ld be integrable adelic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type on X . For each i ,
we choose relatively nef adelic R-Cartier divisors L i ,+1 and L i , 1 of C 0-type such that
L i = L i ,+1  L i , 1. By using (2.4.5), it is not difficult to see that the quantityX
1,...,d+12f1g
1   d+1ddegv (L1,1   Ld ,d ;)
does not depend on the choice of L1,+1,L1, 1, . . . ,Ld ,+1,Ld , 1, so that it is denoted byddeg(L1   Ld ;). Further, (2.4.5) and (2.4.6) extend to the following formula:
(2.4.7)
8>>>><>>>>:
ddegv (L1    (aL i +a 0L 0i )   Ld ;)
= addegv (L1   L i   Ld ;)+a 0ddegv (L1   L 0i   Ld ;),ddegv (L1   Ld ;a+a 00)
= addegv (L1   Ld ;)+a 0ddegv (L1   Ld ;0)
and
(2.4.8) ddegv (L1   L i   L j   Ld ;) =ddegv (L1   L j   L i   Ld ;)
for a ,a 0 2 R and integrable adelic R-Cartier divisors L1, . . . ,L i ,L 0i , . . . ,Ld of C 0-type
on X . Here let us consider a consequence of Proposition-Definition 2.4.3.
Proposition 2.4.9. Let L1 = (L1,g1), . . . ,Ld = (Ld ,gd ) be integrable adelic R-Cartier di-
visors of C 0-type on X , and let be an integrable continuous function on X anv . If L i = 0,
then ddegv (L1   L i   Ld ;) =ddegv (L1    (0,)   Ld ;g i ).
Proof. For j = 1, . . . ,d , let
L j ,+1 = (L j ,+1,g j ,+1) and L j , 1 = (L j , 1,g j , 1)
be relatively nef adelicR-Cartier divisors of C 0-type on X such that L j = L j ,+1 L j , 1.
Moreover, we choose relative nef adelic R-Cartier divisors
Ld+1,+1 = (Ld+1,+1,gd+1,+1) and Ld+1, 1 = (Ld+1, 1,gd+1, 1)
of C 0-type on X such that Ld+1,+1  Ld+1, 1 = (0,). Then there are sequences
(X1,+1,n ,L1,+1,n )	1n=1 ,(X1, 1,n ,L1, 1,n )	1n=1 , . . . ,
(Xd+1,+1,n ,Ld+1,+1,n )	1n=1 ,(Xd+1, 1,n ,Ld+1, 1,n )	1n=1
satisfying the following conditions:
(a) X j ,,n is a normalmodel of X over Spec(k ) for j = 1, . . . ,d+1, =1 andn  1.
(b) L j ,,n is a nef R-Cartier divisor on X j ,,n such that L j ,,n \ X = L j , for j =
1, . . . ,d +1, =1 and n  1.
(c) Ifwe set j ,,n = g j , g(X j ,,n ,L j ,,n ), then limn!1 k j ,,nksup = 0 for j = 1, . . . ,d+1
and =1.
Here we set 
 n = g (Xd+1,+1,n ,Ld+1,+1,n )  g (Xd+1, 1,n ,Ld+1, 1,n ),
n = g (Xi ,+1,n ,Li ,+1,n )  g (Xi , 1,n ,Li , 1,n ).
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Then, by Proposition-Definition 2.4.3,
lim
n!1




ddegv (L1,1,n   Ld+1,d+1,n   Ld ,d ,n ;n )
=ddegv (L1,1   Ld+1,d+1   Ld ,d ;g i ).
Therefore, if we setLi ,n =Li ,+1,n  Li , 1,n for i = 1, . . . ,d +1, then8<:limn!1
ddegv (L1,n   Li ,n   Ld ,n ; n ) =ddegv (L1   L i   Ld ;),
limn!1ddegv (L1,n   Ld+1,n   Ld ,n ;n ) =ddegv (L1    (0,)   Ld ;g i ).
On the other hand, note thatddegv (L1,n   Li ,n   Ld ,n ; n ) =ddegv (L1,n   Ld+1,n   Ld ,n ;n ).
Thus the assertion of the proposition follows. 
The results of this subsection leads to the following definition:
Definition2.4.10. Let L1 = (L1,g1), . . . ,Ld+1 = (Ld+1,gd+1)be integrable adelicR-Cartier
divisors of C 0-type on X . By Proposition 2.4.9 and (2.4.8), if L i = 0 for some i , thenddegv (L1   Ld+1)
is well-defined, that is,ddegv (L1   Ld+1) :=ddegv (L1   L i 1  L i+1   Ld+1;g i ).
Moreover, it is symmetric and multi-linear.
Proposition 2.4.11. Let L1, . . . ,Ld be integrable adelic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type
on X , and let  and 0 be integrable continuous functions on X anv . Then we have the
following:
(1) For f 2Rat(X )R,ddegv ((( f ),  log j f j2)  L2   Ld ;) = 0.
(2) If L1, . . . ,Ld are relatively nef and
0  on X anv , thenddegv (L1   Ld ;0)ddegv (L1   Ld ;).
(3) Let
L1,1 = (L1,1,g1,1),L1, 1 = (L1, 1,g1, 1), . . . ,
Ld ,1 = (Ld ,1,gd ,1),Ld , 1 = (Ld , 1,gd , 1)
be relatively nef adelic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type on X such that L i = L i ,1 
L i , 1 for i = 1, . . . ,d . Thenddegv (L1   Ld ;) kksup 2logv ($) X
1,...,d2f1g
deg(L1,1   Ld ,d ).
(4) If  : X 0! X is a birational morphism of normal, projective and geometrically
integral varieties over k , thenddegv ((L1)   (Ld ); (an)()) =ddegv (L1   Ld ;).
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Proof. LetX be a normalmodel of X over Spec(k ) and letL1,L2, . . . ,Ld beR-Cartier
divisors onX .
(1) By the definition ofddegv , we haveddegv (( f )X L2   Ld ;) = 0. Thus (1) follows.
(2) If L1, . . . ,Ld are relatively nef, then ddegv (L1   Ld ;0)  ddegv (L1   Ld ;) (cf.
(2.4.1)), so that we have (2).
(3) First of all, note thatddegv (L1   Ld ;) = X
1,...,d2f1g
1   dddegv (L1,1   Ld ,d ;).
Therefore, by using (2),ddegv (L1   Ld ;) X
1,...,d2f1g
ddegv (L1,1   Ld ,d ;)
 X
1,...,d2f1g






deg(L1,1   Ld ,d ),
as required.
(4) Let X and X 0 be normal models of X and X 0, respectively. We assume there
is a birational morphism ˜ :X 0!X such that f˜ 
X
= f . LetL1, . . . ,Ld be R-Cartier
divisors onX . Then, by using the projection formula, we can see thatddegv ((L1)   (Ld ); (an)()) =ddegv (L1   Ld ;),
so that, by our definition of ddegv ((L1)   (Ld ); (an)()) and ddegv (L1   Ld ;) (cf.
Proposition-Definition 2.4.3), the assertion follows. 
3. LOCAL AND GLOBAL DENSITY THEOREMS
The density theorem in terms of global model functions was established by Gubler
[14, Theorem 7.12] and X. Yuan [34, Lemma 3.5]. Recently an elementary proof was
found by Boucksom, Favre and Jonsson [6], in which they work over a valuation field
whose residue field is of characteristic zero. Fortunately their proof is valid even if the
characteristic of the residue field is positive. In this section, for reader’s convenience,
we will give a proof of the density theorem according to the ideas in [6].
Let k be a field and v a non-trivial discrete absolute value of k . Note that v is mul-
tiplicative. Let$ be a uniformizing parameter of k , that is, k  =$k  (for the def-
inition of k  and k , see Conventions and terminology 0.5.2). Let X be a projective
and geometrically integral variety over k and let Rat(X ) be the rational function field
of X .
3.1. Vertical fractional ideal sheaves and birational system of models. LetX be a
model of X over Spec(k ) (cf. Conventions and terminology 0.5.5). The central fiber
ofX ! Spec(k ) is denoted byX, that is,X :=X Spec(k ) Spec(k =k ). A non-zero
coherent subsheafJ of Rat(X )onX is called a fractional ideal sheaf onX . It is said to
be vertical if there ism 2Z0 such that$mJ is an ideal sheaf and Supp(OX =$mJ )X. LetD be a vertical Cartier divisor onX , that is, SuppZ(D)X (for the definition
of SuppZ, see Subsection 1.2). Note that OX (D) is a vertical fractional sheaf. Indeed,
let  2X and f a local equation ofD at . Then f is a unit element of ((OX ,)S )p for all
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p 2 Spec((OX ,)S ), where S is the multiplicative set given by f1,$,$2, . . .g, and hence
f 2 (OX ,)S . Thus we can find m 2 Z0 such that $m f 2 OX ,. This observation
shows that$mOX (D)OX for somem 2Z0, as required.
A set 	 of models of X is called a birational system of models of X if the following
conditions are satisfied:
(1) For anyX 2	 and any vertical fractional ideal sheafJ onX , there isX 0 2	
together with a birational morphism  :X 0!X such thatJ OX 0 is invertible.
(2) For any X1,X2 2 	, there is X3 2 	 together with birational morphisms 1 :X3!X1 and 2 :X3!X1.
Remark 3.1.1. The set of all models of X is a birational system of models of X . In
addition, fixing a model Z of X , the set of all models X over Z (that is, there is a
birational morphismX !Z ) forms a birational system of models of X .
3.2. Model functions. We assume that v is complete. LetX ! Spec(k ) be a model
of X . LetJ be a vertical fractional ideal sheaf onX . According to [6, Subsection 2.3],
we define a function log jJ j on X an to be
log jJ j(x ) := logmaxjh (x )j j h 2JrX (x )	 ,
where rX : X an ! X is the reduction map induced by the model X . For example,
log j$OX j = logv ($). Note that log jJ j = log jJ OX 0 j for a birational morphism  :X 0!X of models of X and a vertical fractional ideal sheafJ onX . Moreover, ifJ
is invertible, then log jJ j= g (X ,J )=2 (cf. Subsection 2.1). Let us fix a birational system
	 of models of X . A function ' on X an is called amodel function with respect to 	 if
there are X 2 	 and a vertical fractional ideal sheaf J on X such that ' = log jJ j.
The set of all model functions with respect to 	 is denoted by M(X an;	). Then we
have the following generalization of [6, Proposition 2.2].
Proposition 3.2.1. (1) For ' 2 M(X an;	), there are X 2 	 and a vertical Cartier
divisor D on X such that ' = log jOX (D)j. In particular, M(X an;	) forms an
abelian group andM(X an;	)C 0(X an) (cf. Proposition 2.1.4).
(2) For '1,'2 2M(X an;	),maxf'1,'2g 2M(X an;	).
(3) For x , y 2 X an with x 6= y , there is ' 2M(X an;	) such that '(x ) 6='(y )
Proof. The assertions of the proposition can be proved by the ideas of [6, Proposi-
tion 2.2].
(1) We choose X 2 	 and a vertical fractional ideal sheaf J on X such that ' =
log jJ j. By our assumption, there isX 0 2 	 together with a birational morphism  :
X 0!X such that J OX 0 is invertible, that is, there is a vertical Cartier divisor D 0 onX 0 such thatJ OX 0 =OX 0(D 0). Clearly log jJ j= log jOX 0(D 0)j, as desired.
(2) By (1) and the property of 	, we can find X 2 	 and vertical Cartier divisors
D1 and D2 on X such that '1 = log jOX (D1)j and '2 = log jOX (D2)j. If we set J =OX (D1)+OX (D2) in Rat(X ), thenJ is a vertical fractional ideal sheaf ofX and log jJ j=
maxf'1,'2g.
(3) Fix X 2 	. First we assume that rX (x ) 6= rX (y ). Let m be the maximal ideal at
rX (x ). Then log jmj(x ) < 0 and log jmj(y )  0, as desired. Next we assume that  =
rX (x ) = rX (y ). LetU = Spec(A ) be an affine open neighborhood of . We can find
f 2 A such that j f jx 6= j f jy . Since X is noetherian, there is an ideal sheaf I on X
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such that I = f OX ,. For eachm 2 Z>0, we set Jm = I +$mOX . Note that Jm is a
vertical ideal sheaf onX . Moreover,
log jJm j(x ) =maxflog j f jx ,m logv ($)g,
log jJm j(y ) =maxflog j f jy ,m logv ($)g,
where log(0) = 1. As j f jx 6= j f jy and v ($)< 1, ifm is sufficiently large, then
log jJm j(x ) 6= log jJm j(y ),
as required. 
3.3. Density theorems. Let kv be the completion of k with respect to v . By abuse of
notation, the unique extension of v to kv is also denoted by v . We set Xv = X Spec(k )
Spec(kv ), which is also a projective and geometrically integral variety over kv . For a
modelX ! Spec(k ) of X ,Xv :=X Spec(k ) Spec(k v ) is also a model of Xv by (1.1) in
Lemma 1.1.7. The projectionXv !X is denoted by X . Let 	 be a system of models
of X .
Proposition 3.3.1. 	v := fXv j X 2	g forms a system of models of Xv .
Proof. The assertion follows from (2) in the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3.2. (1) LetJv be a vertical ideal sheaf onXv . Then there is n 2Z0 such
that$nOXv Jv .
(2) Let Jv be a vertical fractional ideal sheaf onXv . Then there is a vertical frac-
tional ideal sheafJ onX such thatJ OXv =Jv .
Proof. (1) For  2 (Xv ), (OXv ,=(Jv ))S = 0 because Supp(OXv =Jv )  (Xv ), where S is
the multiplicative set given by f1,$,$2, . . .g. Therefore,
$m(OXv ,=(Jv )) = 0
for somem 2Z0, and hence$mOXv ,  (Jv ). Thus the assertion follows.
(2) Clearly we may assume that Jv is an ideal sheaf. Then, by (1), there is n 2 Z0
such that$nOXv Jv . As
Jv=$nOXv OXv =$nOXv     X OX =$
nOX ,
we can find an ideal sheafJ onX such that$nOX J andJv=$nOXv 'J =$nOX ,
so that we can easily see thatJ OXv =Jv . 
Theorem 3.3.3 (Local density theorem). M(X anv ;	v )
ZQ is dense in C 0(X anv )with re-
spect to the supremum norm k  ksup.
Proof. We set T = X anv and  =M(X anv ;	v )
ZQ. It is well known that T is a compact
Hausdorff space (cf. [2, Theorem 3.4.8]). Thus, if we can check conditions (1) – (4) in
Lemma 3.3.4, we have the assertion.
(1) follows from (3) in Proposition 3.2.1.
(2) Note that logv ($) 2M(X anv ;	v ).
(3) is obvious.
(4) Let us check that maxf 1, 2g 2  for 1, 2 2 . We choose n 2 Z>0 such that
n'1,n'2 2M(X anv ;	v ). Then, by (2) in Proposition 3.2.1,
nmaxf 1, 2g=maxfn 1,n 2g 2,
and hence maxf 1, 2g 2. 
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Lemma3.3.4. Let T be a compact Hausdorff space. Let be a subset of C 0(T )with the
following properties:
(1) For any x , y 2 T with x 6= y , there is f 2 such that f (x ) 6= f (y ).
(2) R \ 6= ;.
(3)  forms aQ-vector space.
(4) For f ,g 2,maxf f ,g g 2.
Then  is dense in C 0(T )with respect to the supremum norm k  ksup.
Proof. Let be the closure ofwith respect to kksup. Then it is easy to see that has
the following properties:
(1)’ For any x , y 2 T with x 6= y , there is f 2 such that f (x ) 6= f (y ).
(2)’ 1 2.
(3)’  forms an R-vector space.
(4)’ For f ,g 2, maxf f ,g g 2.
Thus, by [17, Theorem 7.29],  is dense in C 0(T ). Note that  = . Therefore the
assertion follows. 
Definition 3.3.5. A function ' on X anv is called a global model function with respect
to 	 if there are X 2 	 and a vertical fractional ideal sheaf J on X such that ' =
log jJ OXv j. The set of all global model functions with respect to 	 is denoted by
M(X ;	).
By using (2) in Lemma 3.3.2, we can see
M(X ;	) =M(X anv ;	v ),
Thus the local density theorem (cf. Theorem 3.3.3) implies the following main result
of this section.
Theorem3.3.6 (Global density theorem). M(X ;	)
ZQ is dense inC 0(X anv )with respect
to the supremum norm k  ksup.
The following theorem is an application of the global density theorem.
Theorem 3.3.7 (Approximation theorem of adelic R-divisors). We assume that k  is
excellent and X is normal. Let D = (D ,g ) be an adelic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on
X . For any positive number  > 0, there exist a normal model X of X over Spec(k ),
and R-Cartier divisorsD1 andD2 onX such that
D   (0,)D1 D D2 D + (0,).
Proof. Let us begin with the following claim:
Claim3.3.7.1. Forapositivenumber, there exist anormalmodelX of X overSpec(k )
and an R-Cartier divisorD onX such thatD \X =D and
kg (X ,D)  g ksup  =2.
Proof. First let us choose a modelX0 of X over Spec(k ) and an R-Cartier divisor D0
onX0 such thatD =D0\X . Let g0 be theD -Green function ofC 0-type on X anv arising
from the model (X0,D0). We set := g  g0. Then is a continuous function on X anv .
Let 	 be the set of all models of X over X0 (cf. Remark 3.1.1). By the global density
theorem (cf. Theorem 3.3.6), there is a global model function ' on X anv with respect
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to 	 such that k  'ksup  =2, that is, there are a model X 0 in 	 together with a
birational morphism  :X 0!X0, a vertical Cartier divisor E 0 onX 0 and a 2Q such
that ' = ag (X 0,E 0). Let  : X ! X 0 be the normalization of X 0 and D := a(E 0) +
((D0)). As k  is excellent,  is a finite morphism, that is, X 2 	. In addition,
g (X ,D) ='+ g0. Therefore, we have the assertion of the claim. 
We set g1 = g (X ,D) =2 and g2 = g (X ,D) +=2. Then
g   g1  g  g2  g +
on X anv . Moreover, note that the global model function arising from the central fiber
ofX ! Spec(k ) is a constant function. Thus the assertion follows. 
Theorem 3.3.8. We assume that v is complete and X is normal. Let X andiv denote the
subset of X an given by
X andiv :=

x 2 X an
 x is a point arising from an irreducible component ofthe central fiber of some normal model of X over k  ª .
Then X andiv is dense in X
an.




then  = 0. For any  > 0, by Theorem 3.3.3, there is  2 M(X an;	)
ZQ such thatj  j  . Thus j (x )j   for all x 2 X andiv, which implies that j j   on X an. Indeed,
let be a verticalQ-Cartier divisor on somenormalmodelX of X such that  is given
by  (i.e.  = g (X ,)). Let  1, . . . , r be irreducible components of the central fiber X
and let x1, . . . , xr be the corresponding points of X
an
div to  1, . . . , r , respectively. If we set
 = c1 1+   + cr  r , then ci = ord i ($) (xi )=( 2logv ($)), so that
 (=( 2logv ($)))X   (=( 2logv ($)))X,
which means that j j   on X an. Thus jj  2, and hence = 0. 
3.4. Zariski’s lemma for integrable functions. In this Subsection, let us consider
Zariski’s lemma for integrable functions. We assume that X is normal, dimX = 1 and
v is complete. Let C 0int(X
an) be the space of integrable continuous functions on X an
(cf. Subsection 2.2). Let
h , i :C 0int(X an)C 0int(X an)!R
be the map given by h', i := ddegv ((0,'); ) = ddegv ((0,')  (0, )), which is bilinear
and symmetric (see Definition 2.4.10).
Lemma3.4.1 (Zariski’s lemma for integrable functions). The above pairing h , i is neg-
ative semi-definite. Moreover, for ' 2C 0int(X an), h','i= 0 if and only if ' is a constant
function.
Proof. The proof can be found in [36]. For reader’s convenience, we prove it here. Let
M(X an)be the groupofmodel functions on X an (cf. Subsection 3.2). Then, by virtue of
Zariski’s lemma (cf. [31, Lemma 1.1.4]), for  2M(X an)
ZR, h , i  0. Therefore, by
the density theorem (cf. Theorem 3.3.3) together with Proposition-Definition 2.4.3,
we can see that h','i  0 for all ' 2 C 0int(X an). Thus h , i is negative semi-definite.
Clearly if ' is a constant function, then h','i= 0. Conversely, we assume h','i= 0.
Then, by [31, Lemma 1.1.3], h ,'i= 0 for all 2C 0int(X an).
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Let X be a regular model of X over Spec(k ) and X = a1C1 +   + arCr the irre-
ducible decomposition of the central fiber X as a cycle. Let x j be the point of X an










'(x j )a j
 2logv ($) deg(Ci C j )
= 2logv ($)h i ,'i= 0.
Therefore, by the equality condition of Zariski’s lemma (cf. [31, Lemma 1.1.4]), we
have
'(x1) =   ='(xr ).




x 2 X an
 x is a point arising from an irreducible component ofthe central fiber of some normal model of X over k  ª .
The above observation shows that '

X andiv
is a constant function. On the other hand,
by Theorem 3.3.8, X andiv is dense in X
an, so that ' is a constant function on X an. 
3.5. Radon measure arising from local intersection number. We assume that X is
normal and d -dimensional. Let L1, . . . ,Ld be integrable adelic R-Cartier divisors of
C 0-type on X . Let  be a continuous function on X anv . In Subsection 2.4, we de-
fine the local intersection number ddegv (L1   Ld ;) under the assumption that  is
integrable. In this subsection, we define ddegv (L1   Ld ;) for a general continuous
function  by using the density theorem (cf. Theorem 3.3.6). Let us begin with the
following proposition:
Proposition-Definition 3.5.1. Let f'ng1n=1 be a sequence of model functions on X anv
such that limn!1 k'n  ksup = 0. Then limn!1ddegv (L1   Ld ;'n ) exists and the lim-
its does not depend on the choice of the sequence f'ng1n=1. We denote the limit byddegv (L1   Ld ;).
Proof. By (3) in Proposition 2.4.11, there is a constant C depending only on L1, . . . ,Ld
and v such that ddegv (L1   Ld ;') ddegv (L1   Ld ;'0)C k' '0ksup
for all model functions' and'0 on X anv . Thus we can see that
¦ddegv (L1   Ld ;'n )©1n=1
forms a Cauchy sequence, so that the limit exists. Let f'0ng1n=1 be another sequence of
model functions with limn!1 k'0n  ksup = 0. Then, as limn!1 k'n  '0nksup = 0, the
assertion follows from the above estimate. 
Let L
0
i be an integrable adelic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X and let 0 be a
continuous function on X anv . Then we can easily see the following formulae:
(i) ddegv (L1   Ld ;) 0 if L1, . . . ,Ld are relatively nef and  0.
(ii) ddegv (L1   Ld ;a+a 00) = addegv (L1   Ld ;) +a 0ddegv (L1   Ld ;0) for a ,a 0 2
R.
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(iii) Let fng1n=1 be a sequence of continuous functions on X anv with
lim
n!1kn  ksup = 0.
Then limn!1ddegv (L1   Ld ;n ) =ddegv (L1   Ld ;).
(iv) ddegv (L1    (aL i +a 0L 0i )   Ld ;)
= addegv (L1   L i   Ld ;)+a 0ddegv (L1   L 0i   Ld ;)
for a ,a 0 2R.
(v) ddegv (L1   L i   L j   Ld ;) =ddegv (L1   L j   L i   Ld ;).
In the case where L1, . . . ,Ld are relatively nef, by the above properties (i), (ii) and (iii),
the functionalC 0(X anv )!R given by 7!ddegv (L1   Ld ;) yields a Radonmeasure on
X anv . ThisRadonmeasure is called theRadonmeasure inducedby the local intersection
L1   Ld and it is denoted by L1Ld .
4. ADELIC ARITHMETIC R-CARTIER DIVISORS
In this section, wewill introduce adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisors on arithmetic
varieties and investigate their several basic properties.
Throughout this section, let K be a number field and let X be a d -dimensional,
projective, normal and geometrically integral variety over K .
4.1. Definition and basic properties. LetOK be the ring of integers in K . We denote
the set of all maximal ideals of OK byMK . For p 2MK , the absolute value vp of K at p
is given by
vp(x ) = #(OK =p)
 ordp(x ).
LetKp be the completionofK with respect to vp and letXp := X Spec(K )Spec(Kp), which
is alsoaprojective, normal andgeometrically integral varietyoverKp (cf. Lemma1.1.9).
Let X (C) be the set of all C-valued points of X , that is,
X (C) := fx : Spec(C)! X j x is a morphism of schemesg .
Note that X (C) is a projective analytic space and X (C) is not necessarily connected.
Let F1 : X (C)! X (C) be the complex conjugationmap, that is, for x 2 X (C), F1(x ) is
given by the composition of morphisms
Spec(C) c ! Spec(C) and Spec(C) x! X ,
where Spec(C) c! Spec(C) is themorphismarising fromthe complex conjugation. The
complex conjugation map F1 : X (C)! X (C) is an anti-holomorphic isomorphism.
The space of F1-invariant real valued continuous functions on X (C) is denoted by
C 0F1(X (C)), that is,
C 0F1(X (C)) := f f 2C 0(X (C)) j f  F1 = f g.
Definition 4.1.1. A pairD = (D ,g ) of anR-Cartier divisorD on X and a collection of
Green functions g = fgpgp2MK [fg1g is called an adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisor of
C 0-type on X if the following conditions (1) and (2) hold:
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(1) For all p 2MK , gp is a D -Green function of C 0-type on X anp . In addition, there
exist a non-empty open setU of Spec(OK ), a normal model XU of X overU
andanR-Cartier divisorDU onXU such thatDU\X =D and gp is theD -Green
function induced by (XU ,DU ) for all p 2U \MK .
(2) The Green function g1 is a D -Green function of C 0-type on X (C) such that
g1 = g1  F1 (cf. Subsection 1.4).
Moreover, a pairD
0
= (D ,g 0) of anR-Cartier divisorD on X and a collection of Green
functions g 0 = fg 0
p
gp2MK is called a global adelicR-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X if the
above condition (1) holds for fg 0
p
gp2MK , that is, g 0p is aD -Green function of C 0-type on
X an
p
for all p 2 MK , and there exist a non-empty open set U 0 of Spec(OK ), a normal
modelX 0U 0 of X overU 0 and an R-Cartier divisor D 0U 0 onX 0U 0 such that D 0U 0 \ X = D
and g 0
p
is theD -Green function induced by (X 0U 0 ,D 0U 0) for all p 2U 0 \MK .
Thepair (XU ,DU ) in condition (1) is called adefiningmodel ofD overU . Ifwe forget
the Green function g1 on X (C) from D , we have a global adelic R-Cartier divisor
on X , which is denoted by D

and is called the truncation of D . For simplicity, a






Let Rat(X ) be the rational function field of X . For ' 2Rat(X ), we defineÓ(') to be
Ó(') := ('), X
p2MK
(  log j'pj2)[p] + (  log j'1j2)[1]

,
where 'p and '1 are the rational functions on Xp and X (C) induced by ', respec-
tively. The adelic arithmetic divisorÓ(') is called an adelic arithmetic principal divisor.
Let D 1 = (D1,g1) and D 2 = (D2,g2) be adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type
on X . For a1,a2 2R, we define a1D 1+a2D 2 to be






The space of all adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type on X is denoted bydDivaC 0(X )R, which forms an R-vector space by the previous definition. Moreover, we
defineD 1 D 2 by the following conditions:
(a) D1 D2.
(b) (g1)}  (g2)} for all } 2MK [f1g.
Similarly, for global adelic R-Cartier divisors
(D1,f(g1)pgp2MK ) and (D2,f(g2)pgp2MK ),
(D1,f(g1)pgp2MK ) (D2,f(g2)pgp2MK )
is defined by D1  D2 and (g1)p  (g2)p for all p 2MK . In general, for ' = 'a11   'arr 2
Rat(X )R :=Rat(X )
R ('1, . . . ,'r 2Rat(X ), a1, . . . ,ar 2R), we defineÓ(') to beÓ(') := a1Ô('1)+   +arÔ('r ),
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which is well-defined because the map Rat(X ) !dDivaC 0(X )R given by ' 7! Ó(') is a
homomorphism.
LetX be a normal model of X over Spec(OK ) and let D = (D,g1) be an arithmetic
R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type onX (cf. [30, Section 5]). The pair (X ,D) gives rise to an
adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X , that is,
D \X , X
p2MK
g (X(p),D(p))[p] + g1[1]

,
whereX(p) is the localization ofX ! Spec(OK ) at p and D(p) is the restriction of D toX(p). We use the symbol X(p) to distinguish it from Xp at the beginning of this sub-
section. We denote it by Da and it is called the associated adelic arithmetic R-Cartier
divisor with D. Note thatÓ(') = Ó(')X a for ' 2 Rat(X )R, whereÓ(')X is the arithmetic
principal divisor of ' on X . Similarly, the associated global adelic R-Cartier divisor
Da withD is defined by
Da := D \X ,g (X(p),D(p))	p2MK  .
By abuse of notation, we often use the notations D D 2 and D 1 D instead of Da 
D 2 and D 1  Da, respectively. The following proposition is the arithmetic version of
Proposition 2.2.1 and it follows from Proposition 2.2.1.
Proposition 4.1.2. LetX be a normal model of X over Spec(OK ) and letdDivC 0(X )R be
the space of arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type onX . Let
 :dDivC 0(X )R!dDivaC 0(X )R
be the map given byD 7!Da. Then we have the following:
(1) Themap  :dDivC 0(X )R!dDivaC 0(X )R is an injective homomorphism ofR-vector
spaces.
(2) D1 D2 ()Da1 Da2.
Theorem 4.1.3 (Approximation theorem of adelic arithmetic R-divisors). Let D =
(D ,g ) be an adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X and let (XU ,DU ) be
a definingmodel of D over a non-empty open setU  Spec(OK ). For any positive num-
ber > 0, there exist a normal modelX over Spec(OK ), andR-Cartier divisorsD1 andD2 onX with the following properties:
(1) XjU =XU , D1jU =DU and D2jU =DU .
















Proof. This is a consequenceofTheorem3.3.7. Forp 2 Spec(OK )nf0g, let (OK )(p) denote
the localization ofOK at p. By Theorem 3.3.7, for each p 2 S , there are a normalmodelX,p of X over Spec((OK )(p)) and R-Cartier divisorsD1,p andD2,p onX,p such that
D1,p \X =D2,p \X =D and (D ,gp)  (0,)D1,p  (D ,gp)D2,p  (D ,gp)+ (0,).
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As S is finite, we can construct a normalX over Spec(OK ) and R-Cartier divisors D1
andD2 onX such that
XjU =XU , Di jU =DU , (X)(p) =X,p and Di \X,p =Di ,p
for p 2 S and i = 1,2, where (X)(p) is the localization of X at p, so that we have the
assertion of the theorem. 
4.2. Global degree. Let D = (D ,g ) be an adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-
type on X . Let x be a closed point of X . First we assume that x 62 SuppR(D ). For
p 2MK , the local degree of D over the absolute value vp is denoted by ddegp(D jx ) (cf.
Subsection 2.3). Moreover,ddeg1(D jx ) is defined byddeg1(D jx ) := 12 X
:K (x ),!C
g1(x),
where K (x ) is the residue field at x and x is the C-valued point given by
OX ,x ! K (x ) ,!C.
LetU be a non-empty Zariski open set of Spec(OK ) such thatD has a definingmodel
(XU ,DU ) over U . Let x be the closure of x in XU . Shrinking U if necessary, we
may assume that x \ SuppR(DU ) = ;, which implies that ddegp(D jx ) = 0 for p 2 U .
Therefore, we can defineddeg(D jx ) to beddeg(D jx ) = X
p2MK
ddegp(D jx )+ddeg1(D jx ).
Note that
(4.2.1) ddeg(Ó(')jx ) = 0
for ' 2 Rat(X )R with x 62 Supp((')). In general, we can find  2 Rat(X )R such that x 62
SuppR(D + ()) (cf. [30, Lemma 5.2.3]). By using (4.2.1), we can see that the quantityddeg(D +Ó()jx ) does not depend on the choice of , so that it is denoted by ddeg(D jx )
and is called the global degree of D along x . The equation (4.2.1) can be generalized
as follows:
(4.2.2) ddeg(Ó( )jx ) = 0
for all 2Rat(X )R. It is easy to see thatddeg(aD +a 0D 0jx ) = addeg(D jx )+a 0ddeg(D 0jx )
forD ,D
0 2dDivanC 0(X )R and a ,a 0 2R.
Lemma 4.2.3. Let D 1 = (D1,g1) and D 2 = (D2,g2) be adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divi-
sors of C 0-type on X . If D1 =D2 and g1  g2, thenddeg(D 1jx ) ddeg(D 2jx ) for all closed
points x of X .
Proof. AsD1 =D2 and g1  g2, there are non-negative continuous functionsp on X anp
and1 on X (C) such that (g2)p = (g1)p+p and (g2)1 = (g1)1+1, respectively. We
set =
P
p2MK p[p] +1[1]. Then, asddeg((0,)jx ) 0,ddeg(D 2jx ) =ddeg(D 1jx )+ddeg((0,)jx )ddeg(D 1jx ),
as required. 
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4.3. Volume of adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors. Let D be an R-Cartier divisor
on X ,D
0
= (D ,g 0) a global adelicR-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X , andD = (D ,g ) an
adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X . We defineH 0(X ,D ) to be
H 0(X ,D ) :=

' 2Rat(X ) jD + (') 0	[f0g.
For} 2MK [f1g and 2H 0(X ,D ), it is known that jjg} := jjexp( g}=2) extends to
a continuous function (cf. Proposition 1.4.2 and Proposition 2.1.3), so that its supre-






' 2H 0(X ,D ) j k'kg 0p  1 for all p 2MK
	
,
Hˆ 0(X ,D ) :=

' 2H 0(X ,D ) j k'kg}  1 for all } 2MK [f1g
	
.
Note that Hˆ 0(X ,D
0
) is a submodule of H 0(X ,D ) by using Proposition 2.1.3. Let us
check the following proposition:
Proposition 4.3.1. (1) Hˆ 0(X ,D
0





' 2Rat(X ) jD 0+Ó(')  0©[f0g,
Hˆ 0(X ,D ) =
¦





. If there are a normalmodelX of X over Spec(OK ) and
an R-Cartier divisorD onX such thatD \X =D and gp is the Green function
arising from (X ,D) for each p 2MK , then
Hˆ 0(X ,D
0
) =H 0(X ,D) and Hˆ 0(X ,D ) = Hˆ 0(X , (D,g1)).
(3) Hˆ 0(X ,D
0
) is a finitely generated free Z-module and Hˆ 0(X ,D ) is a finite set. We
denote log#(Hˆ 0(X ,D )) by hˆ0(X ,D ).
(4) Let : Y ! X beabirationalmorphismofprojective, normalandgeometrically
integral variety over K . Then, for } 2MK [ f1g, and  2 H 0(X ,D ), we havekkg} = k()k(g}). In particular,
Hˆ 0(X ,D
0
)! Hˆ 0(Y ,(D 0)) and Hˆ 0(X ,D )! Hˆ 0(Y ,(D ))
are bijective.
Proof. (1) Note that
k'kg1  1 () g1  log j'j2  0 on X (C)
and
k'kgp  1 () gp  log j'j2  0 on X anp
for p 2MK . Thus (1) follows.
(2) The assertions of (2) follow from (1) and Proposition 4.1.2.




. We can find a normal modelX of X over




) Hˆ 0(X ,Da) =H 0(X ,D)
by (2). Note that H 0(X ,D) is a finitely generated free Z-module, so that Hˆ 0(X ,D 0) is
also a finitely generated freeZ-module. Since Hˆ 0(X ,D ) Hˆ 0(X ,D), the last assertion
is obvious.
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(4) The assertion kkg} = k()k(g}) is obvious. For the last assertion, note that
H 0(X ,D )!H 0(Y ,(D )) is an isomorphism. 
Definition 4.3.2. Let D = (D ,g ) be an adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type
on X . The quantity ˆ(X ,D ) is defined by






(cf. Conventions and terminology 0.5.3). Note that







Moreover, we define the volumeÓvol(D ) of D and the ˆ-volumeÓvol (D ) of D to be









respectively, where d = dimX . By Minkowski’s theorem, Óvol (D ) Óvol(D ). Let L =
(L ,h )be an adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisor ofC 0-type on X . Clearly, if L D , then
hˆ0(X ,L ) hˆ0(X ,D ) andÓvol(L )Óvol(D ). Further, by (1.1.3.1), if L D and L =D , then
ˆ(X ,L )  ˆ(X ,D ) andÓvol (L ) Óvol (D ). Let  : Y ! X be a birational morphism of
projective, normal and geometrically integral variety over K . Then, by (4) in Propo-
sition 4.3.1,
(4.3.3) Óvol((D )) =Óvol(D ) and Óvol ((D )) =Óvol (D ).
For the symbol \,Óvol\(D ) stands for eitherÓvol(D ) orÓvol (D ), that is,
Óvol\(D ) =Óvol(D ) if \ is blank,Óvol (D ) if \ is  .
4.4. Positivity of adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisors. Here let us introduce several
kinds of the positivity of adelic arithmetic divisors.
Definition 4.4.1. Let D = (D ,g ) be an adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type
on X .
 Big: We say that D is big if Óvol(D ) > 0. According to [25], we can give an alter-
native definition, that is, for any adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor L of C 0-type on
X , Hˆ 0(X ,nD + L ) 6= f0g for some positive integer n . Actually the two definitions are
equivalent by the continuity of the volume function.
 Pseudo-effective: D is said to be pseudo-effective ifD +A is big for any big adelic
arithmetic R-Cartier divisor A of C 0-type on X .
 Relatively nef: D is said to be relatively nef if g} is of (C 0 \PSH)-type for all } 2
MK [f1g (cf. Subsection 1.4 and Definition 2.1.6). If (XU ,DU ) is a definingmodel of
D , thenDU is relatively nef with respect toXU !U by Proposition 2.1.7.
Nef: We say thatD is nef ifD is relatively nef andddeg(D jx ) 0 for all closed points
x of X . For example, if 2Rat(X ), then the adelic arithmetic principal divisorÓ() of
 is nef.
Let us see the following proposition.
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Proposition 4.4.2. Let D = (D ,fgpgp2MK [fg1g) be an adelic arithmetic R-Cartier di-
visor of C 0-type on X . Then we have the following:
(1) Let U be a non-empty open set of Spec(OK ) such that there is a defining model
(XU ,DU )ofD overU . IfD is relativelynef, then thereare sequences f(Xn ,Dn )g1n=1
and f(Xn ,D 0n )g1n=1 with the following properties:
(1.1) For every n  1,Xn is a normalmodel of X over Spec(OK ) such that Xn jU =XU .
(1.2) For every n  1,Dn andD 0n are relatively nefR-Cartier divisors onXn such
thatDn jU =D 0n jU =DU .
(1.3) (D 0n ,g1)a D  (Dn ,g1)a for all n  1.
(1.4) If we set
n ,p := gp  g ((Xn )(p), (Dn )(p)) and 0n ,p := gp  g ((Xn )(p), (D 0n )(p)),
then
lim
n!1kn ,pksup = limn!1k0n ,pksup = 0,
where (Xn )(p) is the localization of Xn ! Spec(OK ) at p and (Dn )(p) and
(D 0n )(p) are the restrictions ofDn andD 0n to (Xn )(p), respectively.
(2) If D is nef, then D is pseudo-effective.
(3) If D is big on X and D is pseudo-effective, then D + (0,[1]) is big for any
positive number .
Proof. (1) By Proposition 2.1.7, DU is relatively nef with respect to XU ! U . Thus
the assertion follows from Proposition 2.1.8 in the same way as the proof of Theo-
rem 4.1.3.
(2) Clearly we may assume that X is smooth over K . Let us choose a non-empty
open setU of Spec(OK ) such thatD has a defining model overU . LetX be a normal





is ample, where Fp is the fiber of X ! Spec(OK ) over p. It is sufficient to show that
D + A a is big for all  2 R>0. By (1), we can choose a normal model X 0 of X over








We may assume that there is a birational morphism  :X 0!X . Then (D,g1) is nef






a D +A a.
Note that (D,g1) +  A    Pp2MK nU Fp,0 is nef and big by [30, Proposition 6.2.2],
as required.
(3) Let A be a big adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisor ofC 0-type on X . Let us see the
following claim:
Claim 4.4.2.1. There are m 2Z>0, 2Rat(X ) and  2R such that
mD  A+Ó()+ (0,[1]) 0.
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Proof. Since D is big on X , there are a positive integer m and a non-zero rational
function on X such thatmD  A+( ) is effective. We set (L ,h ) :=mD  A+Ó( ). Let
U be a non-empty open set of Spec(OK ) such that L has a definingmodelLU overU .
As L  0, shrinkingU if necessary, we may assume thatLU is effective. In particular,





p2MK nU ( 0)[p] + ( 0)[1]

.
We choose N 2 Z>0 such that  0 + 2ordp(N )#(OK =p)  0 for all p 2MK nU . If we set
=mD  A+×(N ), then
= (L ,h )+d(N )












( 0+2ordp(N )#(OK =p))[p]  (0+ logN 2)[1]
!
  0, (0+ logN 2)[1] ,
as required. 
Let n be a positive integer such that =(n +m ) . Then
D + (1=n )(A Ó())D + (1=n )(mD + (0,[1]))
= ((n +m )=n )(D + (0,=(n +m )[1]))
 ((n +m )=n )(D + (0,[1])),
so that we have the assertion. 
In addition to the above positivity, an adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor D of C 0-





of C 0-type on X such that D = D
0  D 00. The set of all integrable
adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type on X is denoted bydDivaint(X )R. Note
thatdDivaint(X )R forms a subspace ofdDivaC 0(X )R over R.
Remark 4.4.3. LetX be a normal model of X over Spec(OK ). We recall that an arith-
meticR-Cartier divisorD ofC 0-type onX is said to be integrable if there are relatively
nef arithmetic R-Cartier divisors D 0 and D 00 of C 0-type onX such that D = D 0  D 00
(cf. Definition 1.4.4 and [31, Subsection 2.1]). Note that D is integrable if and only if
Da is integrable.
Finally let us introduce the relative nefness of a global adelic R-Cartier divisor.
Definition 4.4.4. LetD = (D ,fgpgp2MK ) be a global adelicR-Cartier divisor of C 0-type
on X . We say thatD is relatively nef if gp is of (C 0 \PSH)-type for all p 2MK .
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4.5. Global intersection number. The purpose of this subsection is to construct the
intersection pairingdDivaint(X )Rd+1!R (D 1, . . . ,D d+1) 7!ddeg(D 1   D d+1)
by using the local intersection number (cf. Subsection 2.4). For this, let us begin with
the following lemma.
Lemma4.5.1. LetD = (D ,g )bean integrable adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisor ofC 0-
type on X . Then there are a normal modelX of X , an integrable arithmeticR-Cartier
divisorD of C 0-type onX , a finite subset fp1, . . . ,pr g of MK and integrable continuous
functions1, . . . ,r on X
an
p1
, . . . ,X an
pr









Proof. By definition, there are relatively nef adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors L1
and L2 of C
0-type on X such that D = L1  L2, so that, by using Proposition 4.4.2, we













 i [pi ]

,
where'i and i are continuous functions on X
an
pi
. Note that'i and i are integrable.
Thus, if we setD =L 1 L 2 andi ='i   i , then we have the assertion. 
Let D 1 = (D1,g1), . . . ,D d+1 = (Dd+1,gd+1) be integrable adelic arithmetic R-Cartier
divisors of C 0-type on X . Then, by Lemma 4.5.1, there are a normal modelX of X ,
integrable arithmetic R-Cartier divisors D1, . . . ,Dd+1 of C 0-type on X , and a finite
subset S ofMK such that












First we assume that X is smooth over K . We would like to define the intersection
















whereddegp is the local intersection number at p (cf. Subsection 2.4) and (D j )(p) means
the restriction of D j to the localization of X ! Spec(OK ) at p. For this purpose, we
need to see that the above formula does not depend on the choice ofX ,D1, . . . ,Dd+1
and S . We denote the right hand side of the above by (X ,D1, . . . ,Dd+1,S ). Let X 0,
D 01, . . . ,D 0d+1 and S 0 be another choice. In order to check
(X ,D1, . . . ,Dd+1,S ) =(X 0,D 01, . . . ,D 0d+1,S 0),
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wemay assume thatX 0 =X andS 0 = S . Note that there are verticalR-Cartier divisors
E1, . . . ,Ed+1 onX such that SuppR(E1), . . . ,SuppR(Ed+1) Pp2S Fp and D 0i = Di +Ei for
i = 1, . . . ,d + 1, where Fp is the fiber of X ! Spec(OK ) over p. Thus it is sufficient to
show that
(X ,D1, . . . ,Dd+1,S ) =(X ,D1+ (E1,0), . . . ,Dd+1+ (Ed+1,0),S )
for all vertical R-Cartier divisors E1, . . . ,Ed+1 onX with




If we can show
(4.5.2) (X ,D1, . . . ,D l , . . . ,Dd+1,S ) =(X ,D1, . . . ,D l + (E ,0), . . . ,Dd+1,S )
for a vertical R-Cartier divisor E onX with SuppR(E )Pp2S Fp, then
(X ,D1, . . . ,Dd+1,S ) =(X ,D1+ (E1,0),D2, . . . ,Dd+1,S )
=(X ,D1+ (E1,0),D2+ (E2,0),D3, . . . ,Dd+1,S )
=   =(X ,D1+ (E1,0), . . . ,Dd+1+ (Ed+1,0),S ).
Therefore, it suffices to check (4.5.2). We set ep = g (X(p),E(p)). Then
D l =














(0,i ,p i l ep) 
Y
j 62I








log#(OK =p)ddegp((D1)(p)    (Dl 1)(p)  (Dl+1)(p)    (Dd+1)(p)  E(p)).





(0,i ,p i l ep) 
Y
j 62I


















(D j )(p)  ep
!















(D j )(p)  ep
!










(0,i ,p i l ep) 
Y
j 62I


















log#(OK =p)ddegp((D1)(p)    (Dl 1)(p)  (Dl+1)(p)    (Dd+1)(p)  ep).
Therefore, we have (4.5.2).
In general, let us take a desingularization  : Y ! X of X . By virtue of (4.3.3)
together with [31, Subsection 2.1] and (4) in Proposition 2.4.11, we can see that the
quantity ddeg((D 1)   (D d+1))
does not depend on the choice of , so that we defineddeg(D 1   D d+1) to beddeg(D 1   D d+1) :=ddeg((L1)   (D d+1)).
By our construction, it is easy to see that the map
(D 1, . . . ,D d+1) 7!ddeg(D   D d+1)
is multi-linear and symmetric (cf. (2.4.7), (2.4.8) and Proposition 2.4.9).
Let D 1, . . . ,D d+1, D
0
1, . . . ,D
0
d+1 be integrable adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of
C 0-type on X . LetT be afinite set ofMK and let'1,p, . . . ,'d ,p be integrable continuous
functions on X an
p
for p 2 T . By using Lemma 1.1.5, we can see that if
D
0







for i = 1, . . . ,d +1, then




















p(g j )p[p] + (g j )1[1]

for j = 1, . . . ,d +1.
Proposition 4.5.4. Let D 1, . . . ,D d ,D d+1 be integrable adelic arithmetic R-Cartier di-
visors of C 0-type on X . Then we have the following:
(1) If  : X 0! X is a birational morphism of normal, projective and geometrically
integral varieties over K , thenddeg((D 1)   (D d+1)) =ddeg(D 1   D d+1).
(2) For 2Rat(X )R,ddeg(D 1   D d Ó()) = 0.
(3) If D 1, . . . ,D d are nef and D d+1 is pseudo-effective, thenddeg(D 1   D d D d+1) 0.
Proof. (1) is obvious. For (2) and (3), we may assume that X is smooth over K .
(2) Let us begin with the following claim:
Claim 4.5.4.1. Let X be a normal model of X and let D1, . . . ,Dd be integrable arith-
metic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type onX . Thenddeg(D1   Dd Ó()) = 0.
Proof. Step 1 (the case whereD1, . . . ,Dd are of C1-type) : IfD1, . . . ,Dd are arithmetic
Cartier divisors of C1-type onX and 2Rat(X ), then the assertion is well-known.
On the other hand, by [30, Proposition 2.4.2], we can find arithmetic Cartier divisors
E 1, . . . ,E r of C1-type onX ,1, . . . ,l 2Rat(X ), ai j 2R (i = 1, . . . ,d , j = 1, . . . , r ) and
b1, . . . ,bl 2 R such that D i =Prj=1ai jE j and  = b11   bll . Thus, using the linearity
of the intersection pairing, we have the assertion.
Step 2 (the case whereD1, . . . ,Dd are relatively nef) : LetA be an ample arithmetic
Cartier divisor of C1-type onX . As
lim
n!1
ddeg((D1+ (1=n )A )    (Dd + (1=n )A ) Ó()) =ddeg(D1   Dd Ó()),
wemay assume thatD1, . . . ,Dd are ample on X . Then, by [30, Theorem 4.6], there are
sequences f f1,ng1n=1, . . .f fd ,ng1n=1 of F1-invariant continuous functions on X (C) such
that
lim
n!1k fi ,nksup = 0
and D i + (0, fi ,n ) is relatively nef and of C1-type for i = 1, . . . ,d and n  1. Therefore,
by using [31, Lemma 1.2.1] together with Step 1, we haveddeg(D1   Dd Ó()) = lim
n!1
ddeg((D1+ (0, f1,n ))    (Dd + (0, fd ,n )) Ó()) = 0.
Step 3 (general case) : Since D i is integrable, there are relatively nef arithmetic R-
Cartier divisorsL i andM i of C 0-type onX such that D i =L i  M i . Thus the as-
sertion follows from Step 2. 
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Let us start the proof of (2). By Lemma 4.5.1, we can find a normal model X of
X , integrable arithmetic R-Cartier divisors D1, . . . ,Dd of C 0-type on X , and a finite
subset S ofMK such that








wherei ,p’s are integrable continuous functions X
an
p
. Then, by (4.5.3),













(D j )(p)  ()(p)
!
.
Therefore, (2) follows from Claim 4.5.4.1 and (1) in Proposition 2.4.11.
(3) First let us see the following claim:
Claim4.5.4.2. LetX be a normalmodel of X andD1, . . . ,Dd ,Dd+1 be integrable arith-
metic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type onX .
(a) IfD1, . . . ,Dd are nef andDd+1 is effective, thenddeg(D1   Dd Dd+1) 0.
(b) Let E be an effective and integrable adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-
type on X . IfD1, . . . ,Dd are nef, thenddeg(Da1   Dad E ) 0.
Proof. (a) LetA be an ample arithmetic Cartier divisor of C1-type onX . It is suffi-
cient to show that ddeg   D1+A      Dd +A  Dd+1 0
for  > 0. First we assume that D1, . . . ,Dd are of C1-type. Then, by [30, Proposi-
tion 6.2.2], D i + A is ample for every i , that is, there are ample arithmetic Cartier
divisors A 1, . . . ,A r of C1-type on X such that D i + A = Prj=1ai jA j for some
ai j 2R0. On the other hand, by [30, Proposition 2.4.2], there are effective arithmetic
Cartier divisors E 1, . . . ,E r ofC1-type onX such thatDd+1 = b1E 1+  +blE l for some
b1, . . . ,bl 2R0, and hence the assertion follows from [25, Proposition 2.3].
In general, as before, by [30, Theorem 4.6], there are sequences
f f1,ng1n=1, . . . ,f fd ,ng1n=1
of F1-invariant non-negative continuous functions on X (C) such that
lim
n!1k fi ,nksup = 0
and D i +A + (0, fi ,.n ) is nef and of C1-type for i = 1, . . . ,d and n  1. Therefore, by
[31, Lemma 1.2.1], we haveddeg   D1+A      D1+A  Dd+1
= lim
n!1
ddeg   D1+A + (0, f1,n )     Dd +A + (0, fd ,n ) Dd+1 0,
as required.
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(b)ByTheorem4.1.3, there is afinite subsetS ofMK with the followingproperty: for
any n 2 Z>0, there are a normal modelXn of X together with a birational morphism
n : Xn ! X , and an integrable arithmetic R-Cartier divisor E n of C 0-type on Xn
such that







Then E n is effective by (2) in Proposition 4.1.2 and, if we set







then n ,p is a continuous function on X
an
p
with 0  n ,p  1=n for every n and p 2 S .
Therefore, by (a),ddeg(Da1   Dad E ) =ddeg(n (D1)   n (Dd )  E n )
 X
p2S
log#(OK =p)ddegp(D1   Dd ; n ,p)
 X
p2S
log#(OK =p)ddegp(D1   Dd ; n ,p)
On the other hand, by (3) in Proposition 2.4.11,ddegp(D1   Dd ; n ,p) 1 2n logv ($) deg((D1 \X )    (Dd \X )).
Thus we have the assertion of (b). 
Claim 4.5.4.3. If D 1, . . . ,D d are nef and D d+1 is effective, thenddeg(D 1   D d D d+1) 0.
Proof. By (1) in Proposition 4.4.2, as before, we can find a finite subset T ofMK with
the following property: for any n 2 Z>0, there are a normal model Xn and relatively
nef arithmetic R-Cartier divisors
D1,n , . . . ,Dd ,n
of C 0-type onXn such that






for i = 1, . . . ,d . Note thatD i ,n is nef for every i and n by Lemma 4.2.3, and if we set




p2T 'i ,n ,p[p]

,
then'i ,n ,p is a continuous function on X
an
p
with 0'i ,n ,p  1=n for every n and p 2 T .








(0, 'i ,n ,p) 
Y
j 62I
(D j )(p)  (Dd+1, (gd+1)p)
!
,
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where D d+1 = (Dd+1,
P
p(gd+1)p[p] + (gd+1)1[1]). By using (3) in Proposition 2.4.11, it






(0, 'i ,n ,p) 
Y
j 62I
(D j )(p)  (Dd+1, (gd+1)p)
!
= 0
for all p 2 T and I  f1, . . . ,d g with I 6= ; (cf. the proof of (b) in Claim 4.5.4.2). There-
fore, the assertion follows from (b) in Claim 4.5.4.2. 
Let B be a nef and big adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type on X . For
> 0, asD d+1+B is big, there are n 2Z>0 and 2Rat(X ) such that
D d+1+B + (1=n )Ó( ) 0,
so that, by using (2) and Claim 4.5.4.3,
ddeg(D 1   D d D d+1)+ddeg(D 1   D d B )
=ddegD 1   D d  D d+1+B + (1=n )Ó( ) 0.
Thus the assertion follows. 
5. CONTINUITY OF THE VOLUME FUNCTION
The purpose of this section is to consider the continuity of the volume function
and its applications. The continuity of the volume function is a very fundamental
result in the theoryof birationalArakelov geometry. It actuallyhas a lot of applications
by using perturbation methods. The generalized Hodge index theorem is one of the
significant examples, which is a generalization of results due to Faltings-Gillet-Soulé-
Zhang (cf. [10], [11] and [37]).
Throughout this section, let K be a number field and let X be a d -dimensional,
projective, normal and geometrically integral variety over K .
5.1. Basic properties of the volume. In this subsection, we investigate several basic
properties of the volume function. First of all, let us begin with the finiteness ofÓvol,
the limit theorem and the positive homogeneity ofÓvol.
Theorem 5.1.1. (1) (Finiteness)Óvol(D )<1.
(2) (Limit theorem) The “ limsup” in the definition ofÓvol (cf. Definition 4.3.2) can
be replaced by “ lim”, that is,
Óvol(D ) = lim
t!1
hˆ0(X , t D )
t d+1=(d +1)!
,
where t is a positive real number.
(3) (Positive homogeneity)Óvol(aD ) = a d+1Óvol(D ) for a 2R0.
Proof. In order to prove (1), (2) and (3), we may assume that X is smooth over K by
(4) in Proposition 4.3.1 and (4.3.3).
(1) is obvious because we can find a normal model X of X over Spec(OK ) and an
arithmetic R-Cartier divisorD of C 0-type onX such thatD Da.
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(2) Let (XU ,DU )be adefiningmodel ofD over anon-empty open setU of Spec(OK ).
By Theorem 4.1.3, for any  > 0, there are a normal modelX of X and an arithmetic





p2S 2 log#(OK =p)[p]

.
where S = MK nU . Note that the fiber Fp of X ! Spec(OK ) over p yields a constant








AsÓvol  D andÓvol  D+  Pp Fp,0 can be expressed by “lim” (cf. [27, Theorem 5.1]
and [30, Theorem 5.2.2]), if we set
= limsup
t!1












Let us choose a positive number N such that N 2 p for all p 2 S . ThenPp2S Fp  (N ).






Óvol  D+((N ),0) Óvol  D
= d+1Óvol  (1=)D+ ((N ),0) Óvol  D
= d+1Óvol(1=)D+ ((N ),0) d(N ) Óvol  D
=ÓvolD+((N ),0) d(N ) Óvol  D
=Óvol  D+ (0,2 logN ) Óvol  D
  log(N )(d +1)[K :Q]vol(X ,D ).
Note that log(N )(d +1)[K :Q]vol(X ,D ) does not depend on , so that= 0.
(3) If a = 0, then the assertion is obvious. Otherwise, by using (2),
Óvol(aD ) = lim
t!1
hˆ0(X , t aD )
t d+1=(d +1)!
= a d+1 lim
t!1
hˆ0(X , t aD )
(t a )d+1=(d +1)!
= a d+1Óvol(D ),
as desired. 
Next let us consider the following estimate for the proof of the continuity ofÓvol andÓvol . LetÓvol\ be eitherÓvol orÓvol .
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Proposition 5.1.2. Let D = (D ,g ) be an adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor on X . Let



















whereÓvol\ is eitherÓvol orÓvol (see Definition 4.3.2).
Let us begin with the following lemma:
Lemma 5.1.3. Let D = (D ,g ) be an adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on
X and p 2MK . Then we have the following:
(1) Óvol\(D + (0,a [p]))Óvol\(D )+ (d +1)[K :Q]vol(X ,D )2[Kp :Qp ] a for a 2 R0, where p is
the prime number with pZ=Z\p.
(2) Óvol\(D + (0,a [1]))Óvol\(D )+ (d +1)[K :Q]vol(X ,D )2 a for a 2R0.
Proof. (1) For each n 2Z>0, let an be the smallest integer that is greater than or equal









 na2ordp(p ) log#(OK =p)  x

.
Then we have the following claim:
Claim 5.1.3.1. p an Hˆ 0(X ,n (D

+ (0,a [p]))) Hˆ 0(X ,nD ).
Proof. Let 2 Hˆ 0(X ,n (D + (0,a [p]))). Let q 2 Spec(OK ). If q 6= p, then
kp ankngq = vq(p )ankkngq  1.
Otherwise (i.e. q= p),
kp ankngp = vp(p )ankkngp = exp






2ordp(p ) log#(OK =p)













! Hˆ 0  X ,n (D + (0,a [p]) ,
rn = dimQH 0(X ,nD ) = [K :Q]dimK H 0(X ,nD ).
Then, by (1.1.3.4) and (1.1.3.5),
hˆ0(X ,n (D + (0,a [p]))) hˆ0(X ,nD )+ log#(Qn )+ log(6)rn ,
ˆ(X ,n (D + (0,a [p]))) = ˆ(X ,nD )+ log#(Qn ).
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By the above claim,
log#(Qn ) log#  Hˆ 0  X ,n (D + (0,a [p])) p an Hˆ 0  X ,n (D + (0,a [p]))
= an rn log(p ).
Therefore, (1) follows because
lim
n!1
an rn log(p )
nd+1=(d +1)!
=
a (d +1)[K :Q] log(p )







a (d +1)[K :Q]vol(X ,D )
2ordp(p )[OK =p :Z=pZ]
=
a (d +1)[K :Q]vol(X ,D )
2[Kp :Qp ]
.
(2) By (1.1.3.2) and (1.1.3.3),
hˆ0(X ,n (D + (0,a [1]))) hˆ0(X ,nD )+ (na=2)rn + log(3)rn ,
ˆ(X ,n (D + (0,a [1]))) = ˆ(X ,nD )+ (na=2)rn .
Therefore, (2) follows. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1.2. Let us start the proof of Proposition 5.1.2. First we check
the following special cases:
Claim 5.1.4.1. The following inequalities hold:
(1)
Óvol\  D +  0,'1[p1] Óvol\(D ) (d +1)[K :Q]vol(X ,D )2 k'1ksup.
(2)
Óvol\  D +  0,'1[1] Óvol\(D ) (d +1)[K :Q]vol(X ,D )2 k'1ksup.
Proof. (1) By using (1) in Lemma 5.1.3,Óvol\(D + (0,'1[p1])) Óvol\(D )Óvol\(D + (0,k'1ksup[p1])) Óvol\(D )
 (d +1)[K :Q]vol(X ,D )
2
k'1ksup.
Applying (1) in Lemma 5.1.3 to the case whereD isD   (0,a [p1]), we haveÓvol\(D )Óvol\(D   (0,a [p1]))+ (a=2)(d +1)[K :Q]vol(X ,D ).
Therefore,Óvol\(D ) Óvol\(D + (0,'1[p1]))Óvol\(D ) Óvol\(D   (0,k'1ksup[p1]))
 (d +1)[K :Q]vol(X ,D )
2
k'1ksup.
Thus we have (1).
(2) can be shown in the same way as (1) by using (2) in Lemma 5.1.3. 
In general, we set
D j =
(





i=1'i [pi ] +'1[1]

if j  1.















Óvol\  D j  Óvol\  D j 1+ Óvol\  D 0 Óvol\  D  ,
using the previous claim, we have the assertion. 
As a consequence of the above estimate, we have the following proposition, so that
we can deduce Fujita’s approximation theorem for adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divi-
sors (cf. Theorem 5.1.6).
Proposition 5.1.5. Let D be an adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X .
Then, for a positive number , there are a normalmodel ofX over Spec(OK ) and arith-
metic R-Cartier divisorsD andD 0 of C 0-type onX such that
Da D D 0a, 0Óvol(D ) Óvol(D)  and 0Óvol(D 0) Óvol(D ) .
Proof. LetU be a non-empty open set of Spec(OK ) such that D has defining modelsDU overU . We set S =MK nU . We choose a positive number 0 such that
0(d +1)[K :Q]Óvol(X ,D )#(S ) 2.
By Theorem 4.1.3, there are a normal model of X and arithmetic R-Cartier divisors





































 Óvol(D ) (0=2)(d +1)[K :Q]Óvol(X ,D )#(S ).
Thus the assertion follows. 
The following theorem is the adelic version of arithmetic Fujita’s approximation
theorem. It has been already established by Boucksom andH. Chen [5]. Here we give
another proof of it and generalize it to R-divisors.
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Theorem5.1.6 (Fujita’s approximation theorem for adelic arithmetic divisors). Let D
be a big adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X . Then, for any positive
number , there are a birational morphism  : Y ! X of normal, projective and ge-
ometrically integral varieties over K and a nef adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor P
of C 0-type on Y such that P  (D ) and Óvol(P )  Óvol(D )    (cf. Theorem 0.4.3 in
Introduction).
Proof. Clearly we may assume that X is smooth over K . By Proposition 5.1.5, we can
find a normal modelX of X over Spec(OK ) and an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor D of
C 0-type onX such that
D D and Óvol(D)Óvol(D ) =2.
Moreover, by virtue of Fujita’s approximation theorem for arithmetic R-Cartier divi-
sors due to Chen-Yuan (cf. [8], [35] and [30, Theorem 5.2.2]), there are a birational
morphism ˜ :Y !X of generically smooth, normal and projective arithmetic vari-
eties and a nef arithmetic R-Cartier divisorP of C 0-type onY such that
P  ˜(D) and Óvol(P )Óvol(D) =2.
Thus if we set Y =Y Spec(OK ) Spec(K ),  = ˜

Y
and P =P a, then we have the asser-
tion. 
In addition, we have the following variant of Fujita’s approximation theorem (cf.
[28, Theorem 2.4]).
Theorem5.1.7. Let D be a big adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X . For
any positive number , there is n () 2Z>0 such that, for all n  n (),
liminf
m!1





where Km ,n (D ) is the convex lattice hull of
f1   m j1, . . . ,m 2 Hˆ 0(X ,nD )g
in H 0(X ,mnD ) (for the definition of the convex lattice hull, see Conventions and ter-
minology 0.5.9).
Proof. Let us begin with the following claim:
Claim 5.1.7.1. There is n0 2Z>0 such that Hˆ 0(X ,nD ) 6= f0g for all n  n0.
Proof. We choose an effective adelic R-Cartier divisor A of C 0-type on X such that
Hˆ 0(X ,D + A) 6= f0g. We also choose a 2 Z>0 such that Hˆ 0(X ,aD   A) 6= f0g. Then,
as aD = (aD   A) + A and (a + 1)D = (aD   A) + (D + A), we have Hˆ 0(X ,aD ) 6= f0g
and Hˆ 0(X , (a + 1)D ) 6= f0g. Let n be an integer with n  a 2 + a . If we set n = aq + r
(0 r < a ), then q > a , so that q = b +r for some b 2Z>0, and hencen = ba+r (a+1).
Therefore, Hˆ 0(X ,nD ) 6= f0g. 
Step1: We suppose that there exist amodelX ofX over Spec(OK )andanarithmetic
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Let l be a positive integer such that lD is an arithmetic Cartier divisor onX . Then,








where Km ,t (lD) is the convex lattice hull of
f1   m j1, . . . ,m 2 Hˆ 0(X , t lD)g
inH 0(X ,mt lD). We choose t1 2Z>0 with t1l  n0. By the above claim, there are non-
zero rational functions 0, . . . , l 1 such that r 2 Hˆ 0(X , (t1l + r )D) for r = 0, . . . , l  1.





, l (t0+ t1+1)

.
We set n = l (t + t1)+ r (0 r < l ). Then, as t  t0 and Km ,t (lD) mr  Km ,n (D ), we have
liminf
m!1


















































Step2: We suppose that there exist amodelX ofX over Spec(OK )andanarithmetic
R-Cartier divisorD onX such thatD =Da. By using [30, Lemma 5.2.3, Lemma 5.2.4],
there are effective arithmetic Q-Cartier divisors D1, . . . ,D r of C 0-type onX and real
numbers a1, . . . ,ar such that D = a1D1 +   +arD r . Thus, by virtue of the continuity
of the volume function, there are rational numbers b1, . . . ,br such that






By Step 1, there is a positive integer n0 such that, for all n  n0,
liminf
m!1






where Km ,n (D 0) is the convex lattice hull of f'1   'm j'1, . . . ,'m 2 Hˆ 0(X ,nD 0)g. Note
that Km ,n (D 0) Km ,n (D ), so that
liminf
m!1







Step 3: By Proposition 5.1.5, we can find a normalmodelX of X over Spec(OK ) and
an arithmetic R-Cartier divisorD of C 0-type onX such that





Thus, in the same way as Step 2, the assertion follows from Step 2. 
5.2. Proof of the continuity of the volume function. The purpose of this subsection
is to prove the continuity of the volume functionsÓvol andÓvol for adelic arithmetic
R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type. Namely we have the following theorem:
Theorem 5.2.1 (Continuity of the volume functions for adelic arithmetic divisors).
LetÓvol\ be eitherÓvol orÓvol . The volume functionÓvol\ :dDivaC 0(X )R! R is continuous
in the following sense: Let D 1, . . . ,D r , A1, . . . ,Ar 0 be adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisors
of C 0-type on X . Let fp1, . . . ,ps g be a finite subset of MK . For a compact subset B in Rr


















holds for all a1, . . . ,ar ,1, . . . ,r 0 2R,'p1 2C 0(X anp1 ), . . . ,'ps 2C 0(X anps )and'1 2C 0F1(X (C))
with (a1, . . . ,ar ) 2 B,Pr 0j=1 j j j   andPsl=1 k'pl ksup + k'1ksup  0 (cf. Theorem 0.4.1
in Introduction).
Proof. Clearly we may assume that X is smooth over K by (4.3.3). Let us choose a
non-empty open set U of Spec(OK ) such that D i (i = 1, . . . , r ) and A j ( j = 1, . . . , r 0)
















  (a1, . . . ,ar ) 2 BPr 0j=1 j j j  1
)
.
We choose a positive number 0 such that
0(d +1)[K :Q]#(T )C  =3.
By Theorem 4.1.3, there are a normal model of X and arithmetic R-Cartier divisors
D1, . . . ,D r ,A 1, . . . ,A r 0 of C 0-type onX such that
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for alla1, . . . ,ar ,1, . . . ,r 0 2R. Moreover, by [30, Theorem5.2.2]and [18, Corollary 3.4.4]














for all (a1, . . . ,ar ) 2 B and 1, . . . ,r 0 2Rwith
j1j+   + jr 0 j .


























































Thus, by using (5.2.1.1), for (a1, . . . ,ar ) 2 B and 1, . . . ,r 0 2Rwith
j1j+   + jr 0 j ,
we have
(5.2.1.2)  =6+=6+=6= =2.
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!  (a1, . . . ,ar ) 2 B , r
0X
j=1
j j j 
)
and choose a positive number 0 such that






















for all a1, . . . ,ar ,1, . . . ,r 0 2 R, 'p1 2 C 0(X anp1 ), . . . ,'ps 2 C 0(X anps ) and '1 2 C 0F1(X (C))
with (a1, . . . ,ar ) 2 B ,Pr 0j=1 j j j  andPsl=1 k'pl ksup+k'1ksup 0. Thus, by the above
estimate together with (5.2.1.2), we have the assertion. 
5.3. Applications. Here we would like to give two applications of the continuity of
the volume function, that is, the log-concavity ofÓvol and the generalizedHodge index
theorem for adelic arithmetic divisors.
Theorem5.3.1. LetD 1 andD 2 be pseudo-effective adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisors
of C 0-type on X . ThenÓvol(D 1+D 2)1=(d+1) Óvol(D 1)1=(d+1) +Óvol(D 2)1=(d+1).
Proof. LetU be a non-empty open set of Spec(OK ) such thatD 1 andD 2 have defining
models D1,U and D2,U overU . We set T =MK nU . For a positive number , by The-
orem 4.1.3, there are a normal model ofX of X and arithmeticR-Cartier divisorsD1
andD2 of C 0-type onX such that















AsD1 andD2 are pseudo-effective, by [35, TheoremB] or [30, Theorem5.2.2], we haveÓvol(D1+D2)1=(d+1) Óvol(D1)1=(d+1) +Óvol(D2)1=(d+1),






Óvol(D 1)1=(d+1) +Óvol(D 2)1=(d+1).
Thus the assertion follows from the continuity ofÓvol ondDivaC 0(X )R (cf. Theorem5.2.1).

Theorem5.3.2 (GeneralizedHodge index theorem for adelic arithmetic divisors). Let
D = (D ,g ) be a relatively nef adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X . Thenddeg(D d+1) = Óvol (D ). In particular, ddeg(D d+1)  Óvol(D ). Moreover, if D is nef, thenddeg(D d+1) =Óvol(D ) (cf. Theorem 0.4.2 in Introduction).
Proof. Clearly we may assume that X is smooth over K by (4.3.3) and (1) in Proposi-
tion 4.5.4. LetX be anormalmodel of X over Spec(OK ) andD = (D,g1) an arithmetic
R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type onX . First let us see the following claim:
Claim 5.3.2.1. IfD is relatively nef, thenddeg(Dd+1) =Óvol (D).
Proof. We divide the proof into four steps:
Step 1 (the case whereD is an arithmeticQ-Cartier divisor of C1-type,D is ample
onX and c1(D) is a positive form) : This is a classic case. For example, it follows from
the arithmetic Riemann-Roch theorem due to Gillet-Soulé (cf. [11]).
Step 2 (the case whereD is of C1-type, D is relatively nef, c1(D) is a semi-positive
form) : As any arithmetic Cartier divisor of C1-type can be written as a difference of
ample arithmetic Cartier divisors of C1-type, we can find ample arithmetic Cartier
divisorsA 1, . . . ,A l of C1-type and real numbers a1, . . . ,al such that
D = a1A 1+   +alA l .
Then, for any rational numbers b1, . . . ,bl with ai < bi for all i , b1A1 +    + blAl is
ample and c1(b1A 1+   + blA l ) is positive because
b1A 1+   + blA l =D + (b1 a1)A 1+   + (bl  al )A l .
Thus, by Step 1,ddeg((b1A 1+   + blA l )d+1) =Óvol (b1A 1+   + blA l ).
Therefore, the assertion follows from Theorem 5.2.1.
Step 3 (the case where D \ X is ample on X ) : Let h be an F1-invariant D-Green
function ofC1-type on X (C) such that c1(D,h ) is a positive form. Then there is a con-
tinuous function on X (C) such that g1 = h +, and hence c1(D,h )+dd c ([]) 0.
Thus, by [30, Lemma 4.2], there is a sequence fng1n=1 of F1-invariant C1-functions
on X (C)with the following properties:
(a) limn!1 kn  ksup = 0.
(b) If we set E n = (D,h +n ), then c1(E n ) is a semipositive form.




Óvol (E n ) =Óvol (D).
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Moreover, by using [31, Lemma 1.2.1],
lim
n!1
ddeg(E d+1n ) =ddeg(Dd+1),
as required.
Step 4 (general case) : Finally we prove the assertion of the claim. Let A be an
ample arithmetic Cartier divisor of C1-type onX . Then, since D +A is ample on
X for any positive number , we have ddeg((D + A )d+1) = Óvol (D + A ) by Step 3.
Thus, the assertion follows from Theorem 5.2.1. 
Weassume thatD is relativelynef. Letus chooseanon-emptyopensetU of Spec(OK ),
a normal modelXU overU and a relatively nefR-Cartier divisorDU onXU such thatDU \ X = D and gp is the Green function arising from (XU ,DU ) for all p 2 U \MK .
Moreover, by Proposition 4.4.2, there is a sequence f(Xn ,Dn )g1n=1 with the following
properties:
(1) Xn is a normal model of X over Spec(OK ) such that Xn jU =XU .
(2) Dn is relatively nef R-Cartier divisor onXn and Dn jU =DU .
(3) D  (Dn ,g1)a.
(4) If we setn ,p = g ((Xn )(p), (Dn )(p))  gp for p 2MK nU , then
lim
n!1kn ,pksup = 0.
As (Dn ,g1)a =D +  0,Pp2MK nU n ,p[p], by Theorem 5.2.1,
(5.3.2.2) lim
n!1
Óvol((Dn ,g1)) =Óvol(D ) and lim
n!1
Óvol ((Dn ,g1)) =Óvol (D ).
Here let us see
(5.3.2.3) lim
n!1
ddeg((Dn ,g1)d+1) =ddeg(D d+1).
Indeed, we set
 p = gp  g ((X1)(p), (D1)(p)) and  n ,p = g ((Xn )(p), (Dn )(p))  g ((X1)(p), (D1)(p))






log#(OK =p)ddegp((Dn )i 1(p)  (D1)d+1 i(p) ; n ,p).









log#(OK =p)ddegp((D ,gp)i 1  (D1)d+1 i(p) ; p) =ddeg(D d+1),
as desired.
By (5.3.2.2) and (5.3.2.3) together with the above claim, we have the first assertion.
If D is nef, then (Dn ,g1) is also nef by property (3) and Lemma 4.2.3, and hence the
second assertion follows from (5.3.2.2) and (5.3.2.3) by using [30, Proposition 6.4.2]
and [31, Proposition 2.1.1]. 
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Corollary 5.3.3. Let D 1 and D 2 be adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type on
X . Then, for s , t 2R0, we have the following:
(1) If D 1 and D 2 are big and s + t > 0, then sD 1+ t D 2 is also big.
(2) If D 1 and D 2 are pseudo-effective, then sD 1+ t D 2 is also pseudo-effective.
Proof. (1) By Theorem 5.3.1 together with Theorem 5.1.1,Óvol(sD 1+ t D 2)1=(d+1)  sÓvol(D 1)1=(d+1) + tÓvol(D 2)1=(d+1) > 0,
as required.
(2) Clearly wemay assume that s + t > 0. Let A be a big adelic arithmeticR-Cartier
divisor of C 0-type on X . Then, as















(1) implies (2). 
6. ZARISKI DECOMPOSITIONS OF ADELIC ARITHMETIC DIVISORS ON ARITHMETIC
SURFACES
Let X be a regular projective arithmetic surface and let D be an arithmetic R-
Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X . The set of all nef arithmetic R-Cartier divisors L
of C 0-type onX withL  D is denoted by  (D). In [30, Theorem 9.2.1], it is shown
that if  (D ) 6= ;, then  (D ) has the greatest elementP , that is,P 2  (D ) andL P
for allL 2  (D ). If we setN :=D  P , thenD =P +N yields the Zariski decompo-
sition ofD. For example, we can see that the natural map
Hˆ 0(X ,nP )! Hˆ 0(X ,nD)
is bijective for every n 2 Z>0. In particular, Óvol(P ) = Óvol(D), so that it gives rise to a
refinement of Fujita’s approximation theorem for arithmetic divisors. In this section,
we consider a generalization of the above result to an adelic arithmetic R-Cartier di-
visor.
6.1. Local Zariski decompositions of adelic divisors on algebraic curves. Let k be
a field and v a non-trivial discrete absolute value of k . We assume that k  is excel-
lent. Let $ be a uniformizing parameter of k . Let X be a projective, smooth and
geometrically integral curve over k . Let kv be the completion of k with respect to v
and Xv := X Spec(k ) Spec(kv ). The purpose of this subsection is to prove the following
theorem:
Theorem 6.1.1 (Local Zariski decomposition). Let D = (D ,g ) be an adelic R-Cartier
divisor on X and let Q be an R-Cartier divisor on X withQ D. Here we set
(D ;Q ) :=

L
 L is a relatively nef adelic R-Cartier divisor on Xsuch that L Q and L D

.
We assume that deg(Q )  0. Then there exists a Q-Green function q of (C 0 \ PSH)-
type on X anv such that Q := (Q ,q ) gives rise to the greatest element of (D ;Q ), that is,
Q 2(D ;Q ) and L Q for all L 2(D ;Q ). Moreover, we have the following:
(1) If D is given by anR-Cartier divisorD on a regularmodelX of X over Spec(k ),
thenQ is given by a relatively nef R-Cartier divisorQ onX .
(2) If Q =D, thenddegv (Q ;g  q ) = 0 (cf. Proposition-Definition 2.4.3).
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Before starting the proof of Theorem 6.1.1, we need to prepare two lemmas.
Lemma 6.1.2. LetX be a regular model of X over Spec(k ). Then we have the follow-
ing:
(1) Let  :X 0!X be a birational morphism of regular models of X over Spec(k ),
and letL 0 be a relatively nef R-Cartier divisor onX 0. Then (L 0) is relatively
nef and ((L 0)) L 0 is effective.
(2) IfL1, . . . ,Ll are relatively nef R-Cartier divisors onX , then
maxfL1, . . . ,Ll g
is also relatively nef (for the definition ofmaxfL1, . . . ,Ll g, see Conventions and
terminology 0.5.8).
(3) LetD be anR-Cartier divisor onX and g = g (X ,D). Then g is of (C 0\PSH)-type
if and onlyD is relatively nef.
Proof. (1) LetC be an irreducible component of the central fiberX ofX ! Spec(k ).
Then
0 (L 0 (C )) = ((L 0) C ).
Thus (L 0) is relatively nef.
Let us consider the second assertion. By [22, Theorem 9.2.2],  can be obtained by
a succession of blowing-ups at closed points. Weprove it by induction on the number
of blowing-ups. First we consider the case where  is a blowing-up at a closed point.
Let C be the exceptional curve of . Then
((L 0)) L 0 = aC
for some a 2R. As
((((L 0)) L 0) C ) = (L 0 C ) 0 and (C C )< 0,
we have a  0, as required. In general, we decompose  into two birational mor-
phisms1 :X 0!X1 and2 :X1!X of regularmodels of X , that is,=21. Note
that (1)(L 0) is relatively nef by the previous observation. Thus, by the induction
hypothesis,
1(1)(L 0) L 0 and 2(2)((1)(L 0))  (1)(L 0)
are effective, so that
((L 0)) 1(1)(L 0) =1
 
2(2)((1)(L 0))  (1)(L 0)

is also effective. Therefore, as
((L 0)) L 0 =  ((L 0)) 1(1)(L 0)+  1(1)(L 0) L 0 ,
we have the assertion.
(2)We setL 0i :=maxfL1, . . . ,Ll g Li for each i . LetC be an irreducible component









(3) This is a special case of Proposition 2.1.7. 
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Lemma 6.1.3. LetX be a regular model of X andD anR-Cartier divisor onX . LetQ
be an R-Cartier divisor on X withQ D :=D \X . Here we set
X (D;Q ) :=

L
 L is a relatively nef R-Cartier divisor onXsuch thatL \X Q andL D ª .
(1) We assume that deg(Q )  0. Then there is a relatively nef R-Cartier divisorQ
onX such thatQ\X =Q andQ gives rise to the greatest element ofX (D;Q ),
that is, Q 2 X (D;Q ) and L  Q for all L 2 X (D;Q ). Moreover, if Q = D,
then (Q D  Q) = 0, that is,ddegv (Qa;g (X , D Q)) = 0.
(2) Let  : X 0 !X be a birational morphism of regular models of X . If Q is the
greatest element of X (D;Q ), then (Q) is also the greatest element of
X 0((D);Q ).
Proof. (1) Let us begin with following claim:
Claim 6.1.3.1. (i) There is a relatively nef R-Cartier divisorP0 onX withP0\X =
Q.
(ii) There isP 2X (D;Q )withP \X =Q.
Proof. (i) First we assume that deg(Q ) = 0. Let P 0 be the closure of Q in X . Let
C1, . . . ,Cr be irreducible components of X. As (P 0  X) = 0, by Zariski’s lemma, we





= (P 0 C j )
for all j = 1, . . . , r . Thus, if we set P0 = P 0  Pri=1aiCi , then P0 is relatively nef andP0 \X =Q .
Next we assume that deg(Q )> 0. Then there is 2Rat(X )Q such thatQ +()X  0,
where ()X is theQ-principal divisor of  on X . LetP 0 be the closure ofQ + ()X inX . AsQ +()X is effective,P 0 is relatively nef. Here we setP0 =P 0  () onX . ThenP0 is relatively nef and
P0 \X =P 0 \X   ()\X =Q + ()X   ()X =Q .
(ii) follows from (i) becauseP0 nX D for a sufficiently large n andP0 nX is
relatively nef. 
For a prime divisorC onX (that is, C is a reduced and irreducible curve onX ), we
set
qC := supfmultC (L ) j L 2X (D;Q )g ,
which exists in R because multC (L )  multC (D) for all L 2 X (D;Q ). We fix P 2
X (D;Q )withP \X =Q by using Claim 6.1.3.1.
Claim 6.1.3.2. There is a sequence fLng1n=1 ofR-Cartier divisors inX (D;Q ) such thatP Ln for all n  1and limn!1multC (Ln ) = qC for all primedivisorsC inSuppR(D)[
SuppR(P ).
Proof. For eachprimedivisorC in SuppR(D)[SuppR(P ), there is a sequence fLC ,ng1n=1
in X (D;Q ) such that
lim
n!1multC (LC ,n ) = qC .
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If we set
Ln =max  fLC ,ngCSuppR(D)[SuppR(P ) [fP g ,
thenP Ln andLn 2X (D;Q ) by (2) in Lemma 6.1.2. Moreover, as
multC (LC ,n )multC (Ln ) qC ,
limn!1multC (Ln ) = qC . 
Since maxfP ,Lg2X (D;Q ) for allL 2X (D;Q ) by (2) in Lemma 6.1.2, we have
multC (P ) qC multC (D).
In particular, if C 6 SuppR(D) [ SuppR(P ), then qC = 0, so that we can set Q :=P
C qCC . ClearlyQ\X =Q becauseP Q. Moreover,Q 2X (D;Q )byClaim6.1.3.2,
andL Q for allL 2X (D;Q ) by our construction.
Herewe assume thatQ =D . ThenD Q is vertical. LetC be an irreducible compo-
nent of SuppR(D Q). If (QC )> 0, thenQ+C is relatively nef for a sufficiently small
positive number . Moreover,Q+C D. This is a contradiction, so that (Q C ) = 0.
Therefore, (Q D  Q) = 0.
(2) Clearly (Q) 2X 0((D);Q ). LetL 0 2X 0((D);Q ). As (L 0) is relatively nef
by (1) in Lemma 6.1.2, we have (L 0) 2 X (D;Q ), and hence (L 0)  Q. Thus, by
using (1) in Lemma 6.1.2,
L 0 ((L 0))(Q),
as required. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1.1. Let us start the proof of Theorem6.1.1. Wefix a regularmodel
X0 with the following properties:
(a) IfD is given by an R-Cartier divisorD on a regular modelX , thenX0 =X .
(b) There is a relatively nefR-Cartier divisorQ0 onX0withQ0\X =Q (for details,
see Claim 6.1.3.1).
By Theorem 3.3.7, for each n  1, we can find a regular model Xn and an R-Cartier
divisorDn onXn such that
D   1
n (n +1)
(Xn )a Dan D + 1n (n +1) (Xn )
a
.
ReplacingXn by a suitable regularmodel of X if necessary, wemay assume that there
is a birational morphism n+1 :Xn+1!Xn for every n  0. Note that if D is given by
an R-Cartier divisor D onX , thenXn =X and Dn = D for all n  1. By using (1) in
Lemma 6.1.3, letQn be the greatest element ofXn (Dn ;Q ). Let us check the following
claim:
Claim 6.1.4. (i) The following inequalities
Dn+1  2n (n +1) (Xn+1) 

n+1(Dn )Dn+1+ 2n (n +1) (Xn+1)
hold for all n  1.
(ii) Moreover,
Qn+1  2n (n +1) (Xn+1) 

n+1(Qn )Qn+1+ 2n (n +1) (Xn+1)
hold for all n  1.
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Proof. (i) The first inequality follows from the following observation:














Dn+1  2n (n +1) (Xn+1)
a
.
The second inequality is similar.
(ii) Note that n+1(Qn )  (2=n (n +2))(Xn+1) 2Xn+1(Dn+1;Q ) because
n+1(Dn )  (2=n (n +2))(Xn+1) Dn+1
by (i), so that n+1(Qn )  (2=n (n +2))(Xn+1) Qn+1. Similarly
Qn+1  (2=n (n +2))(Xn+1) 2Xn+1(n+1(Dn );Q )
by using (i), and henceQn+1   (2=n (n + 2))(Xn+1)  n+1(Qn ) by (2) in Lemma 6.1.3.

Let En :=Qn  n (Q0), where n :=1     n :Xn !X0. Then En is vertical and
En+1  2n (n +1) (Xn+1) 

n+1(En )En+1+ 2n (n +1) (Xn+1)
















where 'n := g (Xn ,En ). Therefore, if we set







'01     '0n '0n+1     '00n+1 '00n     '001 ,
and hence '(x ) := limn!1'n (x ) exists for each x 2 X anv . Moreover, as
j'n (x ) '(x )j '00n (x ) '0n (x ) (8=n )(  logv ($)),
the sequence f'ng1n=1 converges to' uniformly. In particular,' is continuous on X anv .
We set q := g (X0,Q0) +'. AsQn is relatively nef, q is aQ -Green function of (PSH\C 0)-
type. Note that in the case whereD is given by a relatively nefR-Cartier divisorD on
X , then q = g (X ,Q1).
Let us see thatQ := (Q ,q ) is the greatest element of (D ;Q ). As f'ng1n=1 converges
to ' uniformly and
g (X0,Q0) +'n = g (Xn ,Qn )  g (Xn ,Dn )  g +  2logv ($)n (n +1) ,
we can see thatQ  D , that is,Q 2 (D ;Q ), so that we need to see that L Q for all
L = (L ,gL ) 2(D ;Q ).
First we assume that L is given by anR-Cartier divisorL on a regularmodelY . By
(3) in Lemma 6.1.2,L is relatively nef. For each n  1, we choose a regular modelYn
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of X such that there are birational morphisms n :Yn !Y and n :Yn !Xn . If we
setFn = (n )(n (L )), thenFn is relatively nef by (1) in Lemma 6.1.2. Moreover, as
n (L )a D 

n (Dn )+ 1n (n +1) (Yn )
a
,
we haveFn Dn + (1=n (n +1))(Xn ) by using Proposition 2.2.1, and hence
Fn Qn + (1=n (n +1))(Xn )
becauseFn   (1=n (n +1))(Xn ) 2Xn (Dn ;Q ). Therefore, by (1) in Lemma 6.1.2,
n (L )n (Fn )n (Qn )+ 1n (n +1) (Yn ).
In particular,




Note that f'ng1n=1 converges to ' uniformly, so that we have g (Y ,L )  q .
In general, by Proposition 2.1.8, there are a sequence fYl g1l=1 of regular models of
X and a sequence fLl g1l=1 of relatively nef R-Cartier divisors such thatLl is defined
on Yl , Ll \ X = L , (Ll )a  L and gL = liml!1 g (Yl ,Ll ) uniformly. By the previous
observation, g (Yl ,Ll )  q for all l , so that gL  q
Let us see additional assertions (1) and (2) in the theorem. Assertion (1) is obvious
by our construction. Let us consider (2). We assume that Q = D . If we set n :=
g (Xn , Dn )  g (Xn ,Qn ) and  = g  q , then fng1n=1 converges to  uniformly because
n = (g (Xn , Dn )  g )+ g   (g (X0,Q0) +'n ).
Thus, by Proposition-Definition 2.4.3,
lim
n!1
ddegv (Qn ;n ) =ddegv (Q ; ).
On the other hand,ddegv (Qn ;n ) = 0 by Lemma 6.1.3, so that assertion (2) follows. 
Finally we consider the maximal of two Green functions, which will be used in the
next subsection.
Proposition 6.1.5. Let D1 andD2 beR-Cartier divisors on X and let D3 :=maxfD1,D2g.
For i = 1,2, let g i be a Di -Green function of C 0-type on X anv .
(1) maxfg1,g2g is a D3-Green function of C 0-type on X anv .
(2) If g1 and g2 are of (C 0 \PSH)-type, thenmaxfg1,g2g is also of (C 0 \PSH)-type.
Proof. (1) Let  : Xv ! X be the canonical morphism. It is easy to see that
maxf(D1),(D2)g=(maxfD1,D2g),
so that the assertion follows from Proposition 2.1.5.
(2) For each n  1, by Proposition 2.1.8, there are a regular model X 0n of X and
relatively nef R-Cartier divisorsD 01,n andD 02,n onX 0n such that
0 g1  g (X 0n ,D 01,n )  1=n and 0 g2  g (X 0n ,D 02,n )  1=n .
On the other hand, by Theorem 3.3.7, we can find a regular model X 00n of X and an
R-Cartier divisor E 00n onX 00n such that E 00n \X =D3 and
maxfg1,g2g  g (X 00n ,E 00n ) maxfg1,g2g+1=n .
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We choose birational morphisms n :Xn !X 0n and n :Xn !X 00n and we set
D1,n := n (D 01,n ), D2,n := n (D 02,n ), D3,n :=maxfD1,n ,D2,ng and En :=n (E 00n ).
AsD1,n D3,n andD2,n D3,n , we have
maxfg (Xn ,D1,n ),g (Xn ,D2,n )g  g (Xn ,D3,n ),
so that
maxfg1,g2g 1=n =maxfg1 1=n , g2 1=ng
maxfg (Xn ,D1,n ),g (Xn ,D2,n )g  g (Xn ,D3,n ).
Moreover,
g (Xn ,D1,n )  g1 maxfg1,g2g  g (Xn ,En )
and
g (Xn ,D2,n )  g2 maxfg1,g2g  g (Xn ,En ),
and hence, by Proposition 2.2.1,
D1,n En and D2,n En ,
so thatD3,n En . Therefore,
maxfg1,g2g 1=n  g (Xn ,D3,n ) maxfg1,g2g+1=n .
Note thatD3,n is relatively nef by (2) in Lemma 6.1.2, and hencemaxfg1,g2g is of (C 0\
PSH)-type. 
6.2. Proof of Zariski decompositions for adelic arithmetic divisors. In this subsec-
tion, we give the proof of Zariski decompositions for adelic arithmetic divisors. Let X
be a projective, smooth and geometrically integral curve over a number field K . Let
us begin with decompositions for global adelic divisors.
Theorem 6.2.1. Let D = (D ,fgpgp2MK ) be a global adelic R-Cartier divisor on X (cf.







L = (L ,flpgp2MK )
 L is a relatively nef global adelic R-Cartierdivisor on X such that L Q and L D

.
If deg(Q ) 0, then there exists aQ-Green function qp of (PSH\C 0)-type on X anp for each
p 2MK such thatQ := (Q ,fqpgp2MK ) gives rise to the greatest element of (D ;Q ), that is,
Q 2 (D ;Q ) and L Q for all L 2 (D ;Q ). Moreover, if there are a non-empty Zariski
open set U of Spec(OK ), a regular model XU of X over U and an R-Cartier divisorDU onXU such that gp is the Green function arising from DU for all p 2U \MK , then
there is a relatively nef R-Cartier divisorQU onXU such that qp is given byQU for all
p 2U \MK .
Proof. Let us choose a non-empty Zariski open set U of Spec(OK ), a regular modelXU of X overU and anR-Cartier divisorDU onXU such that gp is given byDU for all
p 2U \MK . Moreover, we set
U 0 = fp 2U j XU !U is smooth over p andDU is horizontal over pg .
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By Theorem 6.1.1, for each p 2MK , we can find aQ -Green function qp of (C 0 \PSH)-
type on X an
p
such that (Q ,qp) yields the greatest element of
(L , lp)
 L is a nef R-Cartier divisor on X , lp is an L-Green functionof (C 0 \PSH)-type on X an
p
, L Q and (L , lp) (D ,gp)

.
For each p 2U , we set (XU )(p) := XU U Spec((OK )p). Then, by Theorem 6.1.1 again,
qp is obtained by a relatively nef R-Cartier divisorQ(p) on (XU )(p). Note that if p 2U 0,
thenQ(p) is actually given by the Zariski closure ofQ in (XU )(p). Therefore, we can find
a relatively nef R-Cartier divisorQU onXU such thatQU \ (XU )(p) =Q(p). Therefore,
Q := (Q ,fqpgp2MK ) forms a global adelic R-Cartier divisor on X . By our construction,




. Further, the second assertion
of the theorem is also obvious by our construction. 
As a corollary, we have the relative version of Corollary 6.2.7.
Corollary 6.2.2. Let D = (D ,g ) be an adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on
X . Let r e l (D ) be the set of all relatively nef adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors L of
C 0-type on X with L  D. If deg(D )  0, then there is the greatest element Q = (Q ,q )
of r e l (D ), that is, Q 2 r e l (D ) and L  Q for all L 2 r e l (D ). Moreover, we have the
following properties:
(1) D  Q is vertical, that is, D =Q.
(2) For every a 2 R>0, the natural homomorphism Hˆ 0(X ,aQ) ! Hˆ 0(X ,aD ) is
bijective. Further, kkaq1 = kkag1 for all 2H 0(X (C),aD ). In particular,
ˆ(X ,aQ ) = ˆ(X ,aD ) and Óvol (Q ) =Óvol (D ).
(3) Q is perpendicular to D  Q, that is,ddeg(Q D  Q ) = 0.











. Moreover, by using [30, Theorem 4.6], there is aD -Green function q1 of
(C 0 \PSH)-type on X (C) such that q1 yields the greatest element of







is our desired adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor.
Property (1) is obvious. For (2), we suppose 2 Hˆ 0(X ,aD ), that is,
 (1=a )()a D 
by Proposition 4.3.1. Note that  (1=a )()a is relatively nef, so that  (1=a )()a  Q.
Therefore, 2 Hˆ 0(X ,aQ) by Proposition 4.3.1. The assertion
k  kaq1 = k  kag1
onH 0(X (C),aD ) follows from [32, Lemma 1.3]. Further, (3) is a consequence of (2) in
Theorem 6.1.1 and [32, Lemma 1.3]. 
The following theorem is one of the main results of this article.
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Theorem 6.2.3. Let D be an adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X . Let
R be an R-Cartier divisor on X with R  D. Let  (D ;R ) be the set of all nef adelic
arithmetic R-Cartier divisors L = (L , l ) of C 0-type on X with L  R and L  D. If
 (D ;R ) 6= ;, then there is the greatest element Q of  (D ;R ), that is, Q 2  (D ;R ) and
L Q for all L 2  (D ;R ).
First let us consider two lemmas.
Lemma 6.2.4. Let M and Q be adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type on X
and let fLng1n=1 be a sequence of adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type on X
with the following properties:
(1) Ln is nef for all n  1.
(2) M  Ln Q for all n  1.
(3) For all closed closed points x of X , limn!1multx (Ln ) =multx (Q ).
Thenddeg(Q jx ) 0 for all closed points x 2 X .
Proof. We set M = (M ,m ), Q = (Q ,q ) and Ln = (Ln ,gn ). First we assume that there
are a regular modelX of X over Spec(OK ) and anR-Cartier divisorQ onX such that
Q = (Q,q1)a. Let us see the following claim:
Claim 6.2.4.1. (i) For all n  1, there is an R-Cartier divisor Ln on X such thatLn \X = Ln , (Ln , (gn )1)a is nef and Ln  (Ln , (gn )1)a  (Q,q1)a.
(ii) There is an R-Cartier divisorM onX such thatM \X =M and (M ,m1)a 
M .




  D is relatively nef,D  Ln andD Qa	 .
Then, by using Theorem6.2.1, there is a relatively nefR-Cartier divisorLn onX such
that (Ln )a gives rise to the greatest element of the above set. As Ln belongs to the
above set, we can see that Ln  (Ln , (gn )1)a. Moreover, as Ln =Ln \ X , (Ln , (gn )1)a
is nef by Lemma 4.2.3, so that (i) follows.
(ii) ThereareanR-CartierdivisorM 0 onX andanon-emptyopensetU of Spec(OK )
such that mp is defined by M 0 for all p 2 U \MK . For each p 2 MK nU , let m 0p be
theM -Green function arising fromM 0. Asmp  m 0p is a continuous function on Xp,










thenM M a, as required. 
By the above claim, (M ,m1) (Ln , (gn )1) (Q,q1) andLn \X = Ln for all n  1.
Thus limn!1multC (Ln ) exists for all primedivisorsC onX except finitelymanyfiber
components, so that if we choose a subsequence f(Lni , (gni )1)g1i=1 of f(Ln , (gn )1)g1n=1,
then limi!1multC (Lni ) exists for all prime divisors C onX . Therefore, by using [30,
Theorem 7.1], there are an R-Cartier divisorL onX and aQ -Green function g1 of
PSHR-type on X (C)with the following properties:
(a) multC (L ) = limi!1multC (Lni ) for all prime divisors C on X . In particular,L \X =Q .
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(b) ddeg( (L ,g1)C )  limsupi!1ddeg( (Lni , (gni )1)C ) for all prime divisors C onX .
(c) (L ,g1) (Q,q1).
Let x be a closed point of X and x the closure of x inX . Then, asL \ X =Q \ X
and (L ,g1) (Q,q1),ddeg(Q jx ) =ddeg((Q,q1)jx )ddeg((L ,g1)jx )
 limsup
i!1
ddeg((Lni , (gni )1)jx ) 0.
In general, letU be a non-empty open set of Spec(OK ) such thatQ has a defining
model overU . For a positive number , by Theorem 4.1.3, there are a regular model
X over Spec(OK ) and an R-Cartier divisorQ onX such that













and hence ddeg(Q jx ) [K (x ) : K ]#(MK nU ),
where K (x ) is the residue field at x . Thus the assertion follows. 
Lemma 6.2.5. (1) Let
L1 = (L1,f(l1)pgp2MK ) and L2 = (L2,f(l2)pgp2MK )





is also relatively nef.
(2) LetQ 1 = (Q1,q1) andQ 2 = (Q2,q2) be adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisors of C 0-
type on X . If Q 1 andQ 2 are nef, then





Proof. (1) We set L1 = a11x1 +   + a1r xr and L2 = a21x1 +   + a2r xr , where x1, . . . , xr
are closed points on X and a11, . . . ,a1r ,a21, . . . ,a2r 2 R. Let us choose a non-empty
Zariski open setU of Spec(OK ), a regularmodelXU overU and nefR-Cartier divisorsL1 andL2 onXU such that l1 and l2 are given byL1 andL2 overU , respectively. For
i = 1, . . . , r , let Ci be the Zariski closure of xi inXU . ShrinkingU if necessary, wemay
assume the following:
(a) L1 = a11C1+   +a1rCr andL2 = a21C1+   +a2rCr .
(b) Ci \C j = ; for all i 6= j .
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Then, by properties (a) and (b), for p 2U , it is easy to see that maxf(l1)p, (l2)pg is given
by g ((XU )(p),maxfL1,L2g(p)), where (XU )(p) is the localization of XU ! U at p. Note that
maxfL1,L2g is relatively nef by (2) in Lemma 6.1.2. Moreover, for p 2MK nU , by (2)
in Proposition 6.1.5, maxf(l1)p, (l2)pg is of (C 0 \PSH)-type. Thus the assertion follows.
(2) By [30, Lemma 9.1.1], maxf(q1)1, (q2)1g is of (C 0 \PSH)-type, so that, by virtue
of (1), it is sufficient to show thatddeg(maxfQ 1,Q 2gjx )  0 for all closed points x of X .
As
SuppR(maxfQ1,Q2g Q1)\SuppR(maxfQ1,Q2g Q2) = ;,
we may assume that x 62 SuppR(maxfQ1,Q2g Q1). If we set
Q :=maxfQ 1,Q 2g Q 1,
thenQ is effective and x 62 SuppR(Q ), so thatddeg(Q jx ) 0. Therefore,ddeg(maxfQ 1,Q 2gjx ) =ddeg(Q 1jx )+ddeg(Q jx ) 0,
as required. 
Proof of Theorem 6.2.3. Let us start the proof of Theorem 6.2.3. We choose
M = (M ,m ) 2  (D ;R ).
Let  ([M ,D ];R ) be the set of all nef adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors L = (L , l ) of
C 0-type on X with L R andM  L D . For each closed point x 2 X , we set
ax = sup

multx (L ) j (L , l ) 2  ([M ,D ];R )	 .
Note that, if x 62 SuppR(D )[SuppR(M ), thenmultx (L ) = 0 for all L = (L , l ) 2  ([M ,D ];R ).
In particular, ax = 0, so that we setQ =
P
x ax x , which is an R-Cartier divisor on X
withQ R . By using Theorem 6.2.1, let (Q ,fqpgp2MK ) be the greatest element of
A :=

L = (L ,flpgp2MK )
 L is a relatively nef global adelic R-Cartierdivisor on X such that L Q and L D 

.
Note that (Q ,fqpgp2MK ) M  becauseM  2 A. Moreover, by [30, Theorem 4.6], there





 h1 is aQ -Green function of (C 0 \PSH)-typeon X (C) and h1  g1
ª
.
As maxfm1,q1g is an element of B (cf. [30, Lemma 9.1.1]), we havem1  q1. Here
we set
Q := (Q ,fqpgp2MK [fq1g).
ClearlyM Q D andQ R .
Claim 6.2.6. There is a sequence

Ln = (Ln , ln )
	1
n=1
in  ([M ,D ];R ) such that
ax = lim
n!1multx (Ln )
for all closed points x 2 X .
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Proof. Let fx1, . . . , xN g := SuppR(D )[ SuppR(M ). For each i = 1, . . . ,N , we can find a
sequence

L i ,n = (L i ,n , li ,n )
	1
n=1
in  ([M ,D ];R ) such that
axi = limn!1multxi (L i ,n ).
We set Ln =maxfL1,n , . . . ,LN ,ng forn  1. Then, by (2) inLemma6.2.5, Ln 2  ([M ,D ];R ),
and hence
axi = limn!1multxi (Ln )
for i = 1, . . . ,N . If x 62 fx1, . . . , xN g, then ax = 0 and multx (Ln ) = 0 for all n . Thus we
have the claim. 





n 2 A. Therefore, Ln Q , so that, by Lemma6.2.4,Q is nef. In particular,
Q 2  (D ;R ). We need to check thatQ is the greatest element of  (D ;R ). Indeed, let
L = (L , l ) 2  (D ;R ). Then L 2 A and l1 2 B , and hence L  Q and l1  q1, as
required. 
Corollary 6.2.7 (Zariski decomposition for adelic arithmetic divisors). Let D be an
adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X . Let  (D ) be the set of all nef adelic
arithmetic R-Cartier divisors L of C 0-type on X with L D. If  (D ) 6= ;, then there is
the greatest element P of  (D ), that is, P 2  (D ) and L  P for all L 2  (D ). Moreover,
thenaturalmap Hˆ 0(X ,aP )! Hˆ 0(X ,aD ) is bijective for a 2R>0. Inparticular,Óvol(P ) =Óvol(D ) (cf. Theorem 0.4.4 in Introduction).
Proof. Applying Theorem 6.2.3 to the case where R = D , we have the first assertion.
Let us see the second assertion. Let  2 Hˆ 0(X ,aD ), that is, aD +Ó()  0 by Proposi-
tion 4.3.1, so that D  (1=a )Ö( 1). Note that (1=a )Ö( 1) is nef, and hence (1=a )Ö( 1) 2
 (D ). Therefore,P  (1=a )Ö( 1), that is, aP+Ó() 0, whichmeans that 2 Hˆ 0(X ,aP )
by Proposition 4.3.1. 
Remark 6.2.8. There are several conditions to guarantee  (D ) 6= ;. For example, if
Hˆ 0(X ,aD ) 6= f0g for some a 2 R>0, then  (D ) 6= ;. Indeed, Hˆ 0(X ,aD ) 6= f0g implies
that aD +Ó()  0 for some  2 Rat(X ), so that (1=a )Ö( 1) D . Note that (1=a )Ö( 1)
is nef, and hence (1=a )Ö( 1) 2  (D ). In particular, if D is big, then  (D ) 6= ;. As a
conjecture, we expect that ifD is pseudo-effective, then  (D ) 6= ;.
7. CHARACTERIZATION OF NEF ADELIC ARITHMETIC DIVISORS ON ARITHMETIC
SURFACES
In this section, we consider a generalization of the numerical characterization of
nef arithmetic divisors proved in [32] to adelic arithmetic divisors. Namely, we will
prove that an integrable adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor D of C 0-type on a pro-
jective smooth curve over a number field is nef if and only if D is pseudo-effective
and ddeg(D 2) = Óvol(D ). Throughout this section, let X be a projective, smooth and
geometrically integral variety over a number field K .
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7.1. Hodge index theorem for adelic arithmetic divisors. We assume that dimX =
1. Let us start with a refinement of the generalized Hodge index theorem on an arith-
metic surface.
Theorem 7.1.1. Let D = (D ,g ) be an integrable adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of
C 0-type on X . If deg(D )  0, then deg(D 2) Óvol (D ). Moreover, the equality holds if
and only if D is relatively nef.
Proof. Let r e l (D ) be the set of all relatively nef adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors
L of C 0-type on X with L  D (cf. Corollary 6.2.2). Then, by Corollary 6.2.2, r e l (D )
has the greatest elementQ = (Q ,q ), that is,Q 2 r e l (D ) and L Q for all L 2 r e l (D ).
Further, we have the following:
(1) Óvol (Q ) =Óvol (D ).
(2) If we setN :=D  Q , thenN = (0,) andddeg(Q N ) = 0, where = fpgp2MK [f1g is a collection of integrable continuous functions.
By Theorem 5.3.2, ddeg(Q 2) =Óvol (Q ) =Óvol (D ).






so that, by Lemma 3.4.1 and [31, Proposition 1.2.3], we haveddeg(D 2) =ddeg(Q 2)+ddeg(N 2)ddeg(Q 2).
Thus thefirst assertion follows. Inaddition, byusing theequality conditions inLemma3.4.1
and [31, Proposition 1.2.3],ddeg(D 2) =Óvol (D ) () deg(N 2) = 0
() p (8p 2MK ) and1 are constant functions
() D is relatively nef,
as required. 
As a consequence of the above theorem, we have the Hodge index theorem for
adelic arithmetic divisors.
Corollary 7.1.2. Let D = (D ,g ) be an integrable adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of
C 0-type on X . If deg(D ) = 0, then deg(D
2
) 0. Moreover, the equality holds if and only
if D =Ó( )R+ (0,[1]) for some 2Rat(X )R and  2R.
Proof. By Theorem 7.1.1, deg(D
2
) Óvol (D ) Óvol(D ), so that it is sufficient to show
thatÓvol(D ) = 0 for the first assertion. Indeed, ifÓvol(D ) > 0, then, by the continuity of
the volume function (cf. Theorem 5.2.1),Óvol(D   (1=n )A a)> 0 for a sufficiently large
n , whereA is an ample arithmetic Cartier divisor on some regular model of X . In
particular, deg(D ) (1=n )deg(A \X )> 0, which is a contradiction.
Next we consider the equality condition. Clearly if D = Ó( )R + (0,[1]) for some
 2 Rat(X )R and  2R, thenddeg(D 2) = 0, so that we assume that deg(D 2) = 0. LetX
be a regular model of X over Spec(OK ).
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Claim7.1.2.1. There is anR-Cartier divisorD onX such thatD\X =D and (DC ) = 0
for any vertical curves C onX .
Proof. LetU be a non-empty Zariski open set of Spec(OK ) such that X ! Spec(OK )
is smooth over U . Let D0 be the Zariski closure of D in X . Then the degree of D0
along every smooth fiber ofX ! Spec(OK ) is zero. Moreover, using Zariski’s lemma,
for each p 2MK nU , there is a vertical R-Cartier divisor Zp in the fiber Fp over p such
that the degree ofD0+Zp along every irreducible component of Fp is zero. Therefore,
if we setD =D0+Pp2MK nU Zp, we have our desiredR-Cartier divisor. 
We set D
0
:= (D,g1)a, p := gp   g (X(p), D(p)) and  :=
P
p2MK p[p], where X(p) is the
localization of X ! Spec(OK ) at p and D(p) is the restriction of D to X(p). Then D =
D
0
+(0,). Note thatddeg(D 0  (0,)) = 0 because (D C ) = 0 for any vertical curve C in
X , so that
0=ddeg(D 2) =ddeg(D 02)+ddeg((0,)2).
Therefore, ddeg(D 02) =ddeg((0,)2) = 0
becauseddeg(D 02) 0 andddeg((0,)2) 0 by the first assertion. Asddeg(D 02) =ddeg((D,g1)2) = 0,




for some  0 2 Rat(X )R and an F1-invariant locally constant function 0 on X (C).
Moreover, by using the fact ddeg((0,)2) = 0 together with Lemma 3.4.1, p is a con-
stant for all p 2 MK . Note that p = 0 expect finitely many p 2 MK . In addition, for
each p 2MK , there is fp 2 K 
ZR such that ( fp) = p on Spec(OK ). Therefore,
D =Õ( 00)R+ (0,00[1])
for some  00 2 Rat(X )R and an F1-invariant locally constant function 00 on X (C).
Thus, by using Dirichlet’s unit theorem, we have the second assertion of the corollary
(cf. [32, Proof of Lemma 4.1]). 
7.2. Arithmetic asymptotic multiplicity. LetK be eitherQ or R. Let




( )K : Rat(X )

K!Div(X )K and Ò( )K : Rat(X )K!dDivaC 0(X )R
be the natural extensions of the homomorphisms
Rat(X )!Div(X ) and Rat(X )!dDivaC 0(X )R
given by  7! () and  7!Ó(), respectively. Let D be an adelic arithmetic R-Cartier
divisor of C 0-type. We define b  K (X ,D ) to beb  K (X ,D ) := ¦ 2Rat(X )K jD +Ó()K  (0,0)© .
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mult(D + ()K) j 2b  K (X ,D )	 if b  K (X ,D ) 6= ;,1 otherwise.
Proposition 7.2.1. Let D and E be adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type on
X . Then we have the following:
(1) K,(D +E )K,(D )+K,(E ).
(2) If D  E , then K,(E )K,(D )+mult(E  D ).
(3) K,(D +Ó()K) =K,(D ) for 2Rat(X )K.
(4) K,(aD ) = aK,(D ) for a 2K0.
(5) 0R,(D )Q,(D ).
(6) If D is big, then R,(D ) =Q,(D ).
(7) If D is nef and big, then K,(D ) = 0.
Proof. (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) can be proved in the same way as [29, Proposition 2.1].
For the proofs for (6) and (7), let us begin with the following claim:
Claim 7.2.1.1. Let D 1, . . . ,D r be adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type on X .




K,(D + x1D 1+   + xrD r ) =K,(D ).
Proof. Herewe define f :Kr !R[f1g to be f (x ) :=K,(D x ) for x = (x1, . . . , xr ) 2Kr ,
where
D x =D + x1D 1+   + xrD r .
Note that f is a convex function overK, that is,
f (t x + (1  t )y ) t f (x )+ (1  t ) f (y )
for all x , y 2Kr and t 2 [0,1]\K. Indeed, by using (1) and (4),
f (t x + (1  t )y ) =K,(t D x + (1  t )D y )K,(t D x )+K,((1  t )D y )
= t f (x )+ (1  t ) f (y ).
Moreover, by virtue of the continuity of the volume function, there is a positive ratio-
nal number c such that D x is big for all x 2 ( c , c )r \Kr . Thus, if K = R, then the
assertion follows from the continuity of concave functions. In the case whereK=Q,
by [28, Proposition 1.3.1], there is a continuous function f˜ : ( c , c )r ! R such that
f˜ = f on ( c , c )r \Qr . Thus the assertion follows. 
(6) Let 2b  R (X ,D ), that is, =a11   arr andD +a1Ô(1)+   +arÔ(r ) 0 for some
1, . . . ,r 2 Rat(X ) and a1, . . . ,ar 2R. By using [30, Lemma 5.2.3 and Lemma 5.2.4],
for each i , we can find effective adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors Ai and B i of C 0-
type on X such thatÔ(i ) = Ai  B i . For n 2 Z>0, we choose xi ,n 2R and x 0i ,n 2Q such




x 0i ,nB i +
X
i












x 0i ,nB i
mult D +Xi x 0i ,nBi +Xi (ai + xi ,n )(i ) .

















x 0i ,nBi +
X
i



















which yields Q,(D )R,(D ), so that (6) follows from (5).
(7) By (5), it is sufficient to see that Q,(D ) = 0. We set
D = (D ,fgpgp2MK [fg1g).
LetU be a non-empty open set Spec(OK ) such that D has a defining model overU .
For eachn 2Z>0, by Proposition 4.4.2, there is a normalmodelX of X and a relatively








Note that (D,g1) is nef and big, so that, by (2) and [29, Proposition 2.1, (6)],
0Q,
















= 0. Further, by Claim 7.2.1.1,
Q,(D ) = lim
n!1Q,








so that (7) follows. 
Lemma 7.2.2. Let D and D 0 be adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type on X .




R,(D + t D 0) R,(t D 0)
exists in R.
Proof. We can find t0 2R such thatD + t D 0 is big for all t  t0. Here we set
f (t ) =R,(D + t D 0) R,(t D 0)
for t  t0. It is sufficient to show that the function f is monotonically decreasing and
bounded below on Rt0 , that is,
f (t 0) f (t ) (8t 0  t  t0) and f (t )M (8t  t0)
for some constantM .
AsD + t 0D 0 =D + t D 0+ (t 0  t )D 0, by (1) in Proposition 7.2.1,
R,(D + t
0D 0)R,(D + t D 0)+R,((t 0  t )D 0),
so that the first assertion follows from (4) in Proposition 7.2.1.
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We choose a 2 R and  2 Rat(X )R with aD 0 +Ó( ) D  0. Then, by (2) and (3) in
Proposition 7.2.1,
R,((a + t )D 0) =R,((D + t D 0)+ (aD 0+Ó( ) D ))
R,(D + t D 0)+R,(aD 0+Ó( ) D ).
Therefore, we have
f (t )R,(aD 0) R,(aD 0+Ó( ) D ),
as required. 
Let D be an adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X . By the above
lemma, we define the extended arithmetic asymptoticmultiplicity (D ) 2R[f1g to
be





R,(D + t D 0) R,(t D 0) ,
where Big(X )R is the cone consisting of big adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisors ofC 0-
type on X . Then we have the following:
Proposition 7.2.3. Let D and E be adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type on
X . Then we have the following:
(1) (D )R,(D ). Moreover, If D is big, then (D ) =R,(D ).
(2) (D +E ) (D )+(E ).
(3) If D  E , then (E ) (D )+mult(E  D ).
(4) (D +Ó()R) = (D ) for 2Rat(X )R.
(5) (aD ) = a(D ) for a 2R0.
(6) If D is nef, then (D ) = 0.
Proof. (1) ForD 0 2Big(X )R, by (1) and (4) in Proposition 7.2.1,
R,(D + t D 0) R,(t D 0)R,(D )+R,(t D 0) R,(t D 0) =R,(D ),
which implies the first assertion. IfD is big, then
R,(D ) = lim
t!1(R,(D + t D ) R,(t D )) (D ),
as required.
(2) LetD 0 be a big adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisor ofC 0-type on X . Then, by (1)
in Proposition 7.2.1,
R,(D +E + t D 0) =R,((D + (t =2)D 0)+ (E + (t =2)D 0))













R,(E + (t =2)D 0) R,((t =2)D 0) (D )+(E ).
Therefore, (2) follows.
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(3) By using (1) and (2),
(E ) = (D + (E  D )) (D )+(E  D )
 (D )+R,(E  D ) (D )+mult(E  D ).
(4) follows from (3) in Proposition 7.2.1.
(5) Clearly we may assume that a > 0. Thus, for D 0 2 Big(X )R, by (4) in Proposi-
tion 7.2.1,
R,(aD + t D 0) R,(t D 0) = a  R,(D + (t =a )D 0) R,((t =a )D 0) ,
so that the assertion follows.
(6) By the following Lemma 7.2.4, R,(D +D 0)  R,(D 0) for all big adelic arith-
metic R-Carrier divisorsD 0 of C 0-type on X , so that (D ) 0. On the other hand, if
D 0 is nef and big, then R,(D +D 0) =R,(D 0) = 0. Thus (6) follows. 
Lemma 7.2.4. Let P and D be adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisors of C 0-type on X . If
P is nef and D is big, then R,(P +D )R,(D ).
Proof. First we suppose that there exist a modelX of X over Spec(OK ) and an arith-
meticQ-Cartier divisorD onX such thatDa =D . By (6) in Proposition 7.2.1,
R,(D ) = inf
¦
mult(D + ()) j 2  ˆ Q (X ,D )
©
.
Fix a positive number . We choose 2  ˆ Q (X ,D ) such that
mult(D + ())R,(D )+.
By using Theorem5.1.7 or [28, Theorem2.4], there are a birationalmorphism h :Y !
X of normal projective arithmetic varieties and a nef and big arithmetic Q-Cartier
divisorQ of C 0-type onY such thatQ+Ó() 0 andQ (D). If we setN =(D) 
Q, then
mult(N )mult(Q + ()+N ) =mult(h (D)+ ())
=mult(D + ())R,(D )+.
Thus, by using (1) and (7) in Proposition 7.2.1 together with the above inequality, we
have
R,(P +D ) =R,(h
(P )+Qa+N a )R,(h (P )+Qa)+R,(N a )
mult(N )R,(D )+,
and hence the assertion follows.
LetU be a non-empty open set Spec(OK ) such thatD has a definingmodel overU .
We set S = Spec(OK ) nU . Then, for any positive number , by Theorem 4.1.3, there is









By virtue of [30, Lemma 5.2.3, Lemma 5.2.4], there are effective arithmetic Q-Cartier
divisorsD1, . . . ,D r of C 0-type onX and real numbers a1, . . . ,ar such that
D = a1D1+   +arD r .
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For each i = 1, . . . , r , let fai ,ng1n=1 be a sequence of rational numbers such that ai ,n  ai
and limn!1ai ,n = ai . We set Dn = a1,nD1 +   + ar,nD r . By (1) and (2) in Proposi-
tion 7.2.1 together with the previous observation,
R,(P +D ) =R,(P +Da+D  Da)R,(P +Da)+R,(D  Da)
R,(P +Da) =R,(P +Dan +Da Dan )
R,(P +Dan )+mult(D  Dn )R,(Dan )+mult(D  Dn )




R,(Dan )+mult(D  Dn )

=R,(Da),











Therefore, the assertion follows from Claim 7.2.1.1. 
7.3. Necessary condition for the equalityÓvol = Óvol . Let K be an algebraic closure
of K , XK := X Spec(K ) Spec(K ) and d = dimX .
We fix a monomial order ­ on Zd0, that is, ­ is a total ordering relation on Zd0 with
the following properties:
(a) (0, . . . ,0)­ A for all A 2Zd0.
(b) If A ­ B for A,B 2Zd0, then A+C ­ B +C for all C 2Zd0.
Themonomial order­ on Zd0 extends uniquely to a totally ordering relation­ on Zd
such that A+C ­ B +C holds for all A,B ,C 2Zd with A ­ B .
Let zP = (z1, . . . ,zd ) be a local system of parameters of OXK ,P at P 2 X (K ). Note that
the completion ÒOXK ,P of OXK ,P with respect to the maximal ideal of OXK ,P is naturally






1   z add , (c(a1,...,ad ) 2 K ).
We define ord­zP ( f ) to be





(a1, . . . ,ad ) j c(a1,...,ad ) 6= 0
	
if f 6= 0,
1 otherwise,
which gives rise to a rank d valuation, that is, the following properties are satisfied:
(i) ord­zP ( f g ) = ord
­
zP
( f )+ord­zP (g ) for f ,g 2OXK ,P .
(ii) min
¦





­ ord­zP ( f + g ) for f ,g 2OXK ,P .
By property (i), ord­zP :OXK ,P n f0g!Zd0 has the natural extension
ord­zP : Rat(XK )
!Zd
given by ord­zP ( f =g ) = ord
­
zP
( f )  ord­zP (g ). Note that this extension also satisfies the
same properties (i) and (ii) as before. Since ord­zP (u ) = (0, . . . ,0) for all u 2O XK ,P , ord­zP
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induces Rat(XK )=O XK ,P !Zd . The composition of homomorphisms
Div(XK )
P !Rat(XK )=O XK ,P
ord­zP ! Zd
is denoted by mult­zP , where P : Div(XK )! Rat(XK )=O XK ,P is the natural homomor-
phism. Moreover, the homomorphismmult­zP : Div(XK )!Zd gives rise to the natural
extensionDiv(XK )
ZR!Rd overR. By abuse of notation, the above extension is also
denoted by mult­zP .
Let D = (D ,g ) be an adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X . Let V =L
m0Vm be a graded subalgebra of R (D ) :=
L
m0H 0(X ,mD ) over K . The Okounkov
body(V) of V is defined by the closed convex hull of[
m>0
¦
mult­zP (DK + (1=m )()) 2Rd0 j 2 (Vm 
K K ) n f0g
©
.










Vm \ Hˆ 0(X ,m (D + (0, 2t [1])))K means the subspace of Vm generated by
Vm \ Hˆ 0(X ,m (D + (0, 2t [1])))
over K . We defineG(D ;V) :(V)!R[f 1g to be




t 2R j x 2(V t )
	
if x 2(V t ) for some t , 1 otherwise.
Note thatG(D ;V) is anupper semicontinuous concave function (cf. [5, SubSection1.3]).
We also defineÓvol(D ;V) andÓvol (D ;V) to be8>>><>>>:




Vm \ Hˆ 0(X ,mD )
md+1=(d +1)!
,




Vm \H 0(X ,mD ),k  kmD 
md+1=(d +1)!
.
Let (D ;V) be the closure of 
x 2(V) jG(D ;V)(x )> 0
	
.
We assume that V contains an ample series, that is, Vm 6= f0g form  1 and there is
an ampleQ-Cartier divisor A on X with the following properties: A D .
 There is a positive integerm0 such thatH 0(X ,mm0A)Vmm0 for allm  1.
Then, in the similar way as [5, Theorem 2.8], [5, Theorem 3.1] and [32, Section 3], we
have the following integral formulae:
(7.3.1) Óvol(D ;V) = (d +1)![K :Q]Z
(D ;V)
G(D ;V)(x )d x
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and
(7.3.2) Óvol (D ;V) = (d +1)![K :Q]Z
(V)
G(D ;V)(x )d x .
Moreover, ifÓvol(D ;V)> 0, then the same argument as in [32, Lemma 3.3] yields
(7.3.3) (D ;V) =(V 0 ) =

x 2(V) jG(D ;V)(x ) 0
	
.
Therefore, in the same way as [32, Section 3], we have the following theorem (cf.
[32, Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.5]).
Theorem 7.3.4. We assume that D is nef and big and Óvol(D ) = Óvol (D ) > 0. Then
Q,(D ) = 0 for all  2 X .
Besides it, the following theorem is also obtained:
Theorem 7.3.5. Let Q = (Q ,q ) be a nef adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type
on X . We assume that D is big, Q D andÓvol(Q ) =Óvol(D ). If we set N =D  Q, then
Q,(D ) =mult(N ) for all  2 X .
Proof. By using (2) and (7) in Proposition 7.2.1, we have
Q,(D )Q,(Q )+mult(N ) =mult(N ).
Let us consider the converse inequality. Let B be the Zariski closure of fg and P a
regular closed point of B . Let zP = (z1, . . . ,zd ) be a local system of parameters of OX ,P
such that B is given by z1 =    = zr = 0. We choose a monomial order ­ of Zd0 such
that `(a )  `(b ) for all a ,b 2 Zd0 with a ­ b , where `(x1, . . . , xd ) = x1 +   + xr . We set
 := mult­zP (N ). For simplicity, in the case V = R (D ), we denote (V), (V
t ), G(D ;V)
and (D ;V) byD ,tD ,GD and D , respectively. Let us see the following claim:
Claim 7.3.5.1. (1) tQ +tD for t 2R.
(2) GQ (x )GD (x +) for x 2Q .
(3) Q +D .
(4) minf`(x ) j x 2D g Q,(D ).
Proof. (1) Let 2 
Hˆ 0(X ,m (Q + (0, 2t [1])))
K
n f0g. Then
mult­zP (Q + (1=m )())+=mult
­
zP
(D + (1=m )()),
which shows (1).
(2) Let t be a real number with t <GQ (x ). Then x 2tQ tD   by (1), and hence
x + 2tD . Thus t GD (x +), as required.
(3) follows becauseGQ (x )> 0 impliesGD (x +)> 0 by (2).
(4) Let 2 Hˆ 0(X ,mD ) n f0g. Note that mult­zP (D + (1=m )()) 2D and
`(mult­zP (D + (1=m )())) =mult(D + (1=m )()).
Thus minf`(x ) j x 2D g mult(D + (1=m )()). Therefore, we have (4). 
Since Óvol(Q ) = Óvol(D ), by using the integral formula (7.3.1) together with (2) and
(3) in the above claim, we can see that Q +  = D . We choose x0 2 D such that
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`(x0) =minf`(x ) j x 2D g. Then there is y0 2Q such that y0+= x0. As `(y0) 0 and
`() =mult(N ), by using (4) in the above claim,
Q,(D )minf`(x ) j x 2D g= `(x0) = `(y0)+ `() `() =mult(N ),
as required. 
Remark 7.3.6. By virtue of Theorem 7.3.5, we can generalize the necessary and suffi-
cient condition for the existence of Zariski decompositions on arithmetic toric vari-
eties proved in [4, Theorem 8.2] to the case of adelic arithmetic R-divisors.
7.4. Numerical characterization. Weassume that dimX = 1. The following theorem
is the main result of this section.
Theorem7.4.1. Let D be an integrable adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisor on X . Then
D is nef if and only if D is pseudo-effective andddeg(D 2) =Óvol(D ) (cf. Theorem 0.4.5 in
Introduction).
Proof. We need to show that if D is pseudo-effective andddeg(D 2) =Óvol(D ), then D is
nef because the converse follows from Proposition 4.4.2 and Theorem 7.1.1.
First we assume thatD is big. Since
deg(D
2
)Óvol (D )Óvol(D )
by Theorem 7.1.1, we have deg(D
2
) = Óvol (D ) andÓvol (D ) = Óvol(D ). Thus, by Theo-
rem 7.1.1 and Theorem 7.3.4, D is relatively nef and Q,(D ) = 0 for all  2 X . On the
other hand, by Corollary 6.2.7, there is the greatest elementQ of  (D ). Thus, if we set
N :=D  Q , thenmult(N ) =Q,(D ) = 0 for all  2 X by Theorem 7.3.5, whichmeans
thatN = 0. Thereforeddeg(D jx ) 0 for all closed point x 2 X , and henceD is nef.
Nextwe suppose that deg(D )> 0 andD is not big. In this case,ddeg(D 2) =Óvol(D ) = 0.
Thus, for > 0, by using Proposition 5.1.2,
[K :Q]deg(D ) =ddeg((D + (0,[1]))2)Óvol(D + (0,[1])) [K :Q]deg(D ).
Therefore, ddeg((D + (0,[1]))2) =Óvol(D + (0,[1])) > 0, so that, by the previous ob-
servation,D + (0,[1]) is nef, and henceD is also nef.
Finallywe consider the casewheredeg(D ) = 0. ThenÓvol(D ) = 0, so thatddeg(D 2) = 0.
By Corollary 7.1.2, D = Ó( )R + (0,[1]) for some  2 Rat(X )R and  2 R. As D is
pseudo-effective, by (3) in Proposition 4.5.4, ddeg(A D )  0 for any nef adelic arith-
metic R-Cartier divisor A of C 0-type. Thus we can see that   0, and hence D is
nef. 
Corollary 7.4.2. Let D and P be adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C 0-type on X .
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) P is the greatest element of  (D ), that is, P 2  (D ) and L  P for all L 2  (D ).
(2) P is an element of  (D )with the following property:ddeg(P B ) = 0 and ddeg(B 2)< 0
for all integrable adelic arithmeticR-Cartier divisors B of C 0-type with 0 B 
D  P .
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Proof. (1) =) (2) : By Corollary 6.2.7, Óvol(D ) = Óvol(P ). Let B be an integrable adelic
arithmetic R-Cartier divisor B of C 0-type with 0 B D  P . For 0< 1,ddeg((P +B )2)Óvol(P +B )
by Theorem 7.1.1. On the other hand, by using Theorem 5.3.2,ddeg((P +B )2)Óvol(P +B )Óvol(D ) =Óvol(P ) =ddeg(P 2),
so thatddeg((P +B )2) ddeg(P 2). Therefore, 2ddeg(P B ) +ddeg(B 2)  0. In particular,ddeg(P B ) 0. Moreover, as P is nef and B is effective, by (3) in Proposition 4.5.4, we
haveddeg(P B ) 0, and henceddeg(P B ) = 0.
P +B is not nef because B 	 0, so that, by Theorem 7.4.1,ddeg((P +B )2)<Óvol(P +B ) =Óvol(P ) =ddeg(P 2).
Therefore,ddeg(B 2)< 0.
(2) =) (1) : Let L be an element of  (D ). If we set A :=maxfP ,Lg and B := A  P ,
then B is effective, A D and A is nef by Lemma 6.2.5. Moreover,
B = A P D  P .
If we assume B 	 0, then, by hypothesis,ddeg(P B ) = 0 andddeg(B 2)< 0. On the other
hand, as A is nef and B is effective,
0ddeg(A B ) =ddeg(P +B B ) =ddeg(B 2),
which is a contradiction, so that B = 0, that is, P = A, which means that L  P , as
required. 
8. DIRICHLET’S UNIT THEOREM FOR ADELIC ARITHMETIC DIVISORS
Let X be a generically smooth, normal and projective arithmetic variety and D
an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X . In the paper [31], we propose the
following question:
Fundamental question. Are the following conditions (1) and (2) equivalent?
(1) D is pseudo-effective.
(2) D +Ó(') is effective for some ' 2Rat(X )R.
We can realize that the above equivalence is a crucial part of the proof of the clas-
sical Dirichlet’s unit theorem if we trace back it carefully. In this sense, the above
question is calledDirichlet’s unit theorem on arithmetic varieties. Here we would like
to consider a similar problem for adelic arithmetic divisors. Throughout this section,
let X be a projective, normal and geometrically integral variety over a number field
K .
8.1. Fundamental question for adelic divisors. Let D be an adelic arithmetic R-
Cartier divisor of C 0-type on X . For D , we can consider the following similar ques-
tion:
Fundamental question 8.1.1 (Adelic version). Under what conditions are the follow-
ing properties (1) and (2) equivalent?
(1) D is pseudo-effective.
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(2) D +Ó(') is effective for some ' 2Rat(X )R.
Clearly (2) implies (1). Indeed, as  Ó(') is nef,  Ó(') is pseudo-effective by Proposi-
tion 4.4.2, so thatD = (D +Ó('))+ ( Ó(')) is also pseudo-effective by Corollary 5.3.3. In
the case where D is numerically trivial, we have the following affirmative answer of
the above question.
Theorem 8.1.2. If D is numerically trivial and D is pseudo-effective, then there is ' 2
Rat(X )R such that D +Ó(') 0 (cf. Theorem 0.4.6 in Introduction).
8.2. Proof of Theorem 8.1.2. In this subsection, let us consider the proof of Theo-
rem 8.1.2. For the proof of Theorem 8.1.2, we may assume that X is smooth over K ,
so that throughout this subsection, we assume that X is smooth over K . For each
 2 K (C), let ˜ : Spec(C)! Spec(K ) denote the induced morphism by K ,! C. Here
we set
X an := fx 2 X (C) j  x = ˜g ,














Then X an is a connected component of X (C) and X (C) =
S
2K (C)X an . The following
is a key result for the proof of Theorem 8.1.2.




p2MK gp[p] + g1[1]

be an adelic arithmetic R-Cartier
divisor of C 0-type on X . Let
p :=min
¦




g1(x ) j x 2 X an
	
for each p 2MK and  2 K (C). Let 1 be the locally constant function on X (C) given




























We assume that E is pseudo-effective. First let us see that E
0
is pseudo-effective. Let




x 2 X j g1(x )<+ (=2)	
andU =
`
2K (C)U. Then, by Lemma 1.1.8, there is a constantC  1 depending only
on  and h1 such that
(8.2.1.1) sup
x2X (C)
¦js j2t+bh1(x )©C b supx2U ¦js j2t+bh1(x )©
for all s 2 H 0(X (C),bH ), b 2 R0 and all locally constant functions t on X (C). Let n
be an arbitrary positive integer with n  (2log(C ))=. Since E + (1=n )H is big, there
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are a positive integerm and s 2H 0(X ,mD +(m=n )H )nf0g such that js jmg}+(m=n )h}  1
for all } 2MK [f1g. In particular,
js j2(m=n )h1  exp(mg1).
Therefore, js j2(m=n )h1  exp(m (1+ (=2))) overU , that is,
sup
x2U
¦js j2m (1+(=2))+(m=n )h1© 1.
Thus, by the estimate (8.2.1.1), we have
C  (m=n ) sup
x2X (C)
¦js j2m (1+(=2))+(m=n )h1© 1.
Since log(C )=n  =2,
sup
x2X (C)
¦js j2m (1+)+(m=n )h1© sup
x2X (C)
¦js j2(m=n ) log(C )+m (1+(=2))+(m=n )h1©
=C  (m=n ) sup
x2X (C)
¦js j2m (1+(=2))+(m=n )h1© 1
which yields Hˆ 0(X ,m (E
0
+ (0,[1]) + (1=n )H )) 6= f0g. Thus E 0 + (0,[1]) + (1=n )H
is big if n  1. As a consequence, E 0 + (0,[1]) is pseudo-effective for any positive
number , and hence E
0
is also pseudo-effective.
Next let us see that E
00
is pseudo-effective. We can find a non-empty open setU
of Spec(OK ) such that gp = 0 for all p 2 U \MK . Let  be a positive number. For
p 2MK nU , there is a divisorial absolute value wp 2 X anp (cf. Appendix A.1) such that
gp(wp)p+ because the set of divisorial absolute values in X anp is a dense subset of
X an
p
by Theorem 3.3.8. LetX be a normal model of X such that, for all p 2MK nU , wp
can be realized by a vertical prime divisor onX over p. Let :Y !X be an alteration
ofX such thatY is regular and projective over Spec(OK ) (cf. [15, Theorem 8.2]). Let
Y 0 ! Spec(OK 0)  ! Spec(OK )
be the Stein factorization ofY ! Spec(OK ), where K 0 is a finite extension field of K .




     Spec(OK 0)
We set  1(MK nU ) = fq1, . . . ,qr g and Y =YK 0 . For each i , let vi be the absolute value
of K 0 at qi as the extension of v(qi ), i : Yqi ! X(qi ) the induced morphism and g i :=
i (g(qi )). Let 0
 1(qi ) =  i1 [    [  i li be the irreducible decomposition of 0 1(qi ). Let
vi j be the absolute value at  i j as the extension of vi . We set
˜i =minfg i (vi j ) j j = 1, . . . , li g and g˜ i := g i   ˜i
and we choose ai such that 1 ai  li and g˜ i (vi ai ) = 0. Note that
(qi )  ˜i (qi ) +.
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LetA = (A ,)beanamplearithmeticCartierdivisoronY . Then, by [31, Lemma3.5.2],
we can find an effective and vertical Q-Cartier divisor F on Y with the following
properties:
(a) Supp(F )0 1(q1)[    [0 1(qr ).
(b) A  F is divisorially 0-nef with respect toA , that is,
deg
 A  F A d 1     0
for all vertical prime divisors   onY .
(c) If   is a prime divisor with
  0 1(q1)[    [0 1(qr ) and   62 f 1a1 , . . . , r ar g,
then deg
 A  F A d 1    = 0.
Moreover, in the same way as the proof of [31, Claim 3.5.3.3], we can find a constant
c such that if we set 0 =+ c , then
(d) ddeg(A  F ,0) A d 1  (  ,0) 0 for all horizontal prime divisors   onY .
Claim 8.2.1.2. Let  : Y 0 ! Y be a birational morphism of normal and projective
arithmetic varieties. Then, for any pseudo-effective R-Cartier divisor E of C 0-type on
Y 0, ddeg  ((A  F ,0)) (A )d 1  E  0.
Proof. By virtue of the above (b) and (d) together with the projection formula,ddeg  ((A  F ,0)) (A )d 1  (  0,0) 0
for all prime divisors   0 onY 0. Thus, as c1((A )) is semi-positive, the assertion of the
claim holds if E is big. Therefore, ifB is a big arithmeticR-Cartier divisor of C 0-type
onY 0 and n > 0, thenddeg  ((A  F ,0)) (A )d 1  (E + (1=n )B ) 0.
and hence the claim follows. 
Let us choose fi 2 OK 0 such that fiOK 0 = qeii for some ei 2 Z>0. Then we can find
di 2Rwith di0(( fi ))a = ˜i [qi ]. Therefore, if we set
# := f d11    f drr and 01 :=(1)+
rX
i=1












By Theorem 4.1.3, there is a sequence fYng1n=1 of normalmodels of Y with the follow-
ing properties:
(i) For each n  1, there is a birational morphism n :Yn !Y .
(ii) For each n  1, there are an R-Cartier divisor En onYn and
'n ,q1 2C 0(Y anq1 ), . . . ,'n ,qr 2C 0(Y anqr )






'n ,qi [qi ]

= (En ,(1))a.
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On the other hand, by using property (c) and g˜ i (vi ai ) = 0 (i = 1, . . . , r ),ddegqi (A  F )(qi ) A d 1(qi ) ; g˜ i = 0.
Thus the second assertion follows. 
SinceA  F is divisorially 0-nef with respect toA and 0  'n ,qi  1=n , by using
(2.4.1), we have
0ddegqi (A  F )(qi ) A d 1(qi ) ;'n ,qi  (1=n )ddegqi (A  F )(qi ) A d 1(qi ) ;1 ,
and hence
P









+0(Ó(#)) is also pseudo-effective by
Proposition 4.4.2 and Corollary 5.3.3. Note that 
0,01[1]

+0(Ó(#)) = 0, rX
i=1









































We also need the following theorem, which is a consequence of the Hodge index
theorem.
Theorem 8.2.2. Let D = (D ,g ) be an adelic arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C 0-type
on X . If D is numerically trivial and D is pseudo-effective, then D = (#) for some # 2
Rat(X )R.
Proof. By using Lemma 1.1.6, there are a normalmodelX of X over Spec(OK ), a non-
empty Zariski open set U of Spec(OK ) and an R-Cartier divisor D 0 on X such that
gp = gX(p),D 0(p) for all p 2U . As gq   gX(q),D 0(q) is a continuous function on Xq for each
q 2MK nU , there is a constant Cq such that gq  gX(q),D 0(q) +Cq on Xq. Therefore, we
can find an R-Cartier divisorD onX such that
gp = g(X(p),D(p)) (8p 2U ) and gq  g(X(q),D(q)) (8q 2MK nU ),
that is,D  (D,g1)a . Let  :Y !X be an alteration ofX such thatY is regular and
projective over Spec(OK ) (cf. [15, Theorem 8.2]). Let
Y 0 ! Spec(OK 0)  ! Spec(OK )
be the Stein factorization of Y ! Spec(OK ), where K 0 is a finite extension field of K .
LetA be an ample arithmetic divisor on Y . By [31, Lemma 2.2.2], there is a vertical
andeffectiveR-Cartier divisorE onY such that(D)+E is divisorially-numerically
trivial. Moreover, we can find an F1-invariant (D)-Green function g0 of C1-type
on Y (C) such that c1((D),g0) = 0 and (g )  g0. By the Hodge index theorem (cf.
[31, Theorem 2.2.5]), ddeg((D)+E ,g0)2 A d 1 0.
If ddeg((D)+E ,g0)2 A d 1 < 0, then, by [31, Lemma 2.3.2], ((D) + E ,g0) is not
pseudo-effective, so that(D ) is notpseudo-effectivebecause(D ) ((D)+E ,g0)a,
which is a contradiction. Therefore,ddeg((D)+E ,g0)2 A d 1= 0,
and hence, by using the equality condition of the Hodge index theorem (cf. [31, The-
orem 2.2.5]), (D ) = (') for some ' 2 Rat(Y )R. Let N : Rat(Y ) ! Rat(X ) be the
norm map of the finite fields extension Rat(Y )  Rat(X ). We set ' = 'a11   'arr for
some '1, . . . ,'r 2Rat(Y ) and a1, . . . ,ar 2R. Then we have






ai (N ('i )),
as required. 
Proof of Theorem 8.1.2. Let us start the proof of Theorem 8.1.2. By Theorem 8.2.2,
there is #1 2 Rat(X )R such that D = (#1). If we set E = D  d(#1), then E is pseudo-
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Let p := min
¦
gp(x ) j x 2 X anp
©
and  := min

g1(x ) j x 2 X an
	
for each p 2MK and















is pseudo-effective. Moreover, there


















If we set := (01) , then
P
2K (C) = 0 and = ¯ (8 2 K (C)). Thus, by using
the classical Dirichlet’s unit theorem, there is u 2 (OK )R such that (0, (01 )[1]) =Ó(u ), that is,  0,01[1]Ó(u ). Therefore,
D  d(#1) d(#2) = E  d(#2)  0,01[1]Ó(u ),
so that, if we set ' = # 11 # 12 u 1 2Rat(X )R, thenD +Ó(') 0. 
Remark 8.2.3. In [9], Chen andMoriwaki give a nef arithmetic R-Cartier divisorD =
(D ,g ) of C 0-type on P1K such that D is ample and D +Ó() is not effective for all  2
Rat(X )R.
Question 8.2.4 (Existence of weak Zariski decomposition). If D is pseudo-effective,
then does it follow that there are a birational morphism f : Y ! X of normal projec-
tive varieties over K and a nef arithmetic R-Cartier divisor P of C 0-type on Y such
thatD  P ?
Appendix A. CHARACTERIZATION OF RELATIVELY NEF CARTIER DIVISORS
In this appendix, we consider a characterization of relatively nef Cartier divisors in
terms of asymptoticmultiplicities. Let k be a field and v a complete discrete absolute
value of k . Let$ be a uniformizing parameter of k . Note that the absolute value v
is not necessarily non-trivial.
A.1. Asymptotic multiplicity. Let X be a (d + 1)-dimensional, proper and normal
variety over k  (cf. Conventions and terminology 0.5.4), that is, the Krull dimension
ofX is d +1,X is proper over Spec(k ) andX is integral and normal. We denote the
rational function field ofX by Rat(X ). Let WDiv(X ) and Div(X ) denote the group of
Weil divisors onX and the group of Cartier divisors onX , respectively. In addition,
for a point x 2X , let Div(X ; x ) be the subgroup of WDiv(X ) consisting of Weil divi-
sors D onX such that D = () around x for some  2 Rat(X ), that is, D is a Cartier
divisor around x . Note that
Div(X )Div(X ; x )WDiv(X ).
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For example, if x is a regular point ofX , then Div(X ; x ) =WDiv(X ). We set8<:
WDiv(X )R :=WDiv(X )
ZR,
Div(X )R :=Div(X )
ZR,
Div(X ; x )R :=Div(X ; x )
ZR.
LetK be eitherQ orR and let Rat(X )K := (Rat(X ),)
ZK. Note that the homomor-
phism
(  ) : Rat(X )!Div(X )
given by f 7! ( f ) has the natural extension
(  ) : Rat(X )K!Div(X )R,
that is, for = f 
a11    f 
arr 2Rat(X )K ( f1, . . . , fr 2Rat(X ), a1, . . . ,ar 2K),
() = a1( f1)+   +ar ( fr ).
Let D be an R-Weil divisor on X , that is, D 2 WDiv(X )R. We define   (X ,D) and
  K (X ,D) to be (
  (X ,D) :=  2Rat(X ) j D + () 0	 ,
  K (X ,D) :=

 2Rat(X )K j D + () 0
	
.
Letw : Rat(X )!R[f1gbeanadditivediscretenon-trivial valuationoverk . Namely,
w satisfies the following conditions:
(1) w ( f  g ) =w ( f )+w (g ) for all f ,g 2Rat(X ).
(2) w ( f + g )minfw ( f ),w (g )g for all f ,g 2Rat(X ).
(3) f = 0 if and only if w ( f ) =1.
(4) w (a ) =  logv (a ) for all a 2 k.
Let Ow be the valuation ring of w andmw its maximal ideal, that is,
Ow =  f 2Rat(X ) jw ( f ) 0	 and mw =  f 2Rat(X ) jw ( f )> 0	 .
Note that k   Ow and k  mw , so that Ow =mw is a k =k -algebra. We say that w is
a divisorial valuation of Rat(X ) over k if trdegk =k  Ow =mw = d . For a divisorial valua-
tion w of Rat(X ) over k , there are a normal variety V over k , a vertical prime divisor
  on V and a birational morphism  : V !X over Spec(k ) such that w = a ord  for
some a 2 R>0. Indeed, it can be shown as follows: We may assume that v is non-
trivial. Otherwise the assertion follows from [38, Chapter VI, § 14, Theorem 31]. We
choose x1, . . . , xd 2Ow such that x1, . . . , xd form a transcendental basis of Ow =mw over
k =k . Then Rat(X ) is a finite extension of k (x1, . . . , xd ) and the transcendental de-
gree of k [x1, . . . , xd ]=k [x1, . . . , xd ]\mw over k =k  is d . LetR be the normalization of
k [x1, . . . , xd ] in Rat(X ). Note that R is finite over k [x1, . . . , xd ] because k  is excellent.
In addition, R Ow , R \mw is a prime ideal of R and trdegk =k (R=R \mw ) = d , which
prove the assertion.
We denote the set of all divisorial valuations of Rat(X ) over k by DValk (X ). AsX
is proper and separated over Spec(k ), there is a unique morphism t : Spec(Ow )! X
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Let x be the image of the closedpointmw by t . The point x is called the center of w onX . Note that x 2X (the central fiber ofX ! Spec(k )). ForD 2Div(X ; x ), multw (D)
is defined by w ( f ), where f is a local equation ofD at x . In this way, we have a map
multw : Div(X ; x )!Z.
It is easy to see thatmultw is a homomorphism, so that we have the natural extension
multw : Div(X ; x )R!R,
that is,
multw (a1D1+   +arDr ) = a1multw (D1)+   +ar multw (Dr ),
whereD1, . . . ,Dr 2Div(X ; x ) and a1, . . . ,ar 2R.





multw (D + ()) j 2   K (X ,D)
	
if   K (X ,D) 6= ;,1 otherwise,
which is called theK-asymptotic multiplicity of D at w . Here we give one additional
definition. An R-Cartier divisor D (i.e. D 2 Div(X )R) is said to be big if D is big on
the generic fiber of X ! Spec(k ). First let us observe elementary properties of the
asymptotic multiplicity. The arithmetic version can be found in [29, Proposition 2.1
and Theorem 2.5] and Proposition 7.2.1.
Proposition A.1.1. Let w be a divisorial valuation of Rat(X ) over k and x the center
of w onX . ForD,E 2Div(X ; x )R, we have the following:
(1) K,w (D +E )K,w (D)+K,w (E ).
(2) IfD E , then K,w (E )K,w (D)+multw (E  D).
(3) K,w (D + ()) =K,w (D) for 2Rat(X )K.
(4) K,w (aD) = aK,w (D) for a 2K>0.
(5) 0R,w (D)Q,w (D).
(6) Let  : Y !X be a birational morphism of proper and normal varieties over
k .
(6.1) IfD is an R-Cartier divisor onX , then K,w ((D)) =K,w (D).
(6.2) Let x and y be the centers of w onX andY , respectively (note that (y ) =
x ). We assume that  is an isomorphism over x . Then, forD 0 2Div(Y ; y ),
K,w ((D 0))K,w (D 0).
(7) If D is an R-Cartier divisor on X and D is relatively nef with respect to X !
Spec(k ) (cf. Conventions and terminology 0.5.6) and big, then K,w (D) = 0.
(8) IfD is an R-Cartier divisor onX andD is big, then Q,w (D) =R,w (D).
Proof. (1) If   K (X ,D + E ) = ;, then either   K (X ,D) = ; or   K (X ,E ) = ;, so that we
may assume that   K (X ,D +E ) 6= ;. Thus we may also assume that   K (X ,D) 6= ; and
  K (X ,E ) 6= ;. Therefore, the assertion follows because  2   K (X ,D +E ) for all  2
  K (X ,D) and 2   K (X ,E ).
(2) is derived from (1).
(3) The assertion follows from the following:
 2   K (X ,D) ()   1 2   K (X ,D + ()).
(4) Note that 2   K (X ,D) if and only if a 2   K (X ,aD), and that




(6.1) For 2Rat(X )K,D + ()X  0 if and only if (D)+ ()Y  0. Thus
  K (X ,D) =   K (Y ,(D)).
Moreover,
multw (D + ()X ) =multw ((D)+ ()Y ).
Therefore, we have (6.1).
(6.2) Let 2   K (Y ,D 0), that is,D 0+ ()Y  0. Then
0 (D 0+ ()Y ) = (D 0)+ ()X .
The above observation means that   K (Y ,D 0)    K (X ,(D 0)). Moreover, by our as-
sumption,
multw (D 0+ ()Y ) =multw ((D 0)+ ()X )
for 2   K (Y ,D 0). Thus the assertion follows.
(7) Let us begin with the following claim:
Claim A.1.1.1. If X is projective over Spec(k ), then, for any Cartier divisor E on X ,
there are effective Cartier divisorsA andB onX such that E =A  B .
Proof. Let H be an ample Cartier divisor on X . Let E = e1 1 +   + er  r be the de-
composition as a Weil divisor. AsH is ample, for a sufficiently large l , there is  2
H 0(X , lH )nf0g such thatA := lH +() is effective andmult i (A ) ei for i = 1, . . . , r .
ThusB :=A  E is effective and E =A  B . 
Let us go back to the proof of (7). By (5), it is sufficient to show that Q,w (D) = 0.
By using Chow’s lemma together with (6.1), wemay assume thatX is projective over
Spec(k ). First we assume that D is an ample Q-Cartier divisor. Then there is  2
  Q (X ,D) such that multw (D + ()) = 0, and hence Q,w (D) = 0.
Next we assume thatD is ample. By using Claim A.1.1.1, we can set
D = a1D1+   +arDr ,
where D1, . . . ,Dr are effective Cartier divisors and a1, . . . ,ar 2 R. For any n > 0, there
are 1, . . . ,r 2R such that 0<i < 1=n and ai  i 2Q for all i and that (a1 1)D1+  + (ar  r )Dr is ample. Then, by (2) and the previous case,
Q,w (D)Q,w ((a1 1)D1+   + (ar  r )Dr )+multQ,w (1D1+   +rDr )
1multw (D1)+   +r multw (Dr )
 (1=n )(multw (D1)+   +multw (Dr )),
which proves the assertion in this case.
Let us consider a general case.
Claim A.1.1.2. There are an ample Q-Cartier divisorA onX and  2 Rat(X )Q such
that E :=D  A + () is effective.
Proof. If v is trivial, then k  = k , so that the assertion is obvious. We assume that v
is non-trivial. LetA 0 be an ample Cartier divisor onX . Let X be the generic fiber of
X ! Spec(k ), D :=D \X and A0 :=A 0 \X . Then, as D is big, there are n 2 Z>0 and
1 2Rat(X ) such that
nD  A0+ (1) 0
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on X . Therefore, we can findm 2Z>0 such thatnD A 0+(1)+m ($) 0, and hence,
D   (1=n )A 0+ (1=n1 $m=n ) 0, as required. 
AsA + (1 )E = A + (1 )(D + ()) is ample for 0 <  < 1, by using (2), (3) and
the previous assertion in the case whereD is ample,
Q,w (D) =Q,w (A +E + ( 1)) =Q,w (A +E ) =Q,w (A + (1 )E +E )
Q,w (A + (1 )E )+multw (E ) multw (E ),
and hence Q,w (D) = 0.
(8) In the same way as (7), we may assume thatX is projective over Spec(k ). Let
 =a11   arr 2   R (X ,D), where1, . . . ,r 2Rat(X ) anda1, . . . ,ar 2R. ByClaimA.1.1.1,
for each i , there are effectiveCartier divisorsAi andBi onX such that (i ) =Ai Bi .
Here we consider the map f :Qr !R[f1g given by




f (t1, . . . , tr ) = f (0, . . . ,0) =Q,w (D).
Proof. First note that there is a positive rational number c such that D + t1B1 +   +
trBr is big for (t1, . . . , tr ) 2 ( c ,1)r \Qr . Moreover, by using (1) and (4), we can see
that f is a convex function over Q, that is, f (t + (1 )t 0)   f (t ) + (1 ) f (t 0) for
t , t 0 2 Qr and  2 [0,1]\Q. Therefore, by virtue of [28, Proposition 1.3.1], there is a
continuous function f˜ : ( c ,1)r !R such that f˜ = f on ( c ,1)r \Qr , which shows
the assertion of the claim. 
For each i = 1, . . . , r andn 2Z>0, we choose ti ,n 2Rand t 0i ,n 2Q such thatai+ti ,n 2Q
and 0 ti ,n  t 0i ,n  1=n . Then
D +X
i
t 0i ,nBi +
X
i


















multw D +Xi t 0i ,nBi +Xi (ai + ti ,n )(i ) .







which gives rise to Q,w (D)R,w (D), so that (8) follows from (5). 
A.2. Sectional decomposition. LetX be a regular and proper variety over k . LetD
be an R-Cartier divisor onX . We assume that   (X ,D) 6= ;. We set8<:
Bs(D) :=T2 (X ,D)SuppR(D + ()),
F (D) :=P  infmult  (D + ()) j 2   (X ,D)	    ,
P (D) :=D  F (D),
where   runs over all prime divisors onX . Note that the above “inf” can be replaced
by “min” because the set

mult  (D + ()) j 2   (X ,D)	 is discrete inR. The decom-
positionD =P (D)+F (D) is called the sectional decomposition ofD.
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Lemma A.2.1. (1) The natural inclusion map
H 0(X ,P (D))!H 0(X ,D)
is bijective.
(2) codimBs(P (D)) 2.
Proof. By our construction, D + ()  F (D) for all  2   (X ,D). Thus (1) follows.
Moreover, if codimBs(P (D)) = 1, then there is a prime divisor   such that
mult  (P (D)+ ())> 0
for all  2   (X ,D), that is, mult  (D + ()) >mult  (F (D)) for all  2   (X ,D), which
is a contradiction. 
From now on, we assume that   Q (X ,D) 6= ;. We set
N (D) := fm 2Z1 j   (X ,mD) 6= ;g.
Note thatN (D) 6= ;. Form 2N (D), we setFm :=F (mD) andPm :=P (mD).












for all w 2DValk (X ) (cf. [33, Chapter 3, 98]).






for all prime divisors   onX .
Proof. (1) is obvious because 0 2   (X , (m +m 0)D) for all  2   (X ,mD) and 0 2
  (X ,m 0D). For (2), note that




  (X ,mD)1=m .

A.3. Characterization in terms of w . The following theorem is a characterization
of relatively nef Cartier divisors in terms of the asymptotic multiplicity.
Theorem A.3.1. Let X be a (d + 1)-dimensional, proper and normal variety over k 
and let D be an R-Cartier divisor on X . If   Q (X ,D) 6= ; and Q,w (D) = 0 for all w 2
DValk (X ), thenD is relatively nef. Inparticular, ifD is big, then the followingare equiv-
alent:
(1) D is relatively nef with respect toX ! Spec(k ).
(2) Q,w (D) = 0 for all w 2DValk (X ).
(3) R,w (D) = 0 for all w 2DValk (X ).
Proof. Let us begin with the following claim:
Claim A.3.1.1. Let Y be a normal and proper variety over k  and let  : Y !X be a
dominant morphism over Spec(k ) such that Rat(Y ) is algebraic over Rat(X ). If
  Q (X ,D) 6= ; and Q,w (D) = 0
for all w 2DValk (X ), then Q,w 0((D)) = 0 for all w 0 2DValk (Y ).
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Proof. Let w 0 be a divisorial valuation of Rat(Y ) over k and let w be the restriction of
w 0 to Rat(X ). As Rat(Y ) is algebraic over Rat(X ), we can see thatOw 0=mw 0 is algebraic
over Ow =mw , so that w is a divisorial valuation of Rat(X ) over k . Then, for an R-
Cartier divisorL onX , multw 0((L )) =multw (L ). Thus,
Q,w 0(
(D)) = inf¦multw 0((D)+ ( )) j 2   Q (Y ,(D))©
 inf¦multw 0((D + ())) j 2   Q (X ,D)©
= inf
¦
multw (D + ()) j 2   Q (X ,D)
©
=Q,w (D),
which prove the claim. 
Claim A.3.1.2. Wemay assume thatX is regular and projective over Spec(k ).
Proof. We assume that the theorem holds ifX is regular and projective. By de Jong’s
theorem [15], there is a regular and projective varietyY over k  together with a dom-
inant morphism  :Y !X over Spec(k ) such that Rat(Y ) is algebraic over Rat(X ).
By the previous claim and our assumption, we can see that (D) is relatively nef, so
thatD is also relatively nef. 
Let C be an irreducible and reduced curve onX. Let us see (D C ) 0. Clearly we
may assume that D is effective and C  SuppR(D). There is a succession of blowing-
ups  : X˜ ! X at closed points such that the strict transform C˜ of C is regular (cf.
[20, Theorem 1.101]). If ((D)  C˜ )  0, then (D C ) = ((D)  C˜ )  0, so that we may
assume that C is regular.
Let  : Y ! X be the blowing-up along C and let E be the exceptional set of .
Let D 0 be the strict transform of D. Then (D) = D 0 + eE for some e 2 Z>0. Let H
be a very ample divisor on E . Choosing general members H1, . . . ,Hd 1 of jH j, we set
C 0 = H1 \    \Hd 1 and (C 0) = aC for some a 2 Z>0. As H1, . . . ,Hd 1 are general,
C 0 6 SuppR(D 0)\E . If (E C 0) = (OX (E )jE H d 1) 0, then
a (D C ) = ((D) C 0) = (D 0 C 0)+ e (E C 0) 0.
Thus we may assume (OX (E )jE H d 1)< 0.
Letm(D) =Pm +Fm be the sectional decomposition ofm(D). By virtue of (1)
in Lemma A.2.2, there are finitely many prime divisors  1, . . . , r ofY such that
Fm = am ,1 1+   +am ,r  r
for some am ,1, . . . ,am ,r 2R0. First we assume that  i 6= E for all i = 1, . . . , r . Choosing
general membersH1, . . . ,Hd 2 2 jH j if necessary, we have
C 0 6 (Bs(Pm )[  1 [    [  r )\E ,
and hence
am (D C ) = ((mD) C 0) = (Pm C 0)+
rX
i=1
am ,i ( i C 0) 0.
Therefore, we may assume that  1 = E . By (2) in Lemma A.2.2 and our assumption,
lim
m!1am ,1=m = 0. For any  > 0, we choose m such that 0  am ,1=m  . As before,
choosing general membersH1, . . . ,Hd 2 2 jH j if necessary,
C 0 6 (Bs(Pm )[  2 [    [  r )\E
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holds, so that (Pm C 0) 0 and ( i C 0) 0 for i = 2, . . . , r . Thus
a (D C ) = ((D) C 0) (am ,1=m )(E C 0) (OX (E )jE H d 2).
Therefore (D C ) 0 because  is an arbitrary small number.
Finally, the last assertion of the theorem follows from the first assertion, (7) and (8)
in Proposition A.1.1. 
As a corollary, we have the following characterization of relatively nefR-Cartier di-
visors. It is proved in [6, Theorem 5.11 and Lemma 5.12] in the casewhere the charac-
teristic of k =k  is zero. In general, it seems to be proved by Thuillier. Note that our
proof is based on de Jong’s alteration.
Corollary A.3.2. Let X be a proper and normal variety over k and let L be anR-Cartier
divisor on X . LetX be a normalmodel of X over Spec(k ) and letL be anR-Cartier on
X withL\X = L. We assume that there is a sequence f(Xn ,Ln )g1n=1with the following
properties:
(1) Xn is a normal model of X over Spec(k ).
(2) Ln is a relatively nef R-Cartier divisor onXn such thatLn \X = L.
(3) limn!1multw (Ln ) =multw (L ) for all w 2DValk (X ).
ThenL is relatively nef.
Proof. If v is trivial, then the assertion is obvious, so that we assume that v is non-
trivial. Clearly we may assume that there is a birational morphism n :Xn !X over
k . By using Chow’s lemma, we have a birational morphism  :X 0!X over k  such
thatX 0 is projective over Spec(k ). Let X 0 be the generic fiber ofX 0! Spec(k ). Let
X 0n be the normalization of the main component ofXn X X 0, and let n :X 0n !Xn
be the induced morphism. We set
L 0 :=(L ), L 0 :=L 0 \X 0 and L 0n :=n (Ln ).
ThenX 0n is a model of X 0 over Spec(k ) andL 0n is a relatively nefR-Cartier divisor onX 0n such thatL 0n \X 0 = L 0. Moreover,
multw (L 0) =multw (L ) and multw (L 0n ) =multw (Ln )
for all w 2DValk (X ). Therefore, we may assume thatX is projective.
LetA be a relatively nef and big Cartier divisor onX . As L is nef on X , L + A
is nef and big on X for  > 0, so that, by virtue of Theorem A.3.1, it is sufficient to see
that
R,w (L +A ) = 0
for all w 2DValk (X ) and  > 0. ReplacingX by a suitable birational model, we may
assume that there is a vertical prime divisor   on X such that w = a ord  for some
positive number a . LetX = a1 1 +   + ar  r be be the irreducible decomposition of
the central fiberX ofX ! Spec(k ) as aWeil divisor. Renumbering  1, . . . , r , wemay
set   =  1. Let w i be the additive valuation over k arising from  i . Note that w =w 1 .
For a positive number , there isN such thatmultw i (L ) multw i (Ln ) ai
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for all n  N and i = 1, . . . , r . Then (n )(Ln )  X  L for n  N . Therefore, asLn (Xn )+n (A ) is relatively nef and big, by (2), (6.2) and (7) in Proposition A.1.1,
0R,w (L +A )
R,w ((n )(Ln ) X+A )
+multw (L   (n )(Ln )+X) (ª (2))
=R,w ((n )(Ln  (Xn )+n (A )))
+multw (L   (n )(Ln )+X)
R,w (Ln  (Xn )+n (A ))
+multw (L   (n )(Ln )+X) (ª (6.2))
=multw (L   (n )(Ln )+X) (ª (7))
 jmultw (L ) multw (Ln )j+multw (X) 2a1
for n N . Thus R,w (L +A ) = 0 because  is an arbitrary positive number. 
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